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Stellingen

1 Het is een verwarrende bezigheid om nieuwe, ongestructureerde biodegradatiemodellen te
ontwikkelen, zolang op basis van experimentele gegevens geen onderscheid met bestaande
modellengemaaktkanworden.
Kovdrovd-Kovar, K.,Egli, T.(1998),Growthkineticsofsuspendedmicrobialcells:from singlesubstrate-controlledgrowth to mixed-substratekinetics,Microbiol.Mol.Biol. Rev., Vol. 62,
No. 3,646-666.
Ditproefschrift.
2 Integenstelling tot wat Birch (1991)enVan Wijk etal. (1996)beweren, betekent het feit dat de
concentratie van een milieuvreemde biodegradeerbare organische stof in het effluent van een
biologische reactor onafhankelijk is van de influentconcentratie, niet zonder meer dat de
biodegradatie vandiestofmethetMonodmodelkanworden beschreven.
Birch, R.R. (1991),Prediction of thefate of detergent chemicals during sewage treatment,J.
Chem. Biotechn.Biol. 50, 411-422.
VanWijketal.(1996),Theperformance ofmodelsinpredicting biodegradability in wastewater
treatmentplants,Proceedingsofthe4thWorldSurfactantsCongress, Barcelona,3-7VI.
Ditproefschrift.
3 Volgens Chen en Horan (1998) zijn ultra- en nanofiltratiemembranen te duur voor de zuivering
van papierafvalwater. Echter, zij hebben niet goed gekeken naar de ontwikkelingen van de
afgelopen 15 jaar en houden daardoor geen rekening met de zeer snel dalende prijs en
toenemende kwaliteit vanmembranen, enmethetpositieve effect van hogeretemperaturen opde
flux vanmembranen indienhetgezuiverdewaterwordt hergebruikt.
Chen,W., Horan,N.J. (1998),Thetreatmentofahigh-strengthpulp andpaper mill effluentfor
wastewaterre-use: tertiairytreatment optionsfor pulp andpaper millwastewatertoachieve
effluentrecycle, Env. Tech.,Vol.19, 173-182.
4 Confer en Logan (1997) zijn een van de weinigen die beseffen dat 'biosorptie' van organische
verontreinigingen door biofilms de resultante is van een groot aantal deelprocessen (ad- en
desorptie, diffusie, ionenwisseling, bacteriele opslag, hydrolyse, etc.) en dat kennis over deze
processen en de interactie tussen deze processen onontbeerlijk is voor een goed ontwerp van
biofilmprocessen.
Confer,D.R., Logan,B.E. (1997),Molecular weight distributionof hydrolysisproducts during
biodegradationof modelmacromoleculesinsuspendedand biofilmcultures, Wat. Res., Vol.
31,No.9., 2127-2145.

5 De enorme hoeveelheid tijd, geld en energie die tot nu toe is gespendeerd aan de praktische
toepassing van de actiefslibmodellen No. 1 en No. 2, waarmee CZV-, stikstof en
fosfaatverwijdering inactiefslibinstallaties wordtbeschreven, heeft vooralsnog nietgeresulteerd in
hetgewensteeffect, d.w.z.kleinereengoedkopereinstallatieseneenverbeterde effluentkwaliteit.
6 Er is een duidelijke grens aan de eigen bijdrage die universiteiten aan projecten kunnen leveren.
Die grens wordt vaak overschreden, met als gevolg dat het onderzoek van matige kwaliteit is of
deonderzoekers enlaboranten eengrootaantal overurenmoetendraaien.
7 Er is een directe relatie tussen het weer en de spontaniteit van mensen.De enige uitzondering op
dezeregellijken deEngelsenenIerente zijn.
8 Datveelbewonersvanbejaardentehuizen alsgevolgvandebezuinigingen geenkoekje meerbij de
koffie krijgen, terwijl menigeyup op zijn 30-ste al meer dan eenton op debank heeft staan,laat
ziendathetmetonzebeschavingnietbestisgesteld.
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Voormijnouders

Abstract
Temmink, H (2001). Reliability of models that predict the fate of organic trace pollutants in
municipal activated sludge plants, PhD-thesis, Wageningen University, Wageningen: The
Netherlands, 184pages.
The production, use and disposal of many compounds inevitably leads to their presence in the
environment as organic trace pollutants. Although their concentration may be low, these trace
compoundscanpresentanenvironmental hazardassociated withtheirtoxicity for humanbeings,their
potential to accumulate in biota and ecosystems and in some casestheir function as a catalyst in the
destruction oftheozoneinthestratosphere.
In many cases these organic trace compounds enter the sewage system and will finally appear in
municipal activated sludge plants. Several processes determine their distribution in these plants.
Hydrophobic compoundscanpartitiontothe sludge andinthismannermay create apotential hazard
associated withsludgedisposal.Volatileorganiccompoundsareamenabletoair stripping and surface
desorption and therefore are frequently found in the off-gas of activated sludge plants. Whereas
sorption and volatilisation merely rearrange the distribution of compounds among the different
environmentalcompartments (sludge,airandwater),onlyadestructiveprocesssuchasbiodegradation
canactuallyremovethemfromtheenvironment.
Duringthe lasttwodecades several activated sludge fate modelshave been developed. These models
are used (i) to predict the environmental exposure to specific organic trace compounds expected to
appear in municipal wastewater's, (ii) to optimise the design and control of treatment plants with
respecttotheremoval ofthesepollutants and (iii)toestablishlimits ontreatment plant influent loads
based upon allowable effluent loads.Thereliability ofthese models only has been demonstrated to a
limitedextentandtherefore theirapplicability remainsuncertain.Avalidation studymayhelptogain
someconfidence inthesemodels,butalsocanrevealsomeoftheirshortcomings.
Based onanextensive literaturereview suchavalidation studywasset-up.Thefate ofthreetesttrace
compounds in a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant was investigated: the C12-homologueof
linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C12),nitrilotriacetic acid(NTA)andtoluene.Thesludgeretention
time(SRT)oftheplantandinfluent concentrationofthetracecompoundswerevaried.Inaddition, for
each of the test compounds their biodegradation kinetics by activated sludge were assessed with a
methodwhichwasspecifically developed forthispurpose.Theresultsshowedthatexistingmodelsdo
not yield accurate predictions, in particular because the biodegradation kinetics they employ are
incorrect. A generic assessment of the fate of organic trace compounds in activated sludge plants
therefore should not rely on model calculations alone. Still, existing models can be used for a first
screening of new priority compounds or to design field monitoring studies for existing priority
compounds. More accurate models can only be developed if more fundamental research is directed
towards biodegradation of mixtures of organic substrates by mixed microbial cultures such as
activatedsludge.
Keywords ; activated sludge,organictracepollutants,fatemodelling,wastewater
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Generalintroduction

Chapter1

Exposureassessmentoforganictracecompounds
The production, use and disposal of many compounds inevitably leads to their presence in the
environment as organic priority pollutants (Figure 1).This did not receive much attention until the
1970swhen more sophisticated analytical techniques became available and their presence could be
demonstrated in municipal and industrial wastewater, surface water, groundwater, off-gases and
soil.Although their concentrationsmaybe low,thesetrace compounds (and synonyms thereof such
as xenobiotic compounds, organic micropollutants, priority pollutants, etc.) can present an
environmental hazard associated with their toxicity for human beings,their potential to accumulate
inbiotaandecosystemsandinsomecasestheirfunction asacatalyst inthedestruction oftheozone
inthe stratosphere.
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Fig. 1Origination, routes and fates ofpriority pollutants (after Richards and
Shieh, 1986).

To avoid these risks, Commission Directive 93/67/EEC and Commission Regulation (EC) No.
1488/94 require that an environmental risk assessment be carried out on notified new substances
and on existing priority substances. For this purpose a hazard assessment scheme has to be
implemented according to the "7,h Amendment" of Directive 67/548/EEC (EC, 1992). Such a
scheme (Figure 2) includes an exposure assessment leading to a predicted environmental
concentration (PEC) and an effect assessment to estimate a no-effect concentration (PNEC). These
PECs and PNECs are to be determined for all three environmental compartments: the aquatic
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environment, the terrestrial environment and the atmosphere. Based upon the PEC/PNEC ratio a
decision will be made whether a compound is admissible or not, or to collect more detailed (field)
information.

Release information

Effect data

Fateanddistribution
modeling

Extrapolation

Predictedenvironmental
concentration(PEC)

Predicted no-effect
concentration(PNEC)

PEC/PNEC
Fig.2 Hazard assessment scheme (after ECETOC, 1992).

In accordance withthe procedure inthe other member states oftheEC,theNetherlands Substances
Acts (WMS) prescribes that each new chemical be registered at the Department of Housing,
Physical Planning and Environment (VROM) and judged on its admissibility by the Office of
Environmentally Hazardous Compounds (BMS). In support of the admission procedure, the
National Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection (RIVM) has developed a risk
assessment software package USES 1.0 (Uniform System for the Evaluation of Substances) to
predict theexposure concentrations inthe environment (RIVM, 1994).Typical for USES isatiered
approach dictated bytheavailability andaccuracy ofexposuredata(Figure3).

model
calculations
i

i

tier 1: screening
tier2: refined
tier 3: comprehensive
1'

accurate monitoring 1
data
Fig.3 Tiers inexposure assessment.

Table 1-Mandatory base-set of compound
properties.
physical-chemical properties
molecular weight
water solubility
vapour pressure
octanol-waterpartitioning coefficient
biodegradation
result of standardised biodegradability tests*
according to the guidelines prescribed by the
OECD(OECD, 1993)
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At the highest tier relevant information comes directly from measurements in the environment
whereas at the lowest tier exposure assessment will have to rely on model calculations using a
minimal set of production and consumption data, combined with the mandatory chemical and
biological compound properties listed inTable 1.Itsphysical-chemical properties provide essential
information about the distribution of a compound between the different environmental
compartments. For example, water solubility can be used in combination with vapour pressure to
predict the tendency of trace pollutants to escape from water to the atmosphere. Information about
the biodegradability of trace pollutants usually is not available and has to be assessed in
(standardised) biodegradation tests. In accordance with Figure 3 these tests are organised at
different tiers with ready biodegradability tests carried out under standardised conditions (tier 1),
inherent biodegradability tests carried out under favourable conditions (tier 2) and simulation tests
mimickingrealisticenvironmental conditions (tier3).

Fateoforganictracecompounds inmunicipalactivatedsludge plants
In many cases trace compounds enter the sewage system and will finally appear in municipal
activated sludge plants (Figure 4). Examples of such compounds can be found in Table 2. In
contrast to industrial wastewater treatment plants, which usually are designed to remove specific
pollutants,municipal plantshavetoeliminatethebulkoforganiccompounds,expressed bythe sum
parameter biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) or chemical oxygen demand (COD). More recently
municipalplantsalsohavetocomplywithstringent effluent demandsfor nitrogenandphosphorus.

volatilisation
households
organic
compounds

degradation

influent
industry
activated sludge
plant

...N

effluent

sorption
sludge
disposal

Fig.4 Distribution of organic compounds inmunicipal activated sludge
plants.

Several processes determine the fate of organic trace compounds in activated sludge plants. In
particular ifthey arestrongly hydrophobic (withahighoctanol-waterpartition coefficient, Kow)they
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canpartition to the sludge floes and inthis manner create apotential hazard associated with sludge
disposal (Petrasek et ctl.,1983; Hannah et al, 1986; Klopfer, 1996; Rogers, 1996; Beck et al.,
1996). Typical examples arepesticides, phenols, phthalates and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (with ahigh Henry's lawconstant, H)are frequently found in
the off-gas of municipal activated sludge plants because they can be removed by air stripping and
surface volatilisation (Lurker etal.,1982;Namkung andRittmann, 1987;Thompsonetal., 1993).

Table 2 -Examples of organictrace compounds andtheir concentrations inthe influent and
effluent of municipal wastewater treatment plants(nd =not detected).
influent
organic trace compound
Volatile organic compounds
dichloromethane
1,2-dichloroethane
toluene
benzene
ethylbenzene
tetrachloroethylene
1,1,1,-trichloroethane
trichloroethylene
chlorobenzene
Surfactants
LAS
DTDMAC
CI2TMAC
Phthalates
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
diethylphthalate
dibuthylphthalate
dimethylphthalate
Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
fluoranthene
naphtalene
anthracene
Chlorophenols
2,4-dichlorophenol
2,4,6-trichlorophenol
pentachlorophenol

effluent

removal*

ng-i-

ug-1-1

%

reference

175
130
85.47
23.3
17.7
16.13
12.77
9.7
0.47

21
45
6.2
nd
0.5
2.1
2.9
0.5
nd

88
65
93
high
97
87
77
95
high

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5000
1000
82

40
40
2.4

99
96
97

3
3
3

26.3
9.33
3.8
0.93

7.17
nd
nd
nd

73
high
high
high

4
4
4
4

0.77
0.16
0.056

0.076
nd
0.009

90
high
84

4
4
4

0.27
0.1
0.16

nd
nd
0.27

high
high
69

4
4
4

1

reference 1:van Luin and Starkenburg (1985), 2:Namkung and Rittmann (1987),
3: Cowan etal.(1993),4:van der Spoeletal.(1990)
*
overall removal from wastewater

Whereas sorption and volatilisation merely rearrange the distribution of compounds among the
environmental compartments in a wastewater treatment plant (sludge, air and water), only a
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destructive process such as biodegradation can actually remove them from the environment.
Municipal activated sludge plants have a large biodegradation potential, both qualitatively and
quantitatively (Grady, 1985),mainly because the sludge consists of a diverse population of microorganisms growing on a complex mixture of carbon sources supplied with the (domestic)
wastewater. At the same time, biodegradation is a very complicated process involving numerous
factors such as the molecular structure of trace compounds, biomass composition, environmental
and operating conditions, the presence of other substances, etc. Besides, biodegradation has to
compete with the abiotic mass-transfer processes sorption an volatilisation. For example, nonchlorinated readily biodegradable VOCs are effectively eliminated from the wastewater by
biodegradation whereas chlorinated and less biodegradable VOCs are primarily removed by
volatilisation (Kincannon etal, 1983;Melceretal, 1992;Belletal, 1993).

Activatedsludgefatemodelsfororganictracecompounds
To assess the behaviour of organic trace substances in wastewater treatment plants, the Technical
Guidance Document (TGUD) insupport ofriskassessment (EC, 1994)advisesto usethe following
orderof preference:
1. Monitoring data -Inprincipal,theresults of long-term monitoring studies inwhichthe influent
and effluent concentrations of pollutants are determined could be used for exposure assessment.
For instance, the data in Table 2 can be used to estimate the overall removal efficiency of the
trace compound in awastewater treatment as well astheir distribution to the effluent. However,
relevant information about air stripping, sorption and biodegradation cannot be derived.
Furthermore, the reported removal efficiencies depend on plant operational characteristics (e.g.,
hydraulic- and sludge retention time and aeration intensity), which makes extrapolation of these
results to other plants questionable. Finally, the sludge in the plant the monitoring data were
reported for mayhavebeenacclimatedtohigh-volume,site-specific compounds.Thismay result
inanoverestimation oftheremovalcapacityinothertreatmentplants.
2. Simulation test data - Many tests are described in the literature to simulate, in the laboratory,
the removal of organic compounds by activated sludge. In these tests different analytical
methodologies are used including parent compound analysis, respirometry (e.g. Grady et al,
1989; Brown et al, 1990; Tabak et al, 1990 and Ellis et al, 1996) and ,4C-radiolabelled
techniques (Berg andNyholm, 1995;Nyholm et al, 1996;Federle and Itrich, 1997). However,
only the so called Coupled Unit Test (OECD, 1993) is a generally accepted method. In this test
elimination of a compound is determined by changes in dissolved organic carbon (DOC) or
chemicaloxygendemand (COD).Themaindisadvantagesofthismethod arethat(i)itisanopen
test and therefore is not suitable for volatile compounds and (ii) DOC and COD measurements
cannotbeused for theextremely lowconcentrations oftracecompounds that generally prevail in
activated sludgeplants.
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3. Modelling -For new substances norelevant monitoring or simulation test data are available and
the first step of an exposure assessment has to rely on model calculations. For existing
substances it may seem that monitoring data always give more reliable results than model
calculations. However, monitoring data often have a considerable uncertainty associated with
them (temporal and spatialvariations,highdetection limits,etc.).Consequently, both approaches
should complement each other and modelling is mentioned by the TGUD as a third possibility
for exposure assessment. Although several models have been developed for this purpose (e.g.,
Blackburn et al, 1984; Weber etal, 1987;Namkung and Rittmann, 1987;Govind et al, 1991;
Birch, 1991;Cowan et al, 1993),the TGUD advises to use a revised version of a model called
SimpleTreat(Struijs, 1996).Thismodel isconstructed suchthattherequired output (distribution
andconcentrations intheeffluent, wastesludgeandair)canbecalculatedfrom therelease rateof
a compound into the sewer system andthe mandatory base-set of compound properties of Table
1.Figure 5showsthe set-upofan activated sludgeplantin SimpleTreat.
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Fig. 5 Activated sludge plant inSimpleTreat, version 3.0(Struijs, 1996).

Researchobjectivesandoutlineofthisthesis
Thereliability ofactivated sludgefatemodelssuchasSimpleTreat onlyhasbeendemonstrated to a
limited extent and therefore their applicability remains uncertain. A validation study may help to
gain some confidence in these models, but at the same time can also reveal their shortcomings.
Although it seems logic to focus such a study on one particular model, SimpleTreat for example,
this would ignore that other models employ completely different mathematical equations. In
particular for biodegradation numerousmathematical approaches areused,includingthosebased on
Monod, secondary utilisation and pragmatic first-order kinetics (ECETOC, 1991). Because
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activated sludgefate modelsareextremely sensitivetotherateofbiodegradation, itcanbeexpected
that these differences in the biodegradation kinetics also will generate highly different model
predictions.
Theaimofthisthesis isto analyse the shortcomings of activated sludge fate models andto develop
scientific knowledge, including the development of a biodegradation test and validation
experiments, which may help further improvement of the various models and their implementation
inpractice.Figure 6presentsageneraloverviewoftheset-upofthis study.

literature review

Chapter 2

- testcompounds (LAS-C12,NTA, toluene)
- sludge retention time
- influent concentration

Chapter4-7

T

simulation "^

input parameter
assessment

V

pilot-plantexperiment
biodegradation
kinetics^,
Chapter3

compare fate oftest compounds new experiment

-evaluation
Chapter8

Fig.6General set-up ofthis study.

First, a literature review was carried out (chapter 2) to provide an overview of the mathematical
equations that are used for biodegradation, as well as for sorption and volatilisation which are the
other two important processes determining the behaviour of organic trace compounds in activated
sludgeplants.Also,methodsto assesstheparameters associated with theseprocesses are addressed
in chapter 2 because the accuracy of these parameters is essential for the quality of the model
predictions. Finally, some background information is given about activated sludge fate models that
areproposed inthe literature andefforts undertakentovalidatethesemodels.
The information produced by the literature review was used to assist in setting up further research.
One important result was that there is a lack of accurate biodegradation tests. Most (standardised)
biodegradation testarenot designed toyield kinetic information and extrapolation oftheirresultsto
activated sludge plant conditions is difficult and dubious. To overcome these difficulties a new
biodegradation test was developed, which mimics as closely as possible the conditions inthe plant
ofinterest (chapter 3).
Apart from an activated sludge system (aerated bioreactor and a settler to retainthe biomass in the
system), most municipal wastewater treatment plants include several pre-treatment steps (primary
settler, grit removal, screens, etc.) and facilities to treat excess sludge (thickeners, digesters, etc.).
8
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Although it is recognised that these process units all may have an effect on the removal of trace
pollutants, the (aerated) bioreactor generally isconsidered the most important treatment unit inthis
regard. Forthatreasonitwasdecidedtofocus thisstudyentirely onthebioreactor.
Although in a way it is amodel itself, itwas decided to use a pilot-scale activated sludge plant for
theexperimentsratherthantocollectmonitoringdatainafull-scale plantbecause(i)the conditions
inapilot-scale plant canbemore conveniently manipulated ,(ii)test compounds canbe discharged
without having to worry about detrimental effects on plant performance with respect to
conventional wastewater parameters like COD,N and Pand (iii) a pilot-scale plant can be covered
which facilitates off-gas sampling. As they may have an important effect on the actual fate of the
test compounds, the operational parameters of the pilot-plant (sludge retention time, hydraulic
retentiontime,CODloading rate,releaserateofthetestcompounds,aeration intensity) werevaried
intheexperiments.
Activated sludge fate models are extremely sensitive to the physical-chemical properties and the
biodegradability oftracecompounds.Becausetheseproperties vary strongly amongtrace pollutants
it is necessary to investigate a large number of test compounds. Initially, a validation matrix was
constructed consisting of 17 test compounds possessing different volatility, hydrophobicity and
biodegradability. Unfortunately, a lack of reliable and accurate analytical techniques forced us to
reduce this number to three compounds only: the C12-homologue of linear alkylbenzene sulfonate
(LAS-C12) which is a highly sorptive compound, toluene which is a volatile compound and
nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)torepresenttheclassofnon-sorptive andnon-volatilecompounds.
Monitoring sessions toassessthebehaviour of LAS-C,2,NTA and toluene inapilot-scale activated
sludge plant are described in chapters 4. 5 and 6. respectively. In addition, the biodegradation
kinetics for these compounds weredetermined usingthenewbiodegradation testmentioned earlier.
The results were used to check the model equations employed by existing activated sludge fate
models, to obtain an impression of the reliability of these models and to identify model
imperfections thatneedimprovement andfurther research.
Duringthemonitoring sessionsthetestcompoundsweredischarged ataconstant rate,i.e.,their fate
was determined under "steady-state" conditions. In reality the influent concentration of trace
compounds fluctuate intime and this may have a strong impact on the average removal efficiency
thatcanbeachieved. Forthatreasonthe dynamicbehaviour ofthetestcompounds was investigated
in a number of step discharge experiments. The results of this part of the investigations are
described inchapter7.
Finally, all the results obtained in this study are assembled and evaluated in chapter 8. In this
chapter also somedirections aregivenfor future researchactivities.
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Introduction
To reduce the risks associated with the use, production and disposal of organic compounds, EC
regulations requirethat anenvironmental risk assessment be carried out onnotified new substances
as well as on priority existing substances. An important element of this risk assessment is an
estimation oftheenvironmental exposure,leadingtoapredicted concentration (PEC)forthe aquatic
andterrestrial environments andthe atmosphere.Inindustrialised countriesconsumer products,and
inmany casesalsoindustrial wasteproducts,enterthe environment after passingthrough municipal
wastewatertreatmentplants.Hence,aprediction ofthefate ofindividual (trace)organic compounds
in these plants with a mathematical model would be a useful element of an initial exposure
assessment of notified new chemicals for which no environmental monitoring data are available.
For existing (priority) chemicals such a model could be used to help interpreting field monitoring
data which often are incomplete or have considerable uncertainty (temporal and spatial variations,
high detection limits, etc.) associated with them. Finally, local water authorities could use an
activated sludgefate modeltoestimatetheeffect ofindustrial orpolluted groundwater dischargesto
theirwastewater treatmentplants.
Domestic wastewater usually is treated by activated sludge systems (Figure 1). Here, a certain
portion ofatracecompound maybeeffectively eliminated from theenvironment by biodegradation
whereastheremainder isreleased intotheenvironment withthetreated wastewater,the (dewatered)
waste sludge or the off-gas. The distribution between these pathways is largely determined by the
physical-chemical and biodegradation properties of the target compound and by the operational
characteristicsoftheplant.

raw
sewage

- treated
wastewater

focus of this
chapter
digester
supernatant
dewatered
sludge
Fig. 1Municipal activated sludge plant (1mechanical treatment, 2primary settler, 3
bioreactor, 4 secondary settler, 5sludge digestion and dewatering).

The main objective of this literature review is to provide information on (i) the relevant processes
determining the fate of organic trace compounds in activated sludge plants, (ii) mathematical
equations that can be used to predict the rates at which these processes proceed, (iii) methods to
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assess the model parameters, (iv) existing activated sludge fate models and (v) studies that have
beenundertaken tovalidatethesemodels.
It is emphasised that this review is not in any way complete because several restrictions were
applied. First, although the sewer system, mechanical (pre-)treatment steps (e.g., grit removal and
primary settling) and sludge treatment all may have an effect on the behaviour of organic trace
compounds inwastewater treatment plants, it is assumed thatthemost relevant processes only take
place in the bioreactor (Figure 1).A second assumption isthat this bioreactor is completely mixed
and aerated. It is recognised however that other hydraulic regimes are employed as well. Also,
contemporary municipal wastewater treatment plants consist of aerated and non-aerated
compartmentstoaccommodatebiologicalnitrogenandphosphorus removal.
Figure 2 shows ahierarchical diagram of the processes that cantake place in an aerated bioreactor
and which have an effect on the behaviour of trace compounds. Oftheseprocesses, biodegradation
and the mass-transfer processes volatilisation and sorption will be included in this review. Abiotic
conversion processes such as photolysis and chemical oxidation/reduction are not considered
because for most compounds they are of minor importance as compared to biochemical oxidation
bymicro-organisms (CEC, 1993).

[_removalprocesses

IL
degradation

physicalphasetransfer

m
sorption
free surface

volatilisation

abiotic

stripping
surface
aeration

bubble
aeration

• photolysis
• hydrolysis
•oxidation
•reduction

IL
biodegradation
•aerobic
•anaerobic
primary
ultimate
mineralisation

Fig. 2 Hierarchical diagram for removal processes in abioreactor (after CEC, 1993).

Sorption
Theliteratureprovidesampleevidencethat(nonorslowlybiodegradable)organictracecompounds,
in particular if they are strongly hydrophobic, can be taken up by activated sludge from the
wastewater and in this manner accumulate inthe sludge at concentrations which are several orders
of magnitude greater than influent concentrations (Hannah and Rossman, 1982; Petrasek et al,
1983; Hannah et al, 1986;Klopfer, 1996;Rogers, 1996;Beck et al, 1996). Typical examples are
pesticides,phenols,phthalates andpolycyclic aromatichydrocarbons.
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Sorption is a complicated process determined by several compound specific properties such as
water solubility, acidity, molecular size and polarity, but also by sludge and environmental
characteristics such as the organic carbon content of the sludge and the pH (Haigh, 1996). A
detailed description of sorption mechanisms is beyond the scope of this review but an excellent
overview isgivenbyWeberetal.(1991).
Sorption equilibrium
Tsezosand Bell (1989)have shownthatthemajority of organictrace compound uptake by biomass
is located inthe cell interior, although anappreciable amount canbe found inthe cell wall and cell
membrane. Based on this observation, Wang et al. (1993) suggested that sorption is a two step
processwith (i)adsorption ofthecompound from thebulk liquid ontothe surface ofthesludge and
(ii) partitioning of the compound between the aqueous phase and the organic matter in the sludge.
To describe these phenomena they developed a combined adsorption-partition equilibrium model.
The first step of adsorption onto the sludge surface is represented by a Langmuir equation and the
second stepofpartitioning intheorganicmatterbyalinearequation:
_S_
q=qa+q P =qa m axkT-r^+K p s
1+kS

(i)

with q, q,, q^^ and qpthe total uptake by the sludge, uptake by adsorption, maximum uptake by
adsorption and partitioning uptake, respectively (ug-g'1), k the ratio of the adsorption rate constant
to the desorption rate constant (-), K,,the sludge-water partition coefficient and S the liquid-phase
concentration ofthetracecompound(ng-1"1).
Wang et al. (1993) also showed that for strongly hydrophobic compounds partitioning uptake will
dominate whereas for compounds of lowhydrophobicity adsorption uptake will dominate. Usually,
for the generally low concentrations of trace compounds in activated sludge systems it is assumed
thatonly (linear)partitioning isimportant (BellandTsezos, 1987,Urano and Saito, 1984;Dobbset
al, 1989;Jacobsen etal.,1993;Kordeletal, 1997).Equation (1)thencanbereducedto:
q=KpS

(2)

Sorption kinetics
The rate of sorption of trace compounds to activated sludge is determined by several processes
including diffusion ofthecompound throughthe liquid film surrounding the sludge floes, diffusion
throughtheporesinthese floes, adsorption ontothe sludge-water interface and finally uptakebythe
biomass. In activated sludge fate modelling sorption usually is considered to be an instantaneous
equilibration process. Considering typical hydraulic retention times (HRTs) in activated sludge
bioreactors of 8 hours or longer, several (batch-type) sorption studies would support this
assumption. Forexample, Matter-Muller (1979) determined the kinetics of sorption of several trace
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compounds to activated sludge and observed that an equilibrium already was achieved within 7 to
20 minutes. Dobbs et al. (1989) measured the kinetics of chlorobenzene and 1,1-dichloroethylene
sorption and observed anequilibrationtimeof about 30minutes.Jacobsen etal.(1993)reported the
equilibration of a number ofchlorinated phenolstobewithin2hours.Thetimerequired to reacha
sorption equilibrium for anumber of surfactants wasinvestigated by Kerr and McAvoy (1993)and
waswithin 30minutes.
Sometimes,for extremelyhydrophobiccompoundsandatshortHRTs,sorption anddesorptionmay
be sufficiently slow as to invalidate the use of equilibrium models and their rates also have to be
taken into account. The most simple kinetic model is a one-box model in which sorption and
desorption are assumed to be reversible processes and their overall rate is a first-order function of
the concentration difference between the sludge and the liquid phase (Matter-Muller, 1979;
Liljestrand andLee,1991):

r„=k„(S-^-)

(3)

wherer^ isthe(volumetric)rateofsorption (ug-r'-h1)andk^ isthesorptionrateconstant (h'1).
Unfortunately this simple one-box model cannot explain sorption and desorption behaviour with an
initial rapid rate followed by a much slower rate observed by Dobbs et al. (1989) for activated
sludge. This initiated the development of numerous two-box models in which the sorbent (the
sludge) is divided into two separate boxes. One box is an easily accessible exterior part and the
other box a slowly exchanging interior part. However, it is virtually impossible to estimate unique
values for the three parameters that are required (exchange rate constants between the bulk and
between the first and second box and the fraction of the total sorption capacity taken by the first
box).Moreover, extrapolationtodifferent conditions isdifficult becausetheseparameterscannotbe
relatedtothephysicalproperties ofthesorbent (thesludge) andsorbate(theorganiccompound).
To avoid similar problems, associated with sorption to suspended river sediments, a different
approach wasfollowed by Wuand Gschwend (1986).They proposed aradial diffusion model with
onlyonefitting parameter,theeffective diffusity:

5S(r)

82S(r) 2 8S(r)

with S(r) the total local volumetric compound concentration (ug1"'), Defr the effective diffusity
coefficient (m2h"'),tthetime(h)andrthecoordinateinthedirection oftransport(m).
Inthismodel sorption isassumedtobelimitedby intrapartical diffusion. Theeffective diffusity Deff
is related to the sorbent properties and to the hydrophobicity of the compound. Stronger
hydrophobicity will slow down the sorption process. With this model sorption and desorption
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behaviourof severalcompoundsto suspended riversedimentscouldbedescribed. Anapplication of
thismodel for sorption byactivated sludgehasnotbeen investigated.
Sorption parameters
Partition coefficient - The linear sludge-water partition coefficient K,,of trace compounds can be
determined directly in batch sorption experiments with activated sludge that are spiked with
different amountsofthetarget compound.
As an alternative, the (obligatory) standard test to determine sorption and desorption of organic
chemicals to soil could beused (OECD, 1993).From theresults ofthistestthe sorption coefficient
K,,,.can be calculated, which is the amount of trace compound taken up per unit weight of organic
matter in the soil. Kordel et al.(1997) compared the K^ for soil with the K,,,for activated sludges
from different origins. They concluded that they are comparable because in both cases organic
matter isthe most important constituent determining sorption. Only at extremely low values ofK^.
the sorption capacity to soil is somewhat higher because soil contains more inorganic constituents
(clay,ferric oxides,etc.)towhichpolarcompoundsmayadsorb.
Another promisingtest method could bethe HPLC-screening method (OECD, 1993)(Kordel et al,
1993; Kordel et al, 1997). In this method the retention time of an organic compound on a HPLC
column isrelatedtoits sludge-water partitioncoefficient. Themain advantage ofthismethod isthat
noquantitativeanalytical method isrequired.
An even less elaborate, but probably also less accurate method, is to estimate the sludge-water
partition coefficient K„from knowntracecompound and sludgeproperties. Blackburn etal.(1984)
used an empirical relationship with the octanol-water partition coefficient Kow,the lipid weight of
thebiological solidsandthedensity ofthelipids:

KP =

Kowf,

(5)

withf, thelipidweight fraction ofbiological solids(gg 1 ) and p,thedensityofthe lipids(g-1"1).
Other workersproposed touse an empirical relationship with the K„wand/or the fraction of organic
carbonf,,,. ofthesludge.Table 1 showssomeexamplesoftheserelationships andFigure 3showsthe
Kptheserelationshipswouldpredict for anumberof selectedtracepollutants.

Table 1-Empirical relationships betweenthe linear sludge-water partition
coefficient Kp,theoctanol-water partition coefficient K<,w and the organic
carbon content ofsludgef^ (Kpin1-g"'suspended solids).
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reference

log(Kp)=0.671og(Kow)-2.369
log(Kp)= 0.58-logKow)+log(fJ-1.86
log(Kp)= 0.821og(Kow)+log(fJ-2.98

BellandTsezos (1987)
Dobbs etal. (1989)
Schwarzenbach and Westall (1985)
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Fig.3The sludge-waterpartition coefficient K,,asafunction ofthe octanolwater partition coefficient K^ ( af^of 0.4 was assumed).

According to Schwarzenbach and Westall (1985) a correction should be applied for ionic
compounds because only the non-ionised fraction is available for sorption. Givenacertain pH and
thedissociation constantpK^,thisfraction equals:

1
1 +

10(pH-pK,)

(6)

Rate constants -Hardly any attention has been paid to the estimation ofsorption rate parameters.
Although the rate parameters in one-box and two-box models may be estimated from experimental
data, the validity ofthe one-box model of equation (3)isquestionable anditis impossible to find
unique parameters for the two-box model. The effective diffusity Deffin the radial diffusion model
of Wu and Gschwend (1986)of equation (4)canbeestimatedfrombatch sorption experiments,but
thisvalue cannotbeextrapolated toothercompounds and systems.Therefore, they correlated Deffto
sorbent and sorbateproperties:

D ff

=

Dme
f(T,c)
K p (l-e)p 1

(7)

whereDmisthepore fluid diffusity coefficient (m2-^1),8istheporosity ofthesludge floe (-) and ps
isthe density of the sludge (gT1). Defris corrected for turtuosity (t) and constrictivity (c) effects by
f(x,c). Itisunclear whetherthisrelationship canalsobeappliedtoactivated sludge.
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Volatilisation
Volatile organic compounds are frequently detected in the influent of municipal activated sludge
plants (Lurker et al, 1982; Petrasek et al, 1983;Dunovant et al, 1986;Namkung and Rittmann,
1987; Melcer et al, 1992; Bell et al, 1993; Thompson, 1993). They can be removed from the
wastewater by air stripping and surface volatilisation, and once transferred to the atmosphere they
may constitute an environmental hazard. Air stripping and surface volatilisation also may be
competing withtheotherrelevant processes,inparticular withbiodegradation. For example, several
workers found that readily biodegradable non-chlorinated compounds are mainly eliminated by
biodegradation whereas for less biodegradable chlorinated compounds volatilisation constitutes the
most important removal mechanism (Kincannon et al, 1983;Dunovant etal, 1986;Melcer et al,
1992;Bell etal, 1993).
Air Stripping
Although in aerated bioreactors air stripping and surface volatilisation occur simultaneously, air
stripping usually is considered to be the dominant mechanism. In activated sludge systems air
stripping can be caused by (sub-surface) bubble aeration or by surface aeration. In the following
onlybubbleaerationwillbe described.
Using the two-film model of gas-transfer (Skelland, 1974) as a starting-point, Matter-Muller etal.
(1981)developed arigorousmechanistic model describingthetransfer ofavolatile compound toan
air bubble as it rises to the surface. In their model it is assumed that the rate of mass-transfer is
controlled bytheliquid film resistance:

K^="k7+i^H-k;

(8)

where Kol is the overall mass-transfer coefficient (m-h"1), k, is the liquid phase mass-transfer
coefficient (m-h"1), kg is the gas phase mass-transfer coefficient (m-h'1) and H is Henry's law
constant, defined here as the concentration in the gas-phase over the concentration in the liquid
phaseatequilibrium (-).
Ifit isassumed that (i)the bulk liquid iscompletely mixed, (ii) aseries ofair bubblesrises through
the liquid as a plug-flow and (iii) pressure and volume changes in these bubbles can be neglected,
the liquid concentration of the compound inequilibrium with the gasconcentration inthe rising air
bubble S*(inug-1"1) overthebulkliquidconcentration S(also inug-1"1) equals:
S*
<-«f>
K„,aV,
- =l - e T* with a = - ^
with t the time (h), t g the total contact time between the air bubbles and the liquid (h), a the
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interfacial areaperunitofvolume(m 2 m 3 ),V,theliquidvolume(1)andQgthegasflow rate(Mi"1).
Figure 4 shows examples ofbatch stripping of threevolatile compounds. This clearly demonstrates
the importance of the a factor in equation (9).For high values of a (low H or long Xg) the bubbles
willbecomesaturated withthecompound whereasfor lowvaluesofa (highHor shorttg)theywill
not.
fractionofsaturation (S*/S)
1
/ l,4-dichlorobeiiz<:ne(H-O.14,a-14.0)

0.8
0.6

..••'' tetrachlorethylene(H-1.06,a-2.0)

0.4
0.2
1,1-dichloroetbylene(H-15.7,a-0.14)

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
fractionofcontacttime(t/tg)

1

Fig.4Liquid concentration inequilibrium withgasphase(S*)over
bulk liquid concentration (S)asfunction ofthecontacttimeofarising
airbubble(t/tg)(V,=5001, Qg=4000lh 1 , H andK^aweretakenfrom
Matter-Mtilleretal., 1981).

The volumetric rate of stripping rstr (in ug-l^-h'1) can be derived from equation (9) by substituting
the concentration inthe gasphase Sg(in ug-1"1)for S*Hwhen the air bubble leaves the liquid phase
att=V

rstr =

Q«S«(t
=Tt)
e
y

QBH
=-^~(l-e a)S

(10)

Forhighvaluesofa (a » 1)thisreducesto:

fs

(11)

andfor lowvaluesofa (a « 1)to:
r

s„ =

K

oiaS

(12)
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Kol and a often are often lumped as a combined characteristic of the trace compound and the
aeration equipment.
Surface volatilisation
Apart from air stripping trace compounds can also be exchanged at the interface between the bulk
liquid and the atmosphere at the surface of aeration tanks. This is called surface volatilisation or
surface desorption.Althoughthisprocessisoften ignored, Kyosai andRittmann (1991)have shown
ittobe an important process iftheairbubblesquickly saturate with acompound. Aswas explained
previously this would be the case for compounds with a low Henry's law constant and/or long air
bubble contact times t g (Figure 4). For example, Kyosai and Rittmann (1991) reported that 17to
60%of the total transfer rates cancome from surface volatilisation inthe order tetrachloroethylene
(H=0.895)<carbontetrachloride (H=1.152)<trichloroethylene (H=0.419)<chloroform (H=0.159).
Similar to stripping,therate of surface volatilisation, rsuv(in ugl'-h"')canbe derived from thetwofilm theory:

rSUv=^(S-S*)

(13)

Where asisthe surface area of the aeration tank (m2) and K0,isthe overall mass-transfer coefficient
(m2-h"').Theratiobetweena ^ d V,isequivalenttothereciprocalheightoftheaerationcolumn1/h.
Furthermore, if the air above the aeration tank is continuously renewed it can be assumed that S*
equalszero.Therateofsurface volatilisationthenreducesto:

r - v ^ S

(14)

Volatilisation parameters
Only the non-ionic fraction ofacompound is amenable to volatilisation and a correction similar to
equation (6) has to be applied. Two essentially different methods can be used to obtain the
volatilisation parameters:
1. Relate the parameters to a known mass transfer rate for oxygen - The Ko]a of a trace
compound canbecorrelated to theK0,aofoxygen,whichusually isaknown parameter for aeration
systems(e.g.,Hsiehetal.,1993):

K

oi a 02

U

02

V

c02

with \\i a relational parameter, D the diffusion coefficient (m2-h"')and vc the critical molar volume
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(lmol 1 ). The power constant n is dependent on the mixing conditions of the liquid, with a value
ranging between 1for laminar conditions and 0.5 for turbulent conditions. In systems with bubble
aeration usually avalue of 1.0 isapplied (Matter-Mulleretal., 1981; Bielefeldt and Stensel, 1999).
For 8 several values have been reported which all are in a range of 1/3<6<2/3 (Matter-Muller et al,
1981;KyosaiandRittmann, 1991).
When establishing the rate of air stripping (equation 10), it was assumed that mass-transfer is
controlled by the liquid film resistance. However, this is valid only for compounds with a Henry's
law constant greater than 1.2 (Hsieh etal., 1993).For other compounds the gas film resistance has
tobetakenintoaccountaswellaccordingto:

v

m

=v—

l
r

l+ H - 1
k,

06)

where \\im is the modified i|/ (equation 15) taking gas film resistance into account (-). Althoughkg
andk, aredependent ontheair flow rate,accordingtoHsiehetal.(1993)theratiokg/k,in equation
(16)isindependent oftheairflow ratewithanaveragevalueof2.9.
TheK^a^ofan aeration system inanactivated sludge plant canbemeasured (ASCE, 1984) or can
beestimated from amass-balancefor dissolved oxygen(Robertsetal, 1984):

K

°'a°>=6^

(17)

with RQthe oxygen demand of the wastewater (mg 0 2 r ' ) , 0h the hydraulic retention time (h) and
A02the difference betweentheactualandsaturationconcentrationofoxygen(mg02-i"').
The overall mass-transfer rate K0,in surface volatilisation is calculated with equation (8) from the
individual transfer rates inthe liquid and gasphasek, andkg.MacKay etal.(1985) reported values
of k,=0.1m-h"1and kg=10m-h'1. Alternatively, similar to stripping, the transfer rate in the liquid
phasecanberelatedtoaknown surfacetransfer ratefor oxygen.
2. Usean empirical relationship -Blackburn etal.(1984)used amore empirical approach. Based
on observations with several trace compounds at various air flow rates, they found that the firstorder stripping rate constant k^ was a function of Henry's law constant and of the air flow rate
accordingto:

k ^ - ^ - H "

(18)

wheretheairflow rate Qgisin1-h"1,the liquidvolumeV,isin1 andHisdimensionless.For §andK
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they found values of 1.8 and 1.05,respectively. Hsiehetal.(1993) found asimilar relationship with
values for ifand K of 2.9 and 1.04, respectively. Remark that strictly speaking air stripping in this
approach isthe sum of air stripping and surface volatilisation. Also,an application of equation (18)
for systems otherthanthe onethe stripping parameters were assessed for isdoubtful because <>
j and
K dependontheaerationequipmentthatisused.
Effectofothercontaminants onvolatilisation oftrace compounds
The presence of contaminants can have an effect on air stripping and surface desorption. For
example,oil,saltsand surfactants changetherateof stripping by±50%,depending onthenature of
the contaminant (Truong and Blackburn, 1984).Particularly interesting is the effect of surfactants
as these have two opposing effects: they decrease the mass-transfer coefficient by producing a
"skin"aroundtheairbubblesbutatthe sametimetheyenhancemass-transfer bydecreasingthe size
of the air bubbles which is accompanied by a larger interfacial surface area. Lurker et al. (1984)
found that the stripping rate of hexachlorobicycloheptadiene (Hex-BCH) increased with an
increasing concentration ofthe detergent linear alkylbenzene sulfonate. Matter-Muller etal.(1981)
however did not find a significant effect of this same detergent on the stripping rate of
tetrachloroethylene. Differences in the experimental set-up may have caused these different
observations.

Biodegradation
The mass transfer processes of sorption and volatilisation merely distribute compounds among the
different environmental compartments whereas biodegradation can effectively reduce the rate at
whichthesecompoundsarereleased intotheenvironment. Municipal activated sludgeplantsexhibit
a large biodegradation potential, both qualitatively and quantitatively (Grady, 1985). Because
activated sludge fate models are extremely sensitive to the rate of biodegradation, they also require
anaccurate inputoftheserates.Atheoretical approach usingquantitative structure biodegradability
relationships (QSBRs) to estimate biodegradation rates from the molecular structure (Desai et al.,
1989;Tabak etal, 1990;Tabak etal., 1992;Tabak and Govind, 1993; Okey and Stensel, 1996) is
promising but far from apractical implementation (Struijs, 1995).Hence,we still have torely ona
moreexperimental approach, usingtheresultsof standardised biodegradation tests.Thesetests,and
extrapolation of their results to activated sludge plant conditions will also be described in the
following.
Basic concepts of biodegradation
Organic compounds can be classified as biodegradable, persistent or recalcitrant (Bull, 1980). In
contrast to recalcitrant compounds which are resistant to any degree of biodegradation, persistent
compounds may be inherently biodegradable but fail to undergo biodegradation given a specified
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setofconditions.If acompound isclassified asbiodegradable, different levels canbe distinguished
(ECETOC, 1991): (i) primary biodegradation refers to the alteration of the structure of the parent
compound such that its basic physical-chemical properties are lost; (ii) in ultimate biodegradation
the compound isbrokendown entirelyto simple inorganic molecules such asC0 2 , H 2 0 and CI" and
to biomass and finally, (iii) the biomass that is formed may in turn degrade leading to complete
mineralisation. Although from an environmental point of view ultimate biodegradation may be the
most important process, it is the rate of primary biodegradation that is required in exposure
assessment.
Biodegradation requiresthepresence ofcapablebacteria andthe proper conditions for their growth.
Growth depends on energy and electrons to synthesise new biomass and maintain existing biomass
(Figure 5). Both are generated by the oxidation of an electron-donor and the reduction of an
electron-acceptor. For instance, in activated sludge plants the wastewater biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD) can be considered asa lumped electron-donor and the oxygen supplied by aeration
as the main electron-acceptor. Because both are essential for growth they are called primary
substrates. Oxidation of the electron-donor yields electrons which are transferred to the electronacceptor to generate the internal energy carrier ATP. This energy is used for cell synthesis and
maintenance.
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\
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Fig. 5Electron and energy flows inabacterial cell (D=organic electron-donor, A=
inorganic electron-acceptor) (after Rittmann, 1992).

Energy generation and bacterial growth can be reduced or even completely stopped by decoupling
or primary substrate inhibition. In decoupling the generation of energy via ATP is blocked. From
Figure 5 it can be deduced that this would result in a decreased biomass yield or an increased
maintenance requirement. In primary substrate inhibition the inhibitor reduces the oxidation of the
electron-donor or reduction of the electron-acceptor because a chemical analogue of the primary
substrate binds to the reaction site of the responsible enzyme (competitive inhibition) or a site
different from thereaction sitemakingtheenzymeapoorcatalyst (non-competitive inhibition).
In contrast to BOD,which is abundantly present indomestic wastewater, the concentration oftrace
organic compounds may be too low to provide sufficient energy and electrons to support growth
and maintenance. In this case their biotransformation is dependent on the presence of other
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(primary) substrates.This situation isreferred to as secondary utilisation (Kobayashi and Rittmann,
1982), fortuitous biodegradation (Knackmuss, 1981) or gratuitous biodegradation (Slater and Bull,
1982). Remark that compounds which are degraded by secondary utilisation could be primary
substrates as long as they are present in sufficient quantities. On the other hand, so called cometabolic compounds can provide no energy at all:they canbe degraded butthere is an obligatory
needfor primaryorganicsubstrates.
All the steps in biodegradation are controlled by enzymes. Metabolic control operates to regulate
enzyme formation and activity withthe mainpurpose to conserve carbon sources and energy when
the bacteria would not really benefit from having the enzyme present. These enzymes, called
inducable enzymes are not synthesised unlesstheir substrates arepresent. Induction seems to be an
"on" and "off phenomenon and a certain threshold substrate concentration is required before
biodegradation is initiated (Boethling and Alexander, 1979; Alexander, 1985). In contrast to
inducable enzymes, constitutive enzymes are always produced. Consequently, if the "natural"
substrate for theseenzymes ispresent insufficient amountstoproduce allofthenecessary electrons
and energy,there nolonger isaneedto inducethe enzymeswhichwouldbe required to metabolise
the organic trace compound of interest, even when it is available in a sufficiently high
concentration. Thisphenomenon isreferred toascatabolic repression.
Apart from control of enzyme synthesis also enzymes activity may be controlled. For instance, if
bacteria all of a sudden find themselves in an environment rich in substrate they may reduce the
activity of inducable enzymes, which results in a decreased biodegradation rate. Together with the
phenomenon of catabolic repression this leads to the conclusion that for a proper operation with
respect to removal of organic trace compounds, carbon sources have to be continuously supplied
while at the same time substrate-limited conditions should be maintained. Activated sludge system
which are operated at long sludge retention times (SRTs) usually provide such conditions (Grady,
1985).
All of the above concentrated on single species in the presence of an organic trace compound and
possible other organic substances. However, in activated sludge systems a mixed-culture is grown
and therefore also interspecial relations have to be considered because the ultimate biodegradation
of a compound may require the combined effort of a consortium of micro-organisms having
different enzymes. Van Ginkel (1996) gives an example for the biodegradation of linear
alkylbenzene sulfonates (LAS).The alkyl chain ofLASisbiodegraded by combinedra/p-oxidation
to yield sulphophenyl alkanoates (SPCs). These SPCs are subsequently degraded by other bacteria
through desulphonation and ring opening. Another important phenomenon in mixed-cultures is the
possibility to exchange genetic information (plasmids) between the different species. These
plasmids contain the information to produce enzymes for partial or even complete degradative
pathways.Anexample ofthe latter category istheTOLplasmid for toluene and xylene degradation
(Kelloggetal, 1981).
The characteristics of bacterial populations are largely determined by the conditions imposed upon
them. Therefore, also the operating characteristics of activated sludge plants and in particular the
SRThavetobe considered.Itwasalready mentioned earlierthat plants operated at long SRTs offer
the best opportunity for induction of those enzymes that are necessary for degradation. The SRT
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dictates the selection of micro-organisms as well as their physiological state. In selection some
members of the population will be favoured over others. At long SRTs and corresponding low
substrate concentrations "oligotrophic" organisms will dominate which have high affinity enzymes
but relatively slow maximum growth rates (Dijkhuizen and Hartle, 1983; Chiu et al., 1972,
Battersby, 1990).Ontheotherhand,atshort SRTs"eutrophic"organisms willdominate whichhave
lowaffinity enzymes and fast growthrates.This selection mechanism not only depends onthe SRT
but also isdetermined by thehydraulic characteristics. Forexample, Cech etal. (1984)and Elliset
al. (1996b) have shown that the growth rate and affinity of mixed-cultures grown in completely
mixedreactorsisconsiderably lowerthaninplug-flow reactors.
In mixed-cultures not only selection but also the physiological condition of single species is
important. Several studies(Chudoba etal., 1992;Ellisetal., 1996b)indicatethatat lowsubstrateto
biomass ratio's insufficient energy is produced for cell multiplication and the cells will store the
substrate aspolymers. At high substrate to biomass ratio's when cell multiplication is possible, the
population isallowed todevelopinanoptimalway.
Finally, some attention should be directed towards adaptation or acclimation of activated sludge to
tracecompounds.Very often it isobserved thattheonset ofbiodegradation ispreceded by acertain
period of acclimation. There are several possibilities to explain this phenomenon: (1) induction of
the proper enzymes, (2) mutation and genetic exchange, (3) growth of a population towards
sufficient numbers to allow detection of biodegradation (Spain et al, 1980; Thouand et al., 1996)
and (4) preferential usage of other organic substances before the compound can be degraded (derepression)(KuiperandHanstveit, 1984;Nyholmetal.,1984).
Biodegradation Kinetics
Topredict the degradation of trace compounds their rate of biodegradation should be quantified by
a mathematical equation. A multitude of such equations exists. In the following a classification is
used with Monod kinetics, secondary utilisation kinetics and pragmatic first- and second-order
kinetics.Table2providesasummaryofthemostimportantkineticmodels.
Monod kinetics -Initially,theMonodmodelwasdevelopedtodescribepurecultures growingona
single, growth-limiting substrate. In many studies it was shown that the Monod model also can
provide a good approximation for the degradation by mixed-cultures of single pollutants such as
ammonia orof alumped group of substrates suchasBOD.Anexcellent example ofthis application
of the Monod model is the Activated Sludge Model No. 1 (ASM1) developed by Henze et al.
(1987). When applied to activated sludge processes, two important characteristics of the Monod
model are that (i) a certain minimum SRT is required to obtain growth and (ii) the effluent
concentration is dependent onthe SRT but not onthe influent concentration. These characteristics
were verified in several studies.Using porous pots reactors, Birch (1991) investigated the effect of
the SRT on the effluent concentration of a number of compounds. In particular for nitrilotriacetic
acid (NTA) and nonylphenol ethoxylate the dependency of the effluent concentration on the SRT
wasfully inagreementwiththeMonodmodel.
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Cech and Chudoba (1988) measured the maximum volumetric removal rate of morpholine,
sulphonic acid, NTA and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) in semi-continuously operated
activated sludge systems at different SRTs and with peptone asthe main carbon source. Also their
resultsconfirmed theapplicability oftheMonodmodel. Similarly,theMonodmodel could describe
theresultsobtained byChudoba etdl.(1989)whomeasured the maximum volumetric removal rate
of a mixture of 2,4-dichlorophenol and methanol in a continuously operated system. Simkins and
Alexander (1984) applied the Monod model to describe the batch disappearance of benzoate at
different initial concentrations andpopulation densities.Theyconcluded that inallcasestheMonod
model or one of its simplifications accurately fitted the measurements. In the Monod model net
bacterial growthisgivenby:
rB=(u-kd)B

(19)

whererB is the net bacterial growth rate (ug-l'-h'1), kjisthe biomass decay rate constant (h"1),B is
the concentration of biomassthat isresponsible for degradation of the target compound (ugl'1)and
uisthespecific growthrate(h"1).
Therateofcompound removaliscoupledtogrowthaccordingto:

rbl0=^B

(20)

whererbi0isthebiodegradation rate(ug-r'-h'1)andYisthebiomassyield (ng-ug'1).
The specific growth rate [i is described by a saturation function with respect to the trace compound
concentration S(in Ug-1"1):

• ^ - K T ^

(21)

where|amaxisthemaximum specific growthrate(h'1)andK,.isahalf-saturation constant(ug-1"1).
Thebiodegradation raterbionowcanberewrittenas:

Equation (22) can be simplified in several ways (Simkins and Alexander, 1984). In particular a
second-orderrateatlowconcentrations (S«K,)andafirst-order rateathighconcentrations (S»KJ
can be useful (Table 2). If the Monod model is applied to an activated sludge plant with a
completely mixed aeration tank, biomass recycle and removal of excess biomass, steady-state
values for B and Scan easily be obtained from their respective mass balances (Metcalf and Eddy,
1991):
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S=

B=

K s (l +k d e c )

(23)

0c(^max-kd)-l

ecY(S, - s )

(24)

6 h (l+k d 9 c )

where0C is the SRT as controlled by the flow rate of excess biomass (h), 0h is the hydraulic
retentiontime(h)and Sfistheinfluent concentration ofthetracecompound(|xg1"').
The effect of the SRT onthe biomass concentration Band effluent concentration Sis illustrated in
Figure 6, which elucidates three important characteristics of the Monod model: (i) the effluent
concentration S is independent of the influent concentration and can be predicted from the
operational parameters 9Cand 9h and the biodegradation parameters nmax, K^ and k,,, (ii) there is a
minimum SRT 0cmi„below which the competent micro-organisms are wasted from the system and
biodegradation willcease:
1

(25)

^•"Kg+Si

kd

and(iii)itisimpossibletoachieveeffluent concentrationsbelowaconcentrationSmin:
kdKs
^mi„ —

(26)
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Fig. 6 Effluent trace compound concentration (S)and concentration of
competent biomass (B)asa function ofthe SRT(6J, predicted bythe
Monod model for acompletely mixed bioreactor with biomass recycle.
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Although the Monod model often is employed by activated sludge fate models, it is subject to
severalrestrictions:
- When secondary utilisation or co-metabolism dominates, growth onthe compound of interest is
negligible orevenabsentandtheMonodmodelhastobereplacedbyanothermodel.
- Sometimes acompound isdegraded inseveral stepsbyaconsortium ofmicro-organisms.Inthis
case lumped Monod parameters can be used, but only if primary biodegradation is the ratelimitingstep.
- The kinetic parameters may be affected by the operational characteristics, in particular by the
SRTwhichnotonlydeterminestheselectedmicro-organisms butalsotheirphysiological state.
- The Monod model allows a prediction of steady-state effluent concentrations regardless of the
occurrence of competing processes such as volatilisation or sorption. However, these masstransfer processes will take away part of influent load which otherwise would have been
available for growth. As a result, the minimum SRT 8cminrequired for growth may exceed the
9cminpredicted byequation (25)(WatkinandEckenfelder, 1985).
Secondary utilisation kinetics - Nyholm and Ingerslev (1996) suggested to use an influent trace
compound concentration of 100 u.g-1"1as the lower limit for the applicability of the Monod model.
At lowerconcentrations organiccompounds donotprovide sufficient energy to support growthand
maintenance and degradation become dependent on the presence of another (primary) substrate.
Thissituation isreferred toassecondaryutilisation (Rittmann, 1992).
Supposethat atracecompound (S)isbiodegraded by secondary utilisation becauseanother suitable
(primary) substrate (S,) is available at sufficiently high concentrations. The three different
possibilities of Table 3now can be distinguished. In substrate competition the responsible biomass
can grow on either substrate. However, assuming that S,is present at much higher concentrations
thanthe trace compound S, growth canbe considered entirely on S,. Co-metabolism is a sub-set of
secondary utilisation in which S, irrespective of its concentration, can provide no energy at all but
can still be biodegraded in the obligatory presence of S,. Finally, in competitive inhibition the
competent biomass has a preferential growth on S, and therefore high concentrations of S, will
inhibitthebiodegradation ofS.

Table3-Possibilitiesinsecondaryutilisation(S=tracecompoundandS,=primary
substrate)
situation
Substratecompetition
Co-metabolism
Competitiveinhibition

micro-organismgrowson
S,andS
S,
S.andS

preference for
neither
S,
S,

The first two cases of substrate competition and co-metabolism can be expected to follow some
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form of saturation kinetics for which the Michaelis-Menten equation can be used (Schmidt et al.,
1985):
S
r

bio= V max

B
K

+

(27)

S

wherevmaxisthemaximum specific reactionrate(h1)andK,,, isahalf-saturation constant(ug-1"1).
At extremely low and extremely high substrate concentrations this equation can be simplified to
yield second- and first-order kinetics, respectively (Table 2). In the third case of competitive
inhibition an inhibition term for the presence of primary substrate S,is required (Broholm, 1992;
Jacobsen etal., 1996):

B

(28)

K m + ( l+| ^ ) S
whereK;,isaninhibition constantfor inhibitionbytheprimary substrate(ug-1"1).
The main difference with Monod kinetics (equation 22) isthat in secondary utilisation kinetics the
biomass concentration B is determined by the supply of a primary substrates S,rather than by the
organictracecompound itself (S),althoughtheMonodmodelstillcanbeusedtodescribe growthof
B on the primary substrate. Jacobsen and Arvin (1996) give an example for biodegradation of
pentachlorophenol. Remark that for this approach the concentration of primary substrate should be
known. Because this usually is not the case, it often is assumed that the primary substrate is
equivalent tothe abundant BOD supplied withthewastewater andthatthebiomass concentration B
can be approximated by the total biomass concentration in the reactor (Namkung and Rittmann,
1987).
Themost important difference with the Monod model isthat according to secondary utilisation the
effluent concentration ofatracecompound isdetermined by itsinfluent concentration. Predictionof
this effluent concentration is difficult because similar to the Monod parameters all the parameters
may be influenced by the environmental conditions, the presence of inhibitors and the operational
characteristics oftheactivated sludgeplant.
Pragmatic first- and second-order kinetics - To avoid separate determination of the competent
biomass concentration Band themaximum rate vmax,many workers have adopted simple pragmatic
first-order kinetics to describe the biodegradation rate rbio(e.g., Larson and Payne, 1981; Games et
al, 1982;Larson, 1983;ShimpandLarson, 1996;FederleandItrich, 1997):
r b i „=k,S
wherek,isthefirst-order rateconstant(h"1).
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Struijs et al. (1991) use first-order kinetics in their SimpleTreat model to predict effluent trace
compound concentrations from activated sludgeplants.However, a disadvantages of equation (29)
is that the rate of biodegradation is independent of the biomass concentration. To compensate for
this, Mikkelsen et al. (1996) and others proposed a second-order rate including the total biomass
concentration:
r bi0 =k 2 SX

(30)

where k2is a second-order rate constant ( l g ' h 1 ) and Xrepresents the total (non-specific) biomass
concentration(g-1"1).
Remark that the kinetics in equation (30) are equivalent to secondary utilisation kinetics at low
substrate concentrations (Table2)ifitwere assumedthatthe competent biomassButilisesthebulk
BODasacarbon-andenergysource.
Cowan etal.(1993)observed that elimination of surfactants cannotbe explained by biodegradation
ofthedissolved surfactants alonebutbiodegradation ofthesorbed fraction alsohadtobetakeninto
account. Therefore, they included a separate first-order biodegradation rate for the sorbed fraction
and assumedthisratetobeequaltothebiodegradationrateofdissolved surfactant:
r b i o =k,(l +KpX)S

(31)

Remark that this phenomenon is not necessarily limited to pragmatic kinetics but also can be
incorporated into the Monod model or secondary utilisation models by replacing the dissolved
concentration Swith the total concentration C=(l+KpX)S. Also remark that both equation (29) and
equation (31)alwayspredictsacertainrateofbiodegradation, evenintheabsenceofbiomass.
TheMonod model andthe secondary utilisation models includethe effect ofthe SRT andthe BOD
loading rate on the rate of biodegradation via the concentration of competent biomass. This is not
the case for pragmatic kinetics models. One of the consequences is that pragmatic biodegradation
parameters are directly related to a specific activated sludge plant, given the influent trace
compound concentration, BODloadingrate,SRT,etc.
Biodegradation tests
Thepredictions generated by activated sludge fate models not only are determined by the selected
biodegradation kinetics,.butalso by thebiodegradation parameters. Inmany casesthese parameters
areassessed instandardised laboratorytests.
Extrapolation fromtest resultstoactivated sludge plant conditions

When the results of laboratory tests are extrapolated to activated sludge plants, two levels can be
distinguished (Figure 7). On the first level sludge is sampled from the plant of interest and the
laboratory test results are used to predict the rate of biodegradation in this particular plant. Useful
results are most likely if the test conditions closely mimic those in the activated sludge plant of
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mineralised.

Table 4 -OECD biodegradabilitytests (OECD,
1993).
test type
ready
301A
301B
301C
301D
301E
301F
inherent
302B
302C
simulation
303A

name

ready biodegradability test

variable

DOC die-away
C02-evolution
MITI (I)
closed bottle
modified screening
manometric respirometry

DOC

Zahn-Wellens/EMPA
MITI (II)

DOC

coupled units

DOC

co2
o2
o2

positiveresult?
yes
10-daywindowcriterion
fulfilled?
yes I no

inherent biodegradability test
compoundpositive?
yes
no

DOC

o2
o2

In"'

0.3 fa-

criteria(seetext) - , ,n
fulfilled?
I °
yes

[ 0.1 h-1

Oh"1

Fig.8 Extrapolation from biodegradability teststo firstorderrate constant inactivated sludge plants (EC, 1994).

Ready tests are designed as a fail/pass test to determine the potential of a compound to undergo
biodegradation rather than to generate kinetic information. However, if sufficient data points are
available, for instance 02-consumption data from an automated electrolytic respirometer, in
combination with a non-linear regression technique some kinetic information could be derived
(Blok, 1994;Hales, 1996andPainter, 1996).
A more simple approach is followed in the Technical Guidance Document (TGUD) on risk
assessment (EC, 1994). Depending on the 10-day window criterion, the TGUD advises to
extrapolate the results of ready tests to a (pragmatic) first-order biodegradation rate in an activated
sludgeplant of 1or 0.3 h'1 (Figure 8).These values are restricted to the water dissolved fraction of
compounds and in some cases higher biodegradation rate constants are justified if they can be
confirmed by experimental data. These rate constants apply to activated sludge plants with a total
biomass concentration of 3 g suspended solids (SS)-l'1. Mikkelsen et al. (1996) extended this to
accommodate variable sludge concentrations by using the second-order rate equation (33) with a
rateconstantk2of0.31-g1SS-h"1 or0.11-g1SS-h'1.
Blok and Struijs (1996) detected a general trend in Monod parameters which were estimated from
02-consumption data of 52different compounds. They concluded that most compounds which pass
a ready test have a maximum specific growth rate nmax greater than 1.5 d"1and a half-saturation
constant Kj lower than 1mg ThODl"1. This observation suggests that these values can be used to
predict "worst-case"scenario's forready biodegradable compounds.
Although dueto their stringent character ready tests give useful results for ranking and labelling of
organiccompounds,thekineticparameterswhichareobtained mustbetreated withextreme caution
because (i) as was mentioned earlier, the high substrate to biomass ratio will yield intrinsic rather
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than extant parameters, (ii) the absence of substrates other than the compound of interest may
prevent the occurrence of secondary utilisation and (iii) the rate of mineralisation is measured
insteadoftherateofprimarybiodegradation required for exposure assessment.
Inherent biodegradability tests

Failure in ready tests may be due to recalcitrance of the organic compound or to the severe
conditions imposed during testing. Inherent tests coded 302B and 302C in the OECD guidelines
(OECD, 1993)aredesignedtosatisfy allthecriteriatoobtainbiodegradation andmaking itpossible
toassumethatanyfailure toobservebiodegradation isduetorecalcitrance.
Inherent biodegradability tests 302B and 302C are similar to ready biodegradability tests but apply
higher biomass concentrations. Furthermore,the biomass isallowed tobepre-exposed to the target
compound. Tests 302B is a so-called Zahn-Wellens test with a high sludge concentration of 1-3 g
SST1andwiththetarget compound added astheonly(external)carbon source ataconcentration of
300 mg DOCl"1. Starvation of the sludge is an additional source of carbon. Biodegradation is
followed by DOC, COD or compound specific analysis. Test 302C (MITI II) uses an activated
sludge concentration of 100 mg SS-1"1and the compound is added at a concentration of 30 mgT1.
Biodegradation is followed by oxygen consumption. In both tests a compound is considered to be
inherently biodegradable if more than 70%biodegradation isachieved within atime window of 28
days, regardless of the duration of the test. The latter means that a long adaptation time before the
onset ofbiodegradation isallowed.
TheTGUD (EC, 1994)advisestoextrapolatetheresultsofinherentbiodegradability teststoafirstorderbiodegradation rate constant of0.1h"1ifthe lag-phaseisno longerthan 3daysand, incaseof
theZahn-Wellens testthepass levelhasbeenreached within 7daysand for the MITI (II)within 14
days(Figure8).
Although frequent analysis of the trace compound may give some kinetic information, in general
the test conditions may be too favourable as compared to activated sludge conditions and may lead
toanoverestimation ofthebiodegradationrate.
Activated sludgesimulation tests

Incontrast toready and inherenttests,simulationtestsattempttomimicactivated sludgeplantsand
for this reason could generate more reliable kinetic data. The OECD provides in one activated
sludge simulation test,the coupled units test encoded 303A. Unfortunately, this particular test does
not generate kinetic data whichexplains why many alternative simulation testshave been proposed
in the literature. These alternatives can be classified by their mode of operation (Figure 9) with
short-term batchtests,long-term continuoustests,semi-continuoustestsoracombination ofthese.
Batchactivatedsludge(BAS)tests-InBAS tests sludge is collected from a laboratory or full-scale
plant and is spiked withthe test compound. Usually,thetotal biomass concentration isnot changed
from the original concentration. An advantage of laboratory parent plants as compared to full-scale
plants is that they allow a controlled acclimation of the sludge to the target compound.
Biodegradation in the BAS tests can be followed over time by 02-consumption, C02-evolution,
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Fig. 10Simple lay-out of amodel activated sludge plant.

Although contemporary activated sludgeplants includenon-aerated compartments to accommodate
nutrient removal, themodels in Table 5 without exception arerestricted to aerobic conditions.
Recently, Boeije etal.(1998)proposed anextension ofthe SimpleTreatmodel developed by Struijs
(1996)toinclude non-aerated compartments. Obviously, this should be accompanied byadditional
experimentstoassessthebiodegradation kineticsundernon-aerated conditions.
It is a common simplification to assume that the occurrence of the relevant processes
(biodegradation, surface volatilisation, airstripping andsorption) is limited tothebioreactor. In
addition, theTOXCHEM model (Melcer etal, 1993) and the SimpleTreat models (Struijs et al,
1991 andStruijs, 1996) also consider thepossibility ofsurface volatilisation andsorption in the
secondary settler.
All themodels arebuild from mass balances around thedifferent compartments. Forinstance,a
massbalancearoundthewatercompartment ofacompletely mixedbioreactorwouldbe:

V ^ = Q(S i -S)-V(r s o r +r s t r +r b i o )

(32)

where S and S| arethe dissolved concentrations in the influent andeffluent of the bioreactor
respectively (ug-11),Visthe volume ofthe reactor (1),Qisthe influent flow rate (l'h'1) and rsor,rstI
andrbioarethevolumetricratesofsorption, strippingandbiodegradation (ug-l'-h"1),respectively.
Mathematical expressions forthese rates can be found inprevious paragraphs. Insome models the
effect ofdiscontinuous discharges can besimulated bynumerically solving thedifferential (mass
balance) equations. Most ofthe models however only consider steady-state conditions, i.e., they
assume a constant supply of the target compound with thewastewater. Theaccumulation term
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(VdS/dt) isthen settozeroandtheconcentration Scanbecomputed directlyfromthemassbalance
orcanbefound by iteration.
The large variety in biodegradation kinetics described earlier can also be found among the models
of Table 5. Monod and pragmatic first- and second-order are the most popular kinetic models.
Although many models claim to use secondary utilisation kinetics, they often ignore that in true
secondary utilisationthecompetent biomassutilises another, growth-limiting primary substrate.For
that reason in Table 5most of these models were allotted pragmatic first- or second-order kinetics
instead.OnlyJacobsenandArvin(1996)incorporated truesecondary utilisation kinetics.
The mathematical equations that are used to describe air stripping for bubble aeration systems and
surface volatilisation are similar in all the models. However, the rate constants are calculated
accordingto(i)arelationshipwithaknownoxygenmasstransfer coefficient K^a^(equation 15)or,
(ii) an empirical relationship with Henry's law constant and the air flow rate (equation 18). The
latter alternative is highly aeration equipment specific and may result in erroneous model
predictionswhenthe sameparametersareappliedtodifferent plants.
Apart from the SimpleTreat models, which take the kinetics of sorption into account, all the other
modelsassumethat sorption oftracecompoundstoactivated sludge isaninstantaneous processthat
can be described by linear sludge-water partitioning. The sludge-water partition coefficient K„is
assessed in sorption experiments or is calculated from an empirical relationship with known
compound (K„w)andsludge(f^.) properties.

Monitoringstudiesandmodelvalidation
Before being put into practice, every mathematical model needs to be validated against a set of
experimental data. Obviously, this set of data is extremely important because it determines the
quality ofthevalidationexerciseandtheconfidence inthe generated model output.Table 6presents
anoverviewofexperimental datawhichcouldbeusedtovalidateactivated sludgefate models.
Theplantsthemonitoringdatawerecollectedfromvaried insizefrom laboratory-scaleto full-scale.
Adisadvantage associated withplantson laboratory orpilot-scale isthatthey in itselfaremodelsof
full-scale plants.Onthe otherhand,they offer betterpossibilities for experimentation. Forexample,
influent concentrations ofthetarget compounds,airflow rate,SRTandHRTcanallbe manipulated
without having to worry about the primary function of the plant, i.e., removal of bulk COD,
nitrogen and phosphorus. Most of the monitoring studies were carried out in plants treating
domesticwastewater. Onlyafewplantswerefedwithindustrial orsynthetic wastewater.
Jacobsen (1993)distinguishesthreedifferent levelsofmonitoring studies,depending onthetypesof
measurements included (Figure 11). Onthe first level only influent and effluent concentrations are
available. Although this allows for an evaluation of the treatment efficiency, no distinction can be
made between removal by biodegradation, sorption and volatilisation. In addition to influent and
effluent concentrations, monitoring studies onthe second level include in-plant measurements such
as off-gas and waste sludge concentrations. From these studies mass balances can be established
andtheyprovide anindication ofthedominantremoval mechanism.
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Finally,onthethird levelmeasurementsarecarried outunderspecific conditions andcanbeusedto
quantify the relevantprocesses.Forexample,iftheoccurrence ofbiodegradation and volatilisation
in a batch experiment somehow can be excluded, measurements at varying initial bulk
concentrations could be usedto estimate a sludge-water partition coefficient or to assess the rate of
sorption.

volatilisation

A volatilisation

sorption

Fig. 11Levelsofmonitoring studies (M=monitoring data are available).

Activated sludge fate models are extremely sensitive to atrace compound's physical-chemical and
biodegradation properties. Hence, the quality of a validation exercise is largely determined by the
number of test compounds that is used. However, at the same time this variation is restricted by
available time, money and analytical techniques. For example, assume that the properties
biodegradability, sorption capacity (or hydrophobicity represented by the compound's K„w) and
volatility (orthecompound'sHenry-coefficient) arethefactors determiningthefate of acompound
inanactivated sludgeplant. Furthermore,ifweassumethatthesepropertiescantakeoneout oftwo
values,low or high, these simplifications already result inavalidation matrix of 8test compounds
(Table 7). Remark that combinations 4 and 8 in Table 7 are merely hypothetical because
consultation of several lists of priority trace compounds did notresult in compounds combining an
extremely highHenry's lawconstant withanextremelyhighoctanol-waterpartition coefficient.
The quality of the data-sets in Table 6 now can be reviewed with respect to their variety in
compound properties.Most ofthemonitoring studies include onecompound only, or a few at most
and therefore have a limited validation value. When, similar to Blackburn et al. (1984), one
compound is selected for each of the combinations in Table 7, this makes a qualitative validation
possible.However, extrapolationtoothercompounds, for instancethose which exhibit intermediate
biodegradability, is doubtful. For the combination of volatilisation and biodegradation excellent
data-sets,at leastwith respect to compound properties,have beenproduced by Weber etal.(1987),
Namkungand Rittmann (1987),Govind etal.(1991) and Melcer etal.(1993).The combination of
biodegradation and sorption may be validated using data provided by Govind et al. (1991), Parker
andMelcer (1992)andMonteith etal. (1995).
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Table 7-Reduced validation matrix for compound properties.
compound properties
biodegradability sorption capacity
combination
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

OU
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high

low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high

volatility
(H)
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high

example compound
ethylenediaminetetraaceticacid (EDTA)
chloroethane
fluoranthene

nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)
toluene
linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS)

-

As was mentioned earlier, the (average) sludge retention time (SRT) can have a large effect onthe
biodegradation parameters. Consequently, the quality of a validation procedure would improve
significantly if it includes a wide range of SRTs. Nevertheless, most of the monitoring studies in
Table6wererestrictedtooneortwo SRTsonly.Onlydatasetsprovided byBirch(1991),Cowanet
al. (1993),Jacobsen and Arvin and van Wijk etal. (1996) consisted of morethan two SRTs. Birch
(1991) measured effluent concentrations from porous-pot reactors operated at several SRTs. He
concluded that the results can best be described by a Monod model. Cowan et al. (1993) validated
their WWtreat model against field-monitoring data for nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and three
surfactants in full-scale activated sludge plants operated at different SRTs. Even though the model
predictions were ingood agreement withthe observations,thevalidation procedure was incomplete
because some of the plant's operational parameters were missing. Jacobsen and Arvin (1996)
followed pentachlorophenol (PCP) removal in three reactors operated at different SRTs. They
measured the concentration of the competent biomass and the concentration of PCP. They
concluded thatthebiomassconcentration wasoverestimated dueto losses withthe effluent and that
PCP degradation rates were 3-4 timeshigher than predicted bytheir model. Van Wijk etal. (1996)
calibrated a Monod model for linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS) using data from a monitoring
study in one particular full-scale activated sludge plant. They used the calibrated model to predict
LAS effluent data of other activated sludge plants. In general, the model predictions were in good
agreementwiththefielddata.
Most activated sludge fate models assume steady-state conditions and should be validated against
monitoring data which are obtained in apilot-scale activated sludge plant that treat a constant load
of the target compound. Alternatively, data from full-scale plants can be used, but this requires
composite sampling and statistical techniques to obtain average concentrations representing the
(quasi) steady-state of the plant. Dynamic models have to be validated against data from plants
which are exposed to pulse loads or by following the natural variation in influent and effluent
concentrations. For example, Melcer et al. (1991) investigated the effect of 12-hour pulse
perturbations on the behaviour of several volatile organic compounds. They observed that the
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Chapter 3
Anewmethodtostudythebiodegradation kineticsoforganic
tracepollutantsbyactivatedsludge

Abstract - A reliable prediction of the behaviour of organic trace compounds in
activated sludge plants requires an accurate input of the biodegradation kinetics. Often
these kinetics are extrapolated from the results of standardised biodegradation tests.
However, these tests generally arenot designed to yield kinetic information and do not
reflect the conditions inactivated sludgeplants.Toovercome theseproblems anewtest
method was developed which isreferred to asa "by-pass"test.Thetest methodology is
explained and examples are given for three compounds: the C12-homologue of linear
alkylbenzene sulfonate, nitrilotriacetic acidandtoluene.Moreexperiencewiththetestis
required, particularly with respect to selection of the proper test settings, which are
compound related. The test seems to be a suitable tool in a research environment, for
example to investigate the effect of plant operational parameters on the biodegradation
kinetics.
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Introduction
Mathematical models which predict the fate of organic trace pollutants in municipal activated
sludge plants could be used to support an environmental risk assessment of these compounds.
Examples of such models are given by Namkung and Rittmann (1987), Cowan et al. (1993) and
Struijs etal.(1996).Becausethesemodels areextremely sensitive tothe rate ofbiodegradation and
they require an accurate input of the biodegradation kinetics. The Technical Guidance Document
(TGUD) in support of risk assessment (EC, 1994) advises to use the results of standardised
biodegradability tests for this purpose, for instance the tests prescribed by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 1993).However, these tests were not designed
to yield kinetic information but rather to classify compounds for their amenability to
biodegradation.
It is evident that biodegradation tests most likely will provide useful kinetic data if the test
conditions closely mimic the conditions in the activated sludge plant of interest. In most available
biodegradation tests this is not the case and many differences can be pointed out between test and
plantconditions (Figure 1,first extrapolationlevel).

biodegradationtest
conditions:
first extrapolation -substratetobiomassratio
level
-continuous/batch operation
-presenceofother(primary)substrates
specific activatedsludgeplant J
operating characteristics:
secondextrapolation -sludgeretentiontime
-hydraulicretentiontime
level
-feedpattern(acclimatedornon-acclimated)

otheractivated sludgeplants
Fig. 1 Extrapolation ofbiodegradation test resultsto activated
sludgeplants conditions.

Oneofthosedifferences isthatbiodegradation testsareoften carriedout inbatchmodewith a steep
substrate gradient in time whereas activated sludge plants usually employ well-mixed bioreactors.
This sudden change in growth conditions may have an enormous impact on the metabolic control
actions by the biomass and herewith on the biodegradation kinetics (Kovarova-Kovar and Egli,
1998). Besides,the changing substrate concentration in batch tests prevents the biomass to reach a
truesteady-state withrespecttogrowth (Philbrook and Grady, 1985).
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Biodegradation of trace pollutants by activated sludge often is determined by a non-specific
analytical technique such as COD removal, C0 2 evolution or respirometry. To allow a detectable
response,an initial trace compound tobiomassratiohastobeemployed which ismuch higher than
inactivated sludgeplants.Thisnotonlycanchangethemembersofthemicrobialpopulation during
the test period but also their physiological state (Chudoba et al., 1992; Grady et al., 1996;
Kovarova-Kovar and Egli, 1998). As a result, the observed biodegradation kinetics will deviate
from theoriginalkineticsatthetimeofsampling.Anotherreasontoavoidhigh substrateto biomass
ratio's isthatthismayinhibit biodegradation.
Finally, in activated sludge plants biodegradation of trace pollutants can be repressed by the
presence of other, more easily biodegradable compounds. This does not occur in standardised
biodegradation testswheremostly thetarget compound istheonly source of carbon and energy. On
the other hand, there is also some experimental evidence for the opposite, that is, the presence of
supplemental carbon sources may stimulate growth of competent biomass and induction of the
proper enzymes(Kovarova-Kovar andEgli, 1998).
In chapters 4 to 7 the reliability of activated sludge fate models will be investigated using three
different trace pollutants: the C,2-homologue of linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C,2),
nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and toluene. Based on the results of the literature review of chapter 2 it
was suspected that the sludge retention time (SRT) and wastewater pollutant concentration may be
important factors determining the biodegradation kinetics of these compounds (Figure 1, second
extrapolation level) and therefore their effect should be examined in more detail. This is only
possible with a biodegradation test which gives reliable results on the first level of extrapolation,
that is, with a test closely mimicking the conditions in the plant of interest. Because available
(standardised) biodegradation tests do not fulfil this requirement, a new test was developed which
will be referred to as a "by-pass"test. Inthis chapter the methodology ofthistestwill be explained
andsomeexampleswillbegiven.

Test methodology
In the by-pass test activated sludge is continuously recirculated between the aeration tank of a
(parent) activated sludge plant and a small, completely mixed and aerated test vessel (Figure 2).
This set-up guarantees a continuous supply of fresh sludge, carbon sources and other nutrients at
concentrations similar to those in the parent plant. The parent plant can be a full-scale plant or a
pilot-scale plant, for instance whenthe effects of exposure history andplant operational parameters
on the biodegradation kinetics are to be investigated. The sludge in the plant can be acclimated to
background concentrations of trace compounds in the wastewater or, for research purposes, to
enhanced concentrations ofthesecompounds.
Just before entering the test vessel the sludge is mixed with a small, continuous flow of a stock
solution of the target pollutant. After at least three times the hydraulic retention time (HRT) a
pseudo steady-state canbe assumed and samples aretaken from the influent and effluent ofthetest
vessel. In the case of volatile compounds the vessel is covered and to account for loss by
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volatilisation alsoanoff-gas sampleistakenafter threetimestheHRT.
The rate of primary biodegradation (first step in the biodegradation pathway of the parent
compound as opposed to ultimate biodegradation which refers to the complete breakdown into
inorganicmolecules suchasC0 2andH 2 0andintobiomass)canbederived from amassbalancefor
thetargetcompound aroundthetestvessel:

(Q.+Q.XCi-Q-Q.C.
qwo = "

(i)

xv

with C the (total) trace compound concentration (ngl' 1 ), Q the flow rate (lh 1 ), qbi0the rate of
biodegradation (ug-g"1volatile suspended solids [YSS]h''), Vthevolumeofthetestvessel (1)andX
the concentration of volatile suspended solids (gVSS-1"1).Thesubscripts c, g, i ands refer tothe
stock solution, off-gas, influent of the test vessel and sludge from the parent plant, respectively
(Figure2).

/' \sample
v point
I
testvessel
sludgefromparentplant
sludgetoparentplant
Fig.2Experimental set-upfortheby-passtest(foranexplanation ofthe symbols
refer tothetext).

Theprocedureaboveisrepeated severaltimesatincreasing flow ratesQc,asisschematically shown
inthesimulated example ofFigure3.ThisyieldsasetofvaluesforCwithcorresponding valuesfor
qbi0.From this settheprimary biodegradation kineticscanbeestimated (Figure 4).Inthesimulated
exampleofFigures3and4Michaelis-Menten likekineticswere assumed:

q bi o = k o

Kc+C

where k„is a zero-order biodegradation rate constant (ug-g'1 VSS-h"1) and Kc is a half-velocity
constant(ug-1"1).
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For sorptive compounds it is assumed that a sorption equilibrium will be achieved within the HRT
ofthetestvessel and C(and Cinequations (1)and (2)refer tototaltrace compound concentrations,
i.e., to the sum of dissolved and sorbed concentrations. Consequently, also the biodegradation
parameterskoandY^.relatetothistotal concentration.

C(ngl')
XsamplinginstantsforFigure4

x

Q c (lh')
Qc

qbio("gg'VSSh-')

° calculateddata-pointsfromFigure3

C

.-X
. X
X

X

>3xHRT
time

Fig.3FlowrateQcofastocksolutionwiththe
tracecompoundandtheeffluent concentrationof
thiscompoundCinasimulatedby-passtest.

^
C(ug-r')
Fig.4Biodegradationrateqbl0.calculatedfrom
the datainFigure3asafunction ofthetrace
compoundconcentrationC.

Because this test is based on compound specific analysis it can only give useful results if
sufficiently accurate measurements are available and the trace compound can be detected at
concentrations far belowthehalf-saturation constant rQ. Furthermore,aproper selection ofthe test
settings, being the compound addition rate (QCCC) and the HRT of the test vessel, is essential
because severalrequirementshavetobemet.First,tocalculate anaccuratebiodegradation rate(qWo)
the difference between the influent and effluent concentrations (C r C) should be sufficiently large.
This imposes a minimum upon the HRT of the test vessel. At the same time, to avoid additional
growth and acclimation of the biomass in the parent plant the test period should be short, which
imposes a maximum upon the HRT. For small (parent) pilot-plants and slowly biodegradable
compounds these two requirements for the HRT can be in conflict. Finally, the set of effluent
concentrations C should allow an accurate estimation of Kc and kp. This determines the set of
compound addition rates (QCCC). Because the optimum test settings strongly depend on the
biodegradation kinetics some preliminary knowledge about these kinetics would be extremely
useful. However, this knowledge usually is not available and one or more preliminary tests, each
resultinginimprovedtest settings,cannotbeavoided.

Materialandmethods
Test compounds -Thethree testpollutantsNTA, LAS-C,2and toluene were selected because they
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all arepositive inready or inherent biodegradability tests carried out according to guidelines ofthe
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 1993), but have different
characteristics with respect to sorption and volatilisation. NTA is a non-sorptive, non-volatile
compound and several studieshave shownthatNTAcanbereadilybiodegraded byactivated sludge
(e.g., Heide, 1984; Alder et al., 1990, chapter 5 of this thesis). LAS products are widely applied
anionicsurfactants. Althoughtheyarehighly solubleinwater,they strongly sorbtobiomass(Urano
et al., 1984; Waters and Feijtel, 1995). Commercially available LAS products are mixtures of
different homologuesranging from 10-13carbon unitswithatypical meanalkylchainlength of 12.
All the homologues are known to bereadily biodegraded by activated sludge (Larson etal., 1993).
Finally, toluene was selected to represent the class of volatile and readily biodegradable (Tabak et
al., 1990)tracecompounds.
Activated sludge plant operation and sampling - A pilot-scale activated sludge plant was
employed which consisted of a completely mixed and covered aeration tank of 490 1 and a final
settlerof2801. Theplantwasoperated withpre-settleddomesticwastewater atSRTsof 10and 27.3
days.To maintain the desired SRT sludge waswasted continuously from the aeration tank. ThepH
inthe aerationtankwascontrolled inarangeof 7.2-7.4 byaddition of0.3MNaOH and 0.3MHC1.
A constant air flow rate was maintained by a mass flow controller. As a result, the oxygen
concentration was variable but never below 3 mg 02T". The wastewater contained average
background concentrations of LAS-C12and NTA of about 0.3 and 2 mgT1, respectively (also see
Table 3). Toluene was added externally at 0.7 mg-1"1because it was suspected that the wastewater
itself did not contain sufficiently high toluene concentrations to permit development of a toluene
degrading population. The pilot-plant was operated for at least four times the SRT before the bypass tests were carried out. Starting 12 days before these tests, daily composite samples were
collected from the influent, and (final) effluent of the plant to determine NTA and LAS-C12
concentrations as well as the water quality parameters COD, soluble COD and suspended solids
(SS). In addition, every day a grab sample was taken from the effluent of the aeration tank to
determine the concentration of toluene. Details of the sampling procedures for LAS, NTA and
toluenecanbefound inchapters4,5and6,respectively.
By-passtest -Anadjustable peristalticpumpwasoperated tocirculate sludgebetween the aeration
tank of the pilot-plant and a 6.1 1polyvinylchloride (PVC) vessel (Figure 2). This vessel was
mechanically stirred at 20 rpm and aerated at a flow rate of 43.2 lh"1 with dry, compressed air
provided through a fine-pore diffuser stone.Using a second adjustable peristaltic pump,just before
entering thetest vessel,the sludgewasmixed with a stock solution ofthetarget compound. All the
stock solutions wereprepared ina251 polyethylene (PE) container by dilution in suprapur water of
NTA (Baker, analytical grade), a commercial 154.2 g LAST1 mixture (Isorchem 113/S-Na)
containing 31.4 % (w/w) of LAS-C12or toluene (Merck, analytical grade). The settings for the bypasstestsaregiveninTable 1 andwerebasedontheresultsofoneortwopreliminarytests.
At each flow rate of the test compounds, after three times the HRT, grab samples were takenfrom
the influent and effluent of the test vessel and from the stock solution. At the same time instant
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samples were taken from the effluent mixed-liquor to determine suspended and volatile suspended
solids. In the test with toluene, the test vessel was covered with a PVC lid. The off-gas was
continuously sampled with a vacuum-pump at 28 lh' 1 and guided through 50 or 100 ml glass
sample bulbs provided with a polytetrafluorethylene (TFE) faced silicon septum and two valves
located at the inlet and outlet of the sample bulbs (Figure 2). The actual sample was taken by
subsequently closing the outlet and inlet valve. Approximately 20-30% of all the samples were
taken induplicate.To verify the occurrence of asteady-state,occasional samplesweretaken after 6
timestheHRT.ThepH,temperature anddissolved oxygen concentration inthetestvesselwere not
controlled butwerefrequently monitored anddidnot significantly changeduringthetests.

Table 1-Settings for theby-pass tests

sludge flow rate Qs(lh"1)
compound flow rate Q c (lh 1 )
hydraulic retention time(h)*
stock solution Cc(mgl"1)
number ofdata-points (-)
totaltest duration (h)

LAS-C12
14.2
0-1.5
0.4
40.5
6
8

trace compound
NTA
9.6
0-1.2
0.6
19
7
14

toluene
13.9
0-0.8
0.4
26and200**
7
10

* based on sludge flow rateQs
** higher stock concentration athigher flow ratesofthe compound.

Analytical procedures - COD,soluble COD,SSand VSS were all determined according to Dutch
standard practice (NEN).Analytical methodologies for LAS-C12,NTA and toluene can be found in
chapters4,5and6,respectively.

Results
By-passtests- Concentrations inoccasional samplestakenafter 6timestheHRTofthetest vessel
were not significantly different from concentrations in samples taken after 3 times the HRT. This
verifies theassumption madeearlierthat3timestheHRTwaslongenoughto achievea steady-state
and samples taken after this period could be used to calculate the rate of biodegradation from a
steady-statemassbalancearoundthetestvessel(equation 1).
Mass balances showed that inthe test vessel, without exception, aminimum of 30% of the load of
the test pollutants (QCCC)was removed by biodegradation. This means that the differences between
the influent and effluent concentrations ofthetest vessel always were sufficiently largeto calculate
anaccuratebiodegradationrate.
Theamountoftestpollutantthatwasfedtothetestvesselduringthetestswasextremely low: 1-3%
of the amount of test pollutant fed directly to the pilot-plant during the same period with the
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wastewater (LAS-C12 and NTA) or by an external addition (toluene). Additional acclimation and
growthofthebiomassintheplantduringtheteststherefore cansafely beneglected.
Figure 5shows the results of the by-pass tests with LAS-C12,NTA and toluene. For all three trace
compounds a similar deviation from the Michaelis-Menten likeequation (2)can be observed with a
somewhat lower biodegradation rate at low concentrations and a maximum rate which is
approached morerapidly athigherconcentrations.Thisphenomenonhasfrequently beenreported in
the literature and several models, both empirical and mechanistic, have been proposed to describe
this type of behaviour. With the data of Figure 5 it is impossible to distinguish between these
modelsandasimpleempirical first andzero-ordermodelisused instead:
<lbio=klC

qhi =k„

for

c

(3a)

<C1/0

for C>C„ n

(3b)

where k,is a first-order rate constant (1-g"1 VSS-h"1),k,,is azero-order rate constant (ng-g"'VSS-h"1)
andC,/0istheconcentrationwherethekineticschangefrom first- tozero-order(ug-I"1).
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Estimated model parameters ofthecombined first and zero-order model of equation (3) and of the
Michaelis-Menten likemodelofequation(2)arepresented inTable2.

Table 2 -First/zero-order and Michaelis-Menten likebiodegradation parameters estimated
fromthe by-passtests.

parameter
Michaelis-Menten like model (eq. 2)
koCUgg'VSSh 1 )
K.Oig-1-')
First/zero-order model (eq.3)

Mug-g-'vss-h-')
k,(l-g''VSS-h'')(correlation coefficient)
C,/o(Mgr,)=k(A,
* ± one standard deviation

LAS-C12

trace compound
NTA

toluene

1217
1434

1261
2557

545
376

810 ±68*
0.46 (0.974)
1760

501+20
0.36 (0.995)
1392

420 ±17
0.70 (0.965)
600

Pilot-plant monitoring data - Average monitoring data for the three test pollutants are given in
Table 3.For all threepollutants extremely loweffluent concentrations were achieved. ForNTA the
average effluent concentration even wasbelowthemethod detection limit of 30 ugl"1.Remarkthat
the effluent concentration of LAS-C12 reflects the total concentration of LAS-C12, i.e., dissolved
LAS-C12aswellasLAS-C12sorbedtotheeffluent suspended solids.
Table 3 -Pilot-plant performance with respecttoremoval ofthe trace
compounds.
trace compound
LAS-C,2
NTA
toluene

influent
2039± 72
304± 68
730 ± 67

concentration (ugeffluent
10+1
<30*
0.20 ± 0.05

')
removal (%)
99.5
>90
99.9

below method detection limit of 30 ug-l'".

Discussion
Verification ofthe biodegradation kinetics
Thebiodegradation kinetics thatwere found inthe by-pass tests canbe verified intwo ways: (i)by
comparing the biodegradation parameters of Table 2to literature values for theseparameters or (ii)
by comparing effluent concentrations calculated from the biodegradation parameters in Table 2 to
theobserved effluent concentrationsofTable3.
A comparison to literature data is adifficult affair. For example, for NTA half-saturation constants
Kchave been reported in the literature from as low as 80 fxg-1"1 to as high as 5 mgl"1 (Bernhardt,
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1984;Chudoba etal., 1989and Alder etal, 1990).This large degree of variation probably can be
explained by the many factors that are involved and which canvary between different systems and
tests, such as (i) the specific microbial population responsible for degradation of NTA, (ii) the
exposure history ofthispopulation toNTA,(iii) transport ofNTAtothe micro-organisms, (iv) the
affinity of the responsible enzymes, (v) the formation of NTA complexes with different metals
having different biodegradability (MadsenandAlexander, 1985)and(vi)thepresence or absence of
other (easily biodegradable) carbon sourceswhichmay stimulateNTA degradation (Egliand Bally,
1996).Consequently,thefactthattheK^andC1/0thatwerefound intheby-passtestfitwellintothe
range of literature data certainly is promising, but this does not provide detailed information
concerning their accuracy. A similar reasoning probably also applies to the other biodegradation
parametersandtracecompounds.Afurther comparisontoliteraturedatatherefore isomitted.
Effluent concentrations from the pilot-plant were calculated with a simple model described in the
appendix.Inthismodel sorptionofLAS-C,2toactivated sludgewasassumedtobean instantaneous
process and was accounted for by a linear sludge-water distribution coefficient of 3.2 1-g"1 VSS
(chapter 4). Volatilisation had a negligible contribution to overall toluene removal (chapter 6) and
wasneglected inthecalculations.Thefirst-order kineticsofequation (3a)wereusedtocalculatethe
biodegradation kinetics. Calculated and observed concentrations of LAS-C12, NTA and toluene
agree inthat they areall extremely low(Figure 6).This indicatesthatthefirst-orderbiodegradation
rate constant determined in the by-pass tests at least provide a good approximation of the true
kinetics inthe pilot-plant. Amore precise verification of the biodegradation kinetics isnot possible
asthiswouldrequire amore accurate assessment ofthekineticsattheextremely low concentrations
whichwerealso observed inthepilot-plant.

effluent concentration (ug•!"')
O measurements
Q calculatedfromby-passrates
• calculated from TGUDrates

LAS-C12

NTA
toluene
test compound
Fig. 6Observed and calculated effluent concentrations (dl= detection
limit for NTA, TGUD =Technical Guidance Document in support of risk
assessment)
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Figure 6 also shows effluent concentrations which were calculated using first-order rate constants
advised by the Technical Guidance Document (TGUD) in support of risk assessment (EC, 1994).
According to the TGUD readily biodegradable compounds such as LAS-C12, toluene and NTA
should be assigned a pragmatic (first-order) rate constant of 1 h'1, which applies to a sludge
concentration of 3g SS-1"1(Mikkelsen etal, 1996).Translated tothe sludge inthepilot-plant, with
anaverage VSS/SS ratio of 0.8,this corresponds to afirst-orderrate constant k, inequation (3a) of
0.42 lg'VSSh" 1 . Figure6showsthat for allthreetestcompounds thisrate constant yields a similar
prediction of the effluent concentration asthe rate constants determined inthe by-pass tests (Table
2).
Extrapolation ofthe biodegradation kineticstoother plants
The biodegradation kinetics determined in the by-pass test are directly related to the sludge in the
pilot-plant, given the characteristics of the wastewater (BOD and pollutant concentration) this
sludge is exposed to and the plant operational parameters (SRT, HRT, air flow rate, etc.). For a
more generic application other wastewater characteristics and operational parameters have to be
considered aswell (Figure 1,secondextrapolation level).Themethodthat shouldbeapplied forthis
second level of extrapolation largely depends on whether the target compound is degraded as a
primary or asa secondary substrate.Inthe first casea growth Monod model canbeused,but inthe
lastcaseanon-growth secondary utilisationmodelwouldbemoreappropriate.
In secondary utilisationthe target compound itself cannot support growth and maintenance because
its concentration is too low to provide a sufficient amount of energy or, as in co-metabolism,
irrespective of its concentration cannot be used as a carbon and electron source (Rittmann, 1992).
Although the compound can still be degraded, this depends on the presence of another (primary)
substrate. Secondary utilisation has been adopted in many fate models as the responsible
mechanism for biodegradation oftracecompounds byactivated sludge (e.g.Blackburn etal, 1984;
Namkung and Rittmann, 1987; Struijs et al, 1991;Jacobsen et al, 1996). The volumetric rate of
biodegradation rbi0(in ugr'h' 1 ) follows from:
rbio=qbioX

(4)

Thespecific biodegradation rateqbiocanbeevaluated from equation (2),(3a)or(3b)and isexpected
tobemoreorlessplantindependent. The(non-specific) sludgeconcentrationXvaries from plantto
plant, depending onoperational parameters suchastheBODloading andthe SRT,but caneasily be
assessed asthetotalconcentration ofvolatilesuspendedsolids.
Nyholm and Ingerslev (1996)suggested that specific growth onatracepollutant can be obtained if
this compound is supplied at concentrations greater than 100 ug-1"1.Because all thetest compounds
were supplied to the pilot-plant at significantly higher concentrations, this would imply that their
biodegradation should be described by (growth) Monod kinetics rather than by (non-growth)
secondary utilisation kinetics. When the Monod model isused to extrapolate the by-pass results to
other plants, a maximum specific growth rate is required. This maximum growth rate is related to
thezero-orderrateconstant k„inequation(2)or(3b)accordingto:
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,
K

Umax B

(5)

°" Y X

where (xmax is the maximum specific growth rate of the competent biomass, i.e. the biomass
responsible for degradation of the pollutant (h1), Y is the biomass-yield (g VSS-g"1) and B is the
concentration ofcompetentbiomass(gVSS-1"1).
Y can be assessed in a respirometry test (Ellis et al., 1996) or a default value of 0.5 g-g"1can be
assumed (Blok, 1994).According to Ellisetal.(1996)thefractionofcompetent biomass (B/X)in
equation (5) can be approximated by the fraction of feed COD supplied by the target compound.
Care should be taken however because this probably only is valid when practically the entire
influent load of the target compound becomes available for biodegradation and this compound
cannot (partly) escape by other removal pathways (off-gas or waste sludge). Table 4 gives values
for (xmaxwhich were calculated according to equation (5)using the kgfromthe combined first/zeroorder model (Table 2). Table 4 also compares this umaxto literature data. The nmaxof LAS-C12and
NTAissomewhathigherthanreported values,the uraaxfor toluene falls withintherangeof literature
data.However, for reasonsmentioned earlier, suchacomparisonmaynotbevery useful.

Table 4 -Maximum specific growth rates \immcalculated from the by-passresults and
compared to literature values.
H mM (h')
compound
LAS-C,2
NTA
toluene

fraction of feed CODto
pilot-plant* =B/X ineq. (5)
0.03
0.0004
0.0006

calculated from
results by-passtest
0.06
0.32
0.13

literature data
0.036*-0.042"
0.036 b -0.229 b
0.121°-0.379d

average COD ofthewastewater was 500 mgl
Hrsak, 1982; b Egli«a/., 1988;cKincannonetal., 1982;d Tabak etal, 1990

Practicalapplication ofthe by-passtest
Theby-passtest doesnot seemtolend itself for aroutineapplication, inparticular because multiple
"trial-and-error" tests arerequired to obtain the proper test settings and because more experience is
required with the test method. Although a precise verification of the biodegradation kinetics that
were found was not possible, it appears that the test is suitable as a research tool. In particular, it
could be used in an investigation of the effect of plant operational parameters and wastewater
characteristics on the biodegradation kinetics of trace pollutants. Partly because there is a lack of
reliable biodegradation tests, these effects are still poorly understood and need more explanation
before morereliableactivatedsludgefate modelscanbedeveloped.
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Conclusions
A new biodegradation test was developed to investigate the kinetics of primary biodegradation of
trace organic compounds by activated sludge. The purpose of this so-called by-pass test was to
circumvent difficulties which arise when results from standardised biodegradation tests are
extrapolated to activated sludge plant conditions. The methodology was tested for three different
trace compounds: NTA, LAS-C12and toluene. Although it was not possible to precisely verify the
biodegradation kinetics that were found, it is concluded that the test method can lend itself for an
application inaresearchenvironment.

Appendix - Model predictions
A.1 Nomenclatureandparameters

symbol

meaning

C:

influent concentration pilot-plant (total)
first-order biodegradation rate constant
linear sludge-water distribution coefficient
influent flowrate
waste sludge flow rate
volume aeration tank
volatile suspended solids aeration tank
volatile suspended solids final effluent

k,
K

P

Qi
Qw

va
xa

Xe
*taken from chapter 4

units
1

ng-ilg'VSSh-'
lg'VSS
1-h-'
In-'
1

gvssr'
gvssr'

LAS-C12

value
NTA

toluene

2039
0.46
3.21*
67.1
2.04
490
3.35
0.008

304
0.36
not relevant
67.1
2.04
490
3.35
0.008

730
0.70
not relevant
39.5
0.75
490
5.59
0.022

A.2 Model
Consider an activated sludge plant consisting of acompletely-mixed aeration tank and a secondary
settler. Sludge is wasted from the aeration tank. If it is assumed that (1) biodegradation can only
takeplaceintheaeration tank,(2)volatilisation canbeneglected and(3)first-orderkinetics(eq. 3a)
prevail,thefollowing massbalancecanbewrittenaroundtheplant:
QiC, - Q w C a - ( Q , - Q w ) C e -V a k,X a C a =0

(A.1)

Fornon-sorptive compounds suchasNTAandtoluenetheconcentrations intheaerationtankCaand
final effluent Ceare equal. For sorptive compounds such as LAS-C12the final effluent and aeration
tankconcentrationsarerelatedaccordingto:
1+ KpXe

ca

l+K p X a

(A.2)
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Equations (A.l) and (A.2)canbecombinedtogivethefinaleffluent concentrationCe:

QA
c =

° T71tx
i+ K V ( Q w + V a k ' X J + Q i " Q w

(A3)
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FateofLinearAlkylbenzeneSulfonates(LAS)inactivated
sludgeplants
- monitoringdata-

Abstract-Aspartofamodelvalidationstudymonitoringdatawerecollectedinapilotscale municipal activated sludge plant to establish the fate of the C12-homologue of
linearalkylbenzenesulfonate (LAS-C12).Thepilot-plantwasoperated atinfluent LASC12concentrations between 2000 and 15000 ug-1"1 and at sludge retention times of 10
and27.3days.Ingeneral,oftheinfluent loadofLAS-C12lessthan 0.5%was discharged
with the effluent and less than 0.4% was wasted with the excess sludge, irrespective of
the influent concentration ofLAS-C,2and ofthe operational characteristics of the plant.
Effluent and waste sludge concentrations were between 5and 10 ug-1"1and between 37
and 69 ng-g"1VSS,respectively. In sludge samples which were takenfromthe aeration
tank of the plant only a small fraction, 2to 8%,waspresent asdissolved LAS-C12. The
remaining 92to 98%was found to be sorbed to the sludge. In spite of this high degree
of sorption, more than 99%of LAS-C,2could be removed by biodegradation, showing
that not only the soluble fraction but also the sorbed fraction is readily available for
biodegradation.
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Introduction
Linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS)wasoneofthetest compounds inavalidation study of models
thatpredictthefate oforganictrace compounds inmunicipal activated sludgeplants.LAS products
(Figure 1) are widely applied anionic surfactants and account for approximately 25-30% of the
world total of synthetic surfactants (Larson et al, 1993). They are mixtures of different phenyl
isomers and homologues with an alkyl chain ranging from 10 to 13 carbon units. Considering a
typical meanalkylchain lengthofcommercial LASproductsof 12,wedecidedtofocus specifically
onthe C12-homologue(LAS-C12), although some information will also beprovided about the other
homologues.

CH3-(CH2)„-CH-(CH2)„,-CH3

Io
S03Na
Fig.1 ChemicalstructureofLAS.

Sorption and biodegradation arethe main processes dominating the fate ofLAS in activated sludge
plants, i.e., they determine whether LAS is discharged with the effluent, is wasted with the excess
sludgeoriseliminated from theenvironment bybiodegradation. Although LAS ishighly soluble,it
strongly sorbs to wastewater solids (Brunner et al., 1988), activated sludge biomass (Urano and
Saito, 1984)and sediments (Westall etal., 1999).Dueto its ionic character, the degree of sorption
is not determined by hydrophobic interactions alone, but also by chemical and electrostatic
interactions (Westall et al., 1999). Under aerobic conditions all the LAS homologues, including
LAS-C12, are readily biodegraded by activated sludge. Many studies have demonstrated their
primary biodegradation (parentcompound removal) aswellasultimatebiodegradation (for example
Larson etal, 1993).
Validation of activated sludge fate models requires accurate and reliable monitoring data. The fate
of LAS in activated sludge plants already was investigated in several monitoring studies (Matthijs
anddeHenau, 1987;Brunner etal, 1988;Rapaport andEckhoff, 1990;Feijtel etal., 1995;Waters
and Feijtel, 1995;McAvoy et al, 1998).However, all these studies were carried out in full-scale
plants and (i) essential information about the plant characteristics and operational conditions was
missing or (ii) the sets of LAS data were incomplete or lacked the required level of detail.
Moreover, insufficient variation was applied to those parameters that activated sludge fate models
are most sensitive to. In particular the sludge retention time (SRT) and (average) influent
concentration of LAShavetobementioned inthisregard.
To obtain a set of LAS monitoring data which is more suitable for model validation, LAS-C12
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concentrations were determined in a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant under controlled
and well-established conditions. Several experiments were carried out at various plant operational
parameters (sludge and hydraulic retention time and COD loading rate) and influent concentrations
of LAS. In each experiment the sludge in the plant was allowed to adapt to the new set of
conditions.

Materialandmethods
Activated sludge plant and wastewater characteristics - A pilot-scale activated sludge plant
(Figure 2) was employed which consisted of a completely mixed aeration tank (490 1) and a
secondary settler (280 1). An equalisation tank (1000 1)and a contact tank (56 1)were installed,
respectively to smooth out diurnal fluctuations in the wastewater composition and to prevent the
occurrence of bulking sludge. The plant treated pre-settled municipal wastewater with the average
composition given in Table 1.Dry compressed air was provided to the aeration tank at a constant
flow rate through four fine pore diffusers. The dissolved oxygen concentration in the tank was not
controlled but always kept above 3 mgT1. The desired SRT was maintained by continuously
wasting excess sludgefromthe aerationtank. ThepH inthe aerationtank wascontrolled ina range
of 7.2-7.4 using automated 0.3 MNaOHand 0.3MHC1 additions.

Table 1-Average composition ofthe
pre-settled wastewater (determined in
24-h samples).

exhaust gas

- ^

1

parameter
total COD (mgCyr 1 )
soluble COD ( m g 0 2 l ' )
NH4-N (mg-r1)
PO^POngl 1 )
suspended solids(nigl"1)

11

-<&-

6

test compounds

equalisationtank

standard deviation

aerationtank
air

—1>

value
500 ±56*
286± 48
60 ± 9
7.1 ± 2.1
83 ±64

waste sludge
return sludge

Fig. 2Pilot-plant (S=sample points,T=temperature, DO=dissolved
oxygen, SS=suspended solids).

Plant operation - The pilot-plant was operated in two periods, period A and period B, at two
different sets of SRT, hydraulic retention time (HRT) and COD loading rate (Table 2). In both
periodstheplant initially received wastewater containing background concentrations of LAS-C12for
at least four times the SRT (periods Al and Bl in Table 2). After this, the plant was fed with
enhanced concentrations ofLAS-C12of about 5mg-1'1inperiodAand 10mgT1 inperiod B (periods
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A2 and B2 in Table 2). For this purpose stock solutions of a commercial LAS mixture (154.2 g
LAS-1"1,Isorchem 113/S-Nacontaining 31.4%ofLAS-C12)insuprapurwaterwereprepared ina25
1PEcontainerandwerepumpeddirectly intotheaerationtank.
LAS analytical methodology - The LAS analytical methodology was adapted from Feijtel et al.
(1995)and ispresented schematically inFigure3.

Table2 -Operation ofthepilot-scale activated sludge plant.
parameter
sludgeretention time (d)
hydraulic retention time (h)
COD loading rate (kg CODkg'SSd"')
influent flow rate (Mr1)
return sludge flow rate (lh"')
air flow rate (lh 1 )
waste sludge flow rate (lh"')
additional influent LAS-C12(mg-1"')

periodA

period B

10
7.3
0.37
67.4
64.2
4884
2.04

27.3
12.4
0.15
39.6
36.6
2704
0.75

Al
0

A2
5

Bl
0

10ml influent
200ml effluent

100mlsludge

B2
10

centrifugation
pellet
-*r'''

Soxhletextraction

1 supernatant

-*.t

SPE

i

SAX ~+

'

•
t
HPLCanalysis

evaporate/redissolve

Fig.3 Procedure for LAS analysis.

Samplingandpreservation
At least every other day 24-h samples of 2.5 1influent and 2.5 1effluent were collected in
polyethylene (PE) bottles for determination of total (sum of sorbed and dissolved) LAS-C12
concentrations. At least once a day 200 ml grab samples were taken from the aeration tank and
return sludge and transferred into PE centrifuge tubes for determination of dissolved and sorbed
LAS-C12. The sludge samples were immediately centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 15 minutes. The
supernatant was transferred into PE bottles. All the LAS samples were preserved by 3% (v/v)
formalin (Merck, 35%formaldehyde solution) and stored for a maximum of 10 days at 4 °C until
further analysis. Procedures for sampling, preservation and storage were validated in recovery
experiments.
Isolationandconcentration
Representative aliquots of pre-settled influent (10ml),final effluent (200ml) or supernatant of the
centrifuged sludge samples (10-100 ml) were passed over 6 ml pre-conditioned CI8 solid phase
extraction (SPE) columns (Baker). These columns were pre-conditioned by passing 10 ml of
methanol (99.8%,Boom), followed by 10ml ofwater.Thepassing rate wasnot allowed to exceed
10 ml-min'1. After passing the samples, the SPE columns were washed with 2 ml methanol/water
(3:7v/v) and eluted with 5ml ofmethanol. Strong anionexchange (SAX)columns of 3ml (Baker)
were pre-conditioned by passing 10ml of methanol. After passing the eluate of the SPE columns,
the SAX columns were washed with 5 ml methanol and eluted with 2 ml of a 8:2 (v/v)
mefhanol/HCl (>37%, Riedel-deHaen) mixture. The eluate was evaporated to dryness at 50 °C
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under a gentle flow of nitrogen gas. The dry residue was dissolved in 2-5 ml of HPLC mobile
phase.Wet sludgepellets (0.6-1.2g)wereweighedand Soxhlet-extracted for aminimum of4hours
with 80ml ofmethanol.After the extract had been adjusted to avolume of 100ml, 10-100 ml was
treated according to the procedure described earlier for the liquid samples, starting with the SAX
elution.
HPLCanalysisandquantification
TheHPLC mobilephaseconsisted ofa 16:85 (v/v) suprapur water/methanol (99.9%HPLC quality,
Lab-Scan) mixture containing 12.3 g-1'1of sodium perchlorate (>99%,Merck). The HPLC column
(250x6 mm Spherisorb 5ODS-2, Chrompack) was operated at 20°Cand a flow rate of 1 ml-min"1.
Thecolumnwaspre-conditioned byrinsing with suprapur water for 45 minutes followed by rinsing
with mobile phase for another 45 minutes. Detection was by a fluorescence detector (1046A,
Hewlett Packard) operated at an excitation wavelength of 232 nm and an emission wavelength of
290nm.Anautosampler (Marathon, Spark)was settoapre-flush volume of 200 ul, a loop volume
of 500 ul and an injection volume of 50 ul. Identification of the different LAS alkyl homologues
and quantification weremadeagainst acommercial LASmixture (MarlonA390) with anactivity of
89.2% and a reported LAS-C12content of 35-40%. A six point calibration curve was made from
LAS stock solutions of 0 to 50 mg-1'1 in mobile HPLC phase. These stock solutions were renewed
daily from a 1 g-1"1stocksolutioninsuprapurwaterwhichwasstoredat4°CinaPEbottle. Selected
volumes of sludge supernatant and methanol extracts from sludge pellets (10-100 ml, see above)
were aimed to obtain a target HPLC concentration of 2-20 mg-1"1. Typical retention times for the
LAS homologues LAS-C10, LAS-C,,, LAS-C,2and LAS-C13 were 6.7, 8.5, 11.3 and 15.4 minutes,
respectively.
Performance oftheanalyticalmethodology
Characteristics of the LAS-C12analysis can be found in Table 3.After every tenth sample a blank
sample and a 10 mgl"1 standard were injected on the HPLC and were used to estimate the
instrumental detection limitandinstrumental precision, respectively.

Table3 -Performance ofthe LAS-C,2analytical methodology.
instrumental precision
instrumental detection limit
method recovery
sample
fraction
method precision
method detection limit

4%
136 ug-r'
92± 6%
influent
total*

effluent
total*

total*

sludge
dissolved

sorbed

5%

47%
4 ugl-'

9%
15 ugl"'

not available
2ug-l-'

not available
5 ug-g-' VSS

27 ug-r1

sumofdissolvedandsorbedLAS-C,-

Method recovery was determined in experiments where known amount of LAS were spiked to
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influent, effluent and sludge samples. The method detection limit was calculated from the
instrumental detection limit using known concentration steps. Finally, method precision was
determinedfromduplicate sampleswhichcomprised atleast20%ofthetotalnumberofsamples.
Other analysis - Separate 24-h influent and effluent samples were collected to determine the
standard wastewater parameters COD, soluble COD, NH4-N, N03-N and suspended solids (SS).
Theseparameterswerealldetermined accordingtoDutch standardpractice(NEN).

Results
Standard water quality parameters - Average standard water quality parameters (COD, soluble
COD and NH4-N) in the influent and effluent of the pilot-plant were similar in all periods,
indicating a stable performance of the pilot-plant with respect to COD removal and nitrification.
Average effluent COD and NH4-N concentrations were 60 and 0.1 mg-i"1, which corresponds to
CODremoval andnitrification efficiencies of90and 99%,respectively. Theexternal LASadditions
inperiodsA2 (5mgl"1) andB2 (10mgT1)didnotaffect theseremoval efficiencies. Only inperiod
Btheaverage effluent suspended solids (SS)concentration (22mgl'1)wassomewhat higher than in
periodA(8mg l"1).
LAS-C,2 monitoring data - Figure 4 shows an example of background LAS-C12concentrations in
24-h samples of the pre-settled wastewater that was used in the experiments. These samples were
collected during a month without significant rainfall. The coefficient of variation of 10% is
relatively low, which probably canbe explained by the absence of preferred washing-days (Waters
andFeijtel, 1995).
LAS-C12concentration(ng1"')
4000

3000"

2000

- , / ^ \

-

\

1000"

10

15

20

25

30

time (d)
Fig. 4LAS-C,2background concentration in24-h
samples ofthepre-settled wastewater treated by
the pilot-plant.
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Table 4presentstotal (sum of dissolved and sorbed)LAS-C12concentrations in24-h samples ofthe
influent and final effluent of the pilot-plant and dissolved, sorbed and total concentrations ofLASC12ingrabsamplestakenofthe sludgeintheaerationtankandofthereturnsludge.DissolvedLASC12concentrations inthe sludge samples and total LAS-C12concentrations ofthe final effluent were
extremely low and sometimes even close to their method detection limits (Table 3). Partly this
explainsthe largestandard deviation inthesemeasurements.

Table 4-LAS-C12monitoring data (influent and effluent are24-h samples, aeration tank and return sludge
aregrab samples,a = standard deviation).
period A, SRT= 10d
Al
average
influent

total*(ug-1"1)

2039

a
72

aeration tank

dissolved (ug-l"1)
sorbed (ugg"' VSS)
total* (ug-I-1)

20
69
251

3
7
21

return sludge

dissolved (ug 1')
sorbed (ugg"1 VSS)
total* (ug-11)

17
75
400

effluent

total* (ug-1"')

5
19
77
1

10

period B, SRT= 27.3 d
A2
Bl
B2
average
CT average <T average a
6315
537
1908
132
11505 593
15
12
9
8
11
5
52
11
7
46
37
3
211
34
32
249
218
14
6
4
14
4
8
5
64
18
42
13
34
2
322
117
420
130
390
28
5
8
4
3
6
3

* sum of dissolved and sorbed concentrations

Theconcentrations of dissolved LAS-C12inthe sludge samples were extremely lowascompared to
sorbed concentrations, confirming the high sorption potential of LAS-C,2to activated sludge. Only
2-8% was present as dissolved LAS-C12whereas the remaining 92-98%was found to be sorbed by
the sludge. Assuming linear sludge-water partitioning this corresponds with an average partition
coefficient K„of 3.7+0.6 1-g"'VSS or,given aVSSto SSratio of 0.8, aK,,of 3.01-g"'SS. The latter
value is in good agreement with a Kpof 3.1 1-g"' SS reported by Feijtel et al. (1995). It should be
noted however that due to inaccuracies in the extremely low dissolved concentrations of LAS-C12
variation ofthecalculated K,,amongthedifferent periodsislarge.
Average total LAS-C12concentrations in the different experimental periods were between 322 and
420 ng-i"1 in the return sludge and between 211 and 251 u.g-1'1 in the aeration tank. (Table 4). The
SRT (10 d in period A and 27.3 d in period B) did not seem to have a significant effect on these
concentrations. Surprisingly, higher influent concentrations during the periods with the same SRT
(6315 ugT' in period A2 compared 2039 ug-1"1 in period Al and 11505 ug-1"1 in period B2
compared to 1908 (j.g-1"1inperiodBl) resultsin7-19%lowerconcentrations intheaerationtankand
return sludge.Theeffluent concentrations of LAS-C12is 5-10 u.g-1"1(Table 4) and seemsto be more
or less independent of the SRT and influent concentration. The effluent concentrations are rather
inaccurate asthey allareclosetothemethoddetection limitof4 ug-1"1andmore detailed evaluation
oftheseeffects isnotpossible.
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Distribution ofLAS-C12in the pilot-plant -Themonitoring dataofTable4wereusedto calculate
the distribution of LAS-C,2 in the pilot-plant (Table 5). The load of biodegraded LAS-C12 was
calculated astheclosureofthemassbalancearoundtheplant. During allperiods morethan 99%of
the influent load of LAS-C12was removed by biodegradation, less than 0.5%was discharged with
the effluent and less than 0.4% was wasted with the excess sludge. As was mentioned earlier, the
concentrations of LAS-C12 in the aeration tank tend to be somewhat lower when the pilot-plant
received higher influent concentration of LAS-C12 (periods A2 and B2). As a result, the
biodegradation efficiency intheseperiodsalsowassomewhat higher.

Table 5 - Distributionof LAS-C12 in the pilot-plant.
Period A, S R T = 1 0 d
Al
load
(mgh 1 )
influent
excess sludge
effluent
biodegradation*

137.4
0.5
0.7
131.6

period B, SRT = 27.3 d
Bl

A2
%of

load

influent
100
0.4
0.5
99.2

(mgh')

%of
influent

load
(mgh- )

425.6
0.4
0.3

100
0.1
0.1

75.6
0.2

424.9

99.8

B2
%of

load

influent

(mgh')

100
0.2
0.4

455.6
0.2
0.2
455.2

0.3
75.1

99.3

%of
influent
100
<0.1
0.1
99.9

calculated as the closure of the massbalancearound the pilot-plant

Homologue distribution -Analysis of a commercial LAS product (Isorchem 113/S-Na) showed a
homologue distribution with 11% of LAS-C,„, 33.6% of LAS-C,,, 31.4% of LAS-C12and 24% of
LAS-CI3(Figure5).

distribution (%)
•LAS-C„
• LAS-C, 2
• LAS-C„
•LAS-C,„

100

product
sludgesample
Fig. 5Averagehomologuedistribution of LAS in
commercial LAS and of dissolved and sorbed LAS in
activatedsludge samples.
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Although these homologues have comparable biodegradation rates (Larson et al., 1993), their
distributionmay changesignificantly duringwastewater treatment becausehigher homologues have
a stronger tendency to sorb to the sludge (Rapaport and Eckhoff, 1990; Cavalli et al., 1993). This
effect is also illustrated in Figure 5which shows the average homologue distribution of dissolved
and sorbed LAS in sludge samples taken from the aeration tank of the pilot-plant. LAS-C10has the
lowest tendency to sorb tothe sludge and makes up 52%of dissolved LAS but only 5%of sorbed
LAS. The highest homologue, LAS-C13, has the highest tendency to sorb to the sludge and with a
contribution of 38% is the most important constituent of sorbed LAS and contributes only 7% to
dissolved LAS.LAS-C12accounted for 29%ofsorbedLASand 10%ofdissolvedLAS.

Discussion
Comparison to literature data - Using the homologue distribution of Figure 5 concentrations of
total LAS (i.e., the sum of the C,0-C13homologues) were calculated from the monitoring data in
Table 4. In Figure 6 these calculated concentrations are compared to box-plots constructed from
available literature data.
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4 Feijlel « a/. (1995)
" 3 0 0 5 W a t e r s „„,) F e j j t e | ( 1 9 9 5 )
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-
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0
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box plots:

_ .~ n

a upper extreme
b upper quartile
c median
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6

1
effluer it

'200

1
waste sludge

Fig.6Box-plots of literature data for waste sludge and effluent LAS
concentrations (total ofC| 0 -C n homologues) compared to pilot-plant
concentrations.

The concentration of LAS in the effluent of the pilot-plant seems to be somewhat higher than the
literature data whereas the waste sludge concentration tends to be somewhat lower. This suggests
that the conditions inthe pilot-plant regarding sorption were relatively unfavourable. Westall et al.
(1999)examined sorption ofseveralLAShomologues (including LAS-C12)to suspended sediments.
They showed that sorption ofLASis promoted by the presence of calcium. They explained thisby
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adsorption of Ca2+ontothe surface ofthesediments, which reducesthe negative surface charge and
herewith the electrostatic repulsion of LAS. A similar phenomenon may also occur in activated
sludge systems. Because the domestic wastewater that was used in our experiments contains
relatively lowcalciumconcentrations (40-50mg-1"1)thismayexplainthe lower sorption potential of
LAScomparedtootherstudies.
Interaction between sorption and biodegradation - Because generally more than 99% of LASC12 could be removed by biodegradation (Table 5), sorption apparently did not result in an
accumulation of LAS-C12 in the sludge phase. This can only be explained if sorbed LAS-C12 is
directly accessible to biodegradation, or if sorption and desorption are rapid and largely reversible
processes. The latter is supported by results of Matthijs and de Henau (1985) and Westall et al.
(1999)andwill also beconfirmed bythe experiments ofchapter 4.2ofthisthesis.Besides, sorption
may have apositive effect onbiodegradation ofLAS-C12becausethe sorbed fraction of LAS-C12 is
not discharged with the final effluent but together with the settled sludge is retained in the system
andinthismanner issubjected toalonger(biological)treatmenttime(Cowanetal., 1993).
Effect of the influent concentration and the SRT - Although average LAS-C12concentrations in
the aeration tank and return sludge were lower during periods of enhanced influent concentrations
(period A2 compared to period Al and period B2 compared to period Bl), this effect is not very
strong(Figure7).
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%

400

effluent concentration (ugl"1)
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o
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O
60
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X
80
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300
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10 12
influent LAS-C,2concentration (mg-1"1)

Fig.7 Effect of influent LAS-C,2concentration on average
LAS-C,2concentrations inthe pilot-plant (dotted lines represent
average concentrations).

The consistently high efficiency of biodegradation (Table 5) means that an increasing influent
concentrations ofLAS-C12tothepilot-plant iscompensated for by anincreasing biodegradation rate
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of LAS-C,2. Ifthisiscausedbyenrichment ofLASdegraders,thiswould support application ofthe
Monodmodeltodescribe biodegradation ofLASbyactivatedsludge.
The Monod model also predicts that longer SRTs will yield lower effluent concentrations until a
certain minimum concentration has been achieved. However, measured concentrations at SRTs of
10 and 27.3 d however were not significantly different (Table 4), indicating that this minimum
already was achieved at a SRT of 10 d. Also results reported by Birch (1991), who investigated
LAS removal inporouspot reactors,showed that SRTsexceeding 4-5 dno longer had an effect on
theeffluent concentration ofLAS.

Conclusions
The monitoring data showed consistently low LAS-C12concentrations of 5-10 (ag-1"1in the effluent
of a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant, irrespective of the influent concentration ofLASC12(2000-11500 ug-11)andofthe SRT(10and27.3d).Alargefraction (93-98%)ofLAS-C12inthe
plantwas sorbed tothe sludge.Nevertheless, ingeneralmorethan 99%ofthe influent load ofLASC12couldberemoved bybiodegradation, indicating thatnot only dissolved but also sorbedLAS-C12
isreadily available for biodegradation.
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Chapter 4.2
FateofLinearAlkylbenzeneSulfonates(LAS)inactivated
sludgeplants
-sorptionandprimarybiodegradation kinetics-

Abstract - Sorption and biodegradation of the C12-homologue of linear alkylbenzene
sulfonate (LAS-C12) by municipal activated sludge were investigated. Sorption
equilibration waswithin 5to 10minutes,showingthat sorption ofLAS-C12by activated
sludge is an extremely fast process. The equilibrium could be described by a linear
sorption-isotherm with asludge-waterpartition coefficient of 3.2 lg"1volatile suspended
solids.Theresultsofbiodegradation kinetictests showedthatprimary biodegradation of
LAS-C,2cannot bedescribed bya(growth)Monodmodel,buta(non-growth) secondary
utilisation model should be used instead. The kinetics were described by a combined
first- andzero-ordermodel,relatedtothetotalconcentrationofLAS-C12(i.e.,thesumof
dissolved and sorbed LAS-C12).Theconcentration wherethe kinetics changefrom firsttozero-order decreasedwhenthesludgeintheplantwasexposedtohigher loading rates
ofLAS-C„.
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Introduction
In chapter 4.1 the results were described of a monitoring study to investigate the fate of the C12
homologue of linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C12) in a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge
plant. Later, in chapter 4.3, these monitoring data will be compared to model predictions. The
monitoring data obtained in chapter 4.1 reflect overall behaviour of LAS-CI2, which is determined
by simultaneously operating sorption and biodegradation. In this chapter these processes will be
investigated separately.
Sorption -Although LASproducts (LAS-C10- LAS-C13)arehighly soluble, they strongly partition
toactivated sludge.(Uranoand Saito, 1984;Matthijs and deHenau, 1987;Feijtel, 1995).Generally,
sorption of organic trace compounds by activated sludge is described by a linear sorption-isotherm
(Belland Tsezos, 1987;Dobbsetal, 1989;Jacobsenetal, 1993):

Kp=f
where Kpis the sludge-water partition coefficient (lg"1VSS) and q (ug-g"1VSS) and S (ugl"1) are
sorbed anddissolved concentrations, respectively.
When hydrophobic interactions dominate sorption, the Kpcan be estimated from an empirical
relationship with the compound's octanol-water partition coefficient (Kovv) and the organic carbon
content of the sludge (Schwarzenbach and Westall, 1985;Bell and Tsezos, 1987 and Dobbs et al.,
1989). However, in the case of LAS not only hydrophobic interactions, but also chemical and
electrostatic interactions are involved (Berna et al., 1989; Prats et al., 1993;Westall et al., 1999).
Although mathematical models are available to describe these interactions (e.g., Di Toro et al.,
1990),their applicability isuncertain. Consequently, the Kpfor LAS-C12will have tobe assessed in
experiments.
For several organic trace compounds their sorption by activated sludge has been observed to be a
fast process (e.g.,Dobbsetal., 1989;Jacobsen etal., 1993;Kordel etal., 1997).Similarly, for LAS
reversible and rapid adsorption and desorption have been shown, albeit with suspended sediments
and not with activated sludge (Hand and Williams, 1987, Westall et al., 1999). Considering the
large specific surface area of activated sludge and typical hydraulic retention times (HRTs) in
treatment plants of 4 hours or more, it is expected that sorption of LAS-C]2 also can be
approximated asaninstantaneous equilibration process.Thisstillneedstobeverified however.
Biodegradation - Under aerobic conditions all the LAS homologues (LAS-C10 to LAS-C13) are
readily biodegraded by activated sludge and many studies have demonstrated their primary
biodegradation (parent compound removal) aswell asmineralisation into inorganic molecules such
asH 2 0, C0 2and S042_ (e.g.,Larsonetal, 1993).
Several kinetic models areavailable to describe biodegradation oforganic trace compounds suchas
LASbyactivated sludge(ECETOC, 1991;chapter 2).Inmost studies simple (pragmatic)first-order
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kinetics were adopted to describe biodegradation of the LAS homologues (e.g., Larson and Payne,
1981; Games et al., 1982; Larson, 1983; Shimp and Larson, 1996; Federle and Itrich, 1997).
Because it generally is assumed that micro-organisms do not have direct access to (ad)sorbed
compounds,therateofbiodegradation usually isrelatedtodissolved LASalone:

'bio

= k, s S

(2)

where rbi0 is the (volumetric) rate of biodegradation (ug-r'-h"1) and k ls is a pragmatic first-order
biodegradation rateconstantrelatedtodissolvedLAS(h'1).
Because the dissolved concentration S is determined by simultaneously operating biodegradation
and sorption, k ls cannot be estimated from measurements of S. A mineralisation variable such as
02-consumptionorC02-production shouldbemeasured instead. Ontheotherhand,thismay leadto
erroneous results because for fate modelling the rate of primary biodegradation is required, which
canbemuchfaster thantherateofmineralisation.
To explain the extremely high removal efficiencies of surfactants, including LAS, in activated
sludge plants, Cowan et al. (1993) included the possibility of direct biodegradation of sorbed
compounds intheir WWTreatmodel:
r b i 0 =k l s S +k lq qX

(3)

where klq is a first-order biodegradation rate constant for sorbed LAS (h'1) and X is the
concentration ofactivated sludge(gvolatile suspended solids [VSS]-r').
This equation could be very useful if biodegradation is (partly) accomplished by extracellular
enzymes that require a close association of LAS to the sludge. However, it may be impossible to
separately assesstherate constantsk,sandklq.If instantaneous sorption equilibration isassumed, a
morepracticable approach may beto relate the rate of biodegradation to the sum of dissolved and
sorbed LAS. Another serious disadvantage of equations (2) and (3) is that they ignore that the
sludgeconcentrationprobably hasastrongpositive effect ontherateofbiodegradation.
An entirely different approach was followed by Birch (1991) and by van Wijk et al. (1996) who
used the Monod model (chapter 2)to describe biodegradation of LAS.Also the monitoring data of
chapter 4.1 indicated that the Monod model may bevalid for biodegradation ofLAS.In contrast to
the pragmatic models of equations (2) and (3) the Monod model assumes that biodegradation is
accomplished by specific micro-organisms that use the target trace compound as their single,
growth-limiting substrate. Oneoftheconsequences ofthis assumption would bethatthe effluent of
activated sludge plants contain a LAS concentration which is independent of the influent
concentrations of LAS. Remark that this is entirely different from the pragmatic equations above
whichpredict apositive correlationbetweeninfluent andeffluent concentrations.
Purpose of this study - Sorption and primary biodegradation of LAS-C12were investigated with
biomass sampled from a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant. To be able to discriminate
between non-growth biodegradation kinetics (equations 2 and 3) and specific growth as described
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by the Monod model, the biodegradation kinetics of LAS-C12were determined when the sludge in
theplantwasacclimatedtovariousinfluent concentrations ofLAS-C12.

Materialandmethods
Activated sludge plant and operation -Apilot-scale activated sludge plant was employed which
consist ofacompletely-mixed aerationtank (4901) and asecondary settler (2801).Theplanttreated
pre-settled municipal wastewater and was operated at different sludge retention times (SRTs) and
influent LAS concentrations (Table 1). Each period lasted for at least four times the SRT before
sludge was sampled from the plant to carry out sorption and biodegradation experiments. More
detailsabouttheplantanditsoperationcanbefound inchapter 4.1.

Table 1-Operation ofthepilot-scale activated sludge plant.
Parameter

period A

period B

10
7.3
0.37

27.3
12.4
0.15

sludge retention time (SRT) (d)
hydraulic retention time (HRT) (h)
COD loading rate (kg CODkg'SSd 1 )
influent LAS-C,2 concentration (mg•!"')

period A1
2.0

period A2
6.3

period Bl
1.9

period B2
11.5

Chemicals -LAS stock solutionswereprepared from acommercial LASmixture (Isorchem 113/SNa with a concentration of 154.2 g-1"1and 31.4% (w/w) of LAS-C12)in suprapur water. Other LAS
homologuesinthisstocksolutionwereLAS-C10 (11%),LAS-C,,(33.6%)andLAS-Cn(24%).
Sorption experiments - A sorption-isotherm and the kinetics of sorption and desorption were
determined in batch experiments. Return sludge and final effluent were collected from the pilotplant during period Al (Table 1)and were mixed in 200 mlpolyethylene (PE) centrifuge tubes for
sorption-isotherm tests or in 3.5 1 polyvinylchloride (PVC) jars for sorption kinetic tests to give
sludge concentrations inarange of2to4 gVSS-1"1.Final effluent rather than tap water or suprapur
water was used to maintain as much aspossible the original water hardness and pH. The sludge in
the centrifuge tubes and PVCjars was gently purged with nitrogen gas to provide mixing and to
prevent aerobicbiodegradation. Anaerobicbiodegradation ofLASbyactivated sludgehasnot been
found (Brunner et al, 1988; Larson et al, 1993 and Prats et al, 1997). The PVC jars were
mechanically stirred at 94rpm. Known volumes of a LAS stock solution were added to give target
initial LAS-C12 concentration in arange of 1-10mg-1'1. In the sorption-isotherm tests, after 12h of
equilibration time, the sludge was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 3500 rpm to determine sorbed and
dissolved LAS-C12concentrations. Inthe sorption kinetictests asimilar procedure was followed but
this time 100ml samples were collected at increasing time intervals (5minutes - 1h). After 6h of
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equilibration time the sample was centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 5 minutes and 800 ml of the
supernatant was discarded and replaced by (fresh) final effluent from the pilot-plant to lower the
concentration ofdissolved LAS-C,2.The samplewassubsequently subjected tothe same conditions
and sampling regime described above.ThepH inthe tests was not controlled but measurements at
the beginning and end of the tests showed that the average pH was 7.2 and did not change
significantly during thetests.
Biodegradation tests - Three different types of biodegradation tests were carried out (Table 2),
which differed in their operational mode (batch or continuous), substrate to biomass ratio and the
type of measurement that was used to follow biodegradation (02-consumption or specific LAS-C12
analysis).
Table 2 -Biodegradation tests.
test
ready
BAS
by-pass

mode
batch
batch
continuous

measurement
02-consumption
LAS-C12
LAS-C,2

sampling periods
Al
Al
Al, A2,Bl andB2

Readybiodegradabilitytest
A ready biodegradability test was carried out according to the guidelines of OECD test method
encoded 301F (OECD, 1993).Anautomated sapromate (Voith) wasusedtofollow 02-consumption
in response to LAS mineralisation. An activated sludge sample was taken from the pilot-plant
during period Al (Table 1)and aerated for aperiod of48 hours to remove as much as possible the
remaining carbon sourcesandammonia. Thesludge,mineral mediaand stock solutions ofthetarget
compounds were mixed in the sapromate cells to give an initial sludge concentration of 30 mg of
dry solidsl"1and 80mg-i"1of LAS,25.1 mg-1'1of which is LAS-C12.A test with a blank inoculum
was included as well as a test with 109 mg-1"1 of the easily biodegradable potassium hydrogen
phthalate (PHP) to serve as a method control. All the tests were carried out in duplicate over a
period of28daysatatemperature of20°C.
Batchactivatedsludge(BAS) test
BAS tests were carried out at initial target LAS-C12concentrations of 2.5 and 7.5 mg-1"1and sludge
concentrations ofapproximately 1.5 and 3gVSS-1'1.Return sludge and final effluent were collected
from thepilot-plant during periodAl (Table 1)andweremixed in 31 PVCjarstoobtain aworking
volume of 2.5 1.Thejars were mechanically stirred at 20 rpm and aerated with dry, compressed air
provided through a diffuser stone. The jars were spiked with a known volume of a LAS stock
solution. At increasing time intervals (10 min - 1 h) samples were taken for determination of
dissolved and sorbed LAS-C,,.
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By-passtest
This test was developed to mimic as closely as possible the conditions in the pilot-scale activated
sludgeplant. Adetailed description ofthetest method canbe found inchapter 3.Incontrast to the
readyandBAStests,whichwereonlycarriedoutattheendofperiodAl, theby-passtestwasused
to determine the kinetics of the sludge when the plant was operated at various SRTs and influent
LAS-C12concentrations,i.e.,attheendofperiodsAl, A2,Bl andB2(Table1).
Analysis - COD,NH4-N,N03-N, suspended solids (SS) and VSS were all determined according to
Dutch standard practice (NEN). The LAS analytical methodology was described earlier in chapter
4.1.

Results
Sorption - Figure 1shows a typical example of one of the sorption kinetic experiments. Already
within 5to 10minutes an equilibrium was achieved. Similarly, though lesspronounced, desorption
also resulted in a rapid equilibration. The sludge-water distributions at equilibrium were between
3.1and3.2 l g 1VSS.
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Fig. 1Sorption and desorption of LAS-C,2by
activated sludge.

Figure 2 combines the results of several sorption experiments. Each of the data-points was
determined after 6 h of equilibration time and, based on the results of Figure 1, it can be safely
assumed that an equilibrium was achieved. The analytical recovery, calculated from the sum of
sorbed and dissolved LAS-C12,varied between 86and 108%and generally was somewhat higher in
those tests with higher initial LAS-C12concentrations. Nevertheless, the data in Figure 2 could be
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described by a linear sorption-isotherm (equation 1)with a sludge-water partition coefficient KpOf
3.2 1-g'1 VSS (correlation coefficient 0.991). This is similar to the K„that was estimated from the
datainFigure 1.
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Fig.2 Sorption-isotherm for LAS-C12to activated
sludge.

Ready biodegradability test - The 02-consumption data generated in the ready biodegradability
tests (data not shown) confirmed that LAS is readily biodegradable as defined by the OECD
Guidelines (OECD, 1993) because (i) more than 60% of mineralisation was achieved within 28
days and (ii) this level was reached within a time window of 10 days from the start of
mineralisation. It is assumed that all four homologues (LAS-C10 to LAS-C13) are equally
biodegradable (Larson etal, 1993) and can be described by the same biodegradation kinetics. The
results show that growth on LAS as the single carbon- and energy source is possible, which
suggests that a (growth) Monod model (chapter 2) should be used to describe biodegradation of
LAS.Fromthe02-consumptiondatatheMonodparametersbiomass-yield Yandmaximum specific
growth rate (xmaxwere estimated according to aprocedure described by Ellis etal. (1996). A yieldcoefficient Yof 0.50 ± 0.02 mg Cying"10 2 was found and a specific maximum growth rate \immof
0.050 + 0.003 h"'. This maximum specific growth rate is somewhat faster than a rate of 0.036 to
0.042 h"1reported by Hrsak (1982). It was not possible to obtain a reliable estimate for another
Monodparameter,thehalf-saturation concentrationKs.
BAS test - Figure 3 shows the concentrations of dissolved (S), sorbed (q) and total (C) LAS-C12
during one of the BAS tests. A rapid partitioning of LAS-C12 between sludge and water within the
first5minutes supportstheobservationmadeearlierthat sorption isanextremely fast process. After
this initial distribution phase,dissolved and sorbed LAS-C12disappear rapidly from thebatch dueto
biodegradation.
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Initially, the biodegradation kinetics were estimated using the results of each individual BAS test.
However, even though the individual model fits were reasonably well, due to a lack of data-points
ineither the first-order or zero-order region,theparameters exhibited considerable variation among
the batches. A different procedure therefore was followed in which the data were combined from
those tests which were carried out atthe same sludge concentration. For each data-point the rate of
biodegradation was calculated and in Figure 4 these rates are plotted against their corresponding
concentrations.
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Fig.3 Dissolved (S),sorbed (q)and total (C)
concentration ofLAS-C,, inone ofthe BAStests.

Fig.4Rateofbiodegradation (rbio)asa function of
thetotal concentration ofLAS-C12(C) determined in
BAStests carried out attwo different sludge
concentrations.

Fromtheseplotsthefollowing combinedfirst-andzero-ordermodelwasestimated:
r b i 0 =k,XC if C<C 1 / 0

(4a)

r b i o =k 0 X

(4b)

if C>C 1 / 0

where k,is afirst-orderrate constant (1-g'1 VSSh'1), kj,is a zero-order rate constant (ugg"1VSSh"1)
and C1/0is the concentration where the kinetics change from first- to zero-order (ug-1"1). Estimated
parameters forthiscombinedfirst-andzero-ordermodelcanbefound inTable3.
By-pass tests -By-passtestwere carried out whenthepilot-plant was operated at different influent
LAS-C12concentrationsand SRTs.Theresultsofthesetestsarepresented inFigure 5.Similartothe
BAS tests, a combined first- and zero-order model (equations 4a and 4b) was estimated from the
resultsandthemodelparameters arepresented inTable3.
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Fig. 5 Biodegradation kinetics ofLAS-C,2 atdifferent SRTs and influent LASC,2concentrations (Q) (•represents singlemeasurements and +, o and x
represent duplicate measurements).

Table 3 -Results from theBASandby-passtestswith LAS-C12.(C = influent LAS-C,2concentration.
Forthe other symbols refer tothetext).

plant operation
SRT(d)
HRT (h)
X(gVSSl')
QOig-l-')*
kinetic parameters
k, (lg-'VSSh 1 )
koCugg'VSSh')

c,/0=kA,(ng-i-')
**
***

BAStests
period A1

period A1

by-pass tests
period A2
period Bl

10
7.3
3.35
2039 ±72**

10
7.3
3.35
2039 ±72

10
7.3
3.77
6315 ±537

27.3
12.4
5.22
1908 ±132

27.3
12.4
5.59
11505 ±593

0.68 (0.936***)
1116 + 85**
1642

0.46 (0.974)
810+ 68
1753

0.99 (0.999)
1196± 86
1212

0.20 (0.888)
860± 42
4369

0.95 (0.833)
583± 31
613

period B2

average from 24-h samplesasreported inchapter 4.1.
standard deviation
correlation coefficient
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Discussion
Sorption - Sorption equilibration of LAS-C12to activated sludge was practically instantaneous and
could be described by a linear sorption-isotherm with a partition coefficient Kpof 3.2 lg"1 VSS.
However,theseresultsmaynotbeentirelyrealisticastheconcentrationsofLAS-C12(1-10mg-1'1)in
these tests were 5to 40 times higher than concentrations that prevail in an activated sludge plants
(200 - 250 ug-1'1, chapter 4.1). Also, from sorbed and dissolved LAS-C12concentrations in sludge
samplestakenfromthepilot-plant ahigherK,,was estimated of3.71-g"1 VSS(chapter 4.1). Possibly,
this difference can be attributed to a small fraction of sorbed LAS-C12 being less available for
biodegradation. This fraction becomes increasingly important at lowertotal concentrations of LASC12.Cowanetal.(1993) observed asimilarphenomenon for thehighly sorptive cationic surfactants
C12TMAC and DTDMAC. These compounds were detected at significantly higher sorbed
concentrationsthanwhatcouldbeexpectedfromtheirKpvalues.
Waterhardness has a strong positive effect on sorption of LAS-C12(Berna etal., 1989;Prats et al.,
1993; Westall et al., 1999). Because the municipal wastewater that was used in this study was
relatively soft, the Kpthat was found may be low compared to the Kpof sludge in other municipal
activated sludgeplants.
Biodegradation kinetics - The results from the BAS and by-pass tests all exhibited a more
pronounced transition from first- to zero-order kinetics than for instance a Michaelis-Menten like
equation would predict. This phenomenon hasbeen frequently reported inthe literature and several
models,bothempirical and mechanistic,havebeenproposed to describe thisbehaviour (KovarovaKovar and Egli, 1998). However, based on the experimental results a distinction between these
models cannot be made and therefore it was decided to use the simple empirical first- and zeroordermodel ofequations(4a)and(4b).
Because the BAS tests clearly demonstrated that the (non-specific) sludge concentration X,
expressed as volatile suspended solids, has an effect on the rate of biodegradation (Figure 4), this
concentrations was included in the biodegradation kinetics of equation (4). This infers that the
parameters in pragmatic kinetic models such as equations (2) and (3), cannot be extrapolated to
sludgeconcentrationsotherthanthoseatwhichthey wereassessed.
Fate models which employ first-order kinetics ignore that the biomass has a maximum
biodegradation capacity as represented by the zero-order biodegradation rate k„. For LAS-C,2this
seemstobe avalid assumption sinceLAS-C,2concentrations inthe completely mixed aeration tank
of the pilot-plant (200-300 u-g-1"1,chapter 4.1) were much lower than the concentration C1/0 where
thekineticschangefromfirst-tozero-order (600-4500 ug-1"1,Table 3).However, at extremely short
hydraulic retention times and for trace compounds which arenot as readily biodegradable asLASC12zero-order kineticsmaybecome important.
The high rate of disappearance of sorbed LAS-C12observed in the BAS tests showed that sorbed
LAS-C,2is readily available for biodegradation. However, it remains unclear whether this is caused
by (i)rapid desorption of LAS toreplenish dissolved LAS-C12that isremoved bybiodegradation or
(ii) a combination of rapid desorption and direct biodegradation of sorbed LAS-C,2. All the same,
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for a practical application in activated sludge fate models a distinction between these two
mechanisms is not relevant and the kinetics may as well be related to the sum of sorbed and
dissolved LAS-C12.
Extrapolation ofthe biodegradation kinetics toother plants -Thebiodegradation parameters of
equations (4a) and (4b) are properties of the sludge at the time of sampling, i.e., given the
operational characteristics such asthe SRT and HRTand the influent concentration of LAS-C12the
sludge was acclimated to. To extrapolate to other conditions a choice has to be made between a
(non-growth and non-specific) secondary utilisation model and the (specific and growth) Monod
model. TheMonod model dictates that the zero-order biodegradation rate constant kois related to a
maximum specific growthrate (imax accordingto:

ko^f

(5)

where B is the concentration of specific LAS-C12degraders in the sludge (g VSS-1"1).In case of a
completely mixedbioreactorwithbiomassrecycleBcanbecalculated from (chapter2):
M(Ci-CJ

e„(i+kdec)
where 0Cen 0harethe SRT and HRT,respectively (h),Qand Ceare the influent and effluent LASC12concentrations(gT1)andkdisthedecayrateofthespecific biomass(h'1).
The monitoring data in chapter 4.1 showed that Ce is negligible small as compared to Q.
Furthermore, neglecting decay and combining equations (5) and (6) gives the following linear
relationship betweenk„,the SRTandthesludgeloadingratewithLASqx(inng-g"1VSSh'1):
ko=H m a Aqx

(J)

Using the umax of 0.05 h'1 determined in the ready biodegradability test, this theoretical relation
between k„and 9 ^ was calculated and in Figure 6is compared to values for k„ determined in the
BAS and by-passtests.This comparison showsthat, incontrast towhat the Monod modelpredicts,
kois independent ofthe SRTand LAS loading rate,and seemsto berather constant with avalue of
920±240 ug-g"1VSS-h"1.
There areseveral explanations for thisdeviation from the Monod model.First, athigh loading rates
LAS-C12may exhibit atoxic effect. However, this is unlikely because (i) the concentrations in the
pilot-plant were at least a factor 100lowerthanaconcentration of 35mg-1"'whereLAS supposedly
becomes toxic to activated sludge (Painter, 1992) and (ii) neither LAS-C12removal nor removal of
the standard water quality parameters (COD and NH4-N) deteriorated due to enhanced influent
LAS-CI2 concentrations during periods A2 and B2. A second explanation could be a changing
population ofLAS-C12degraderswith slower specific growthratesathigher influent concentrations.
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However,thiswouldhavetoresultinhigher effluent LAS-C12concentrations andcannot explainthe
consistently loweffluent concentrations ofLAS-C12thatwereobserved (<10 ug-1'1,chapter4.1).
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Fig.6 Effect oftheproduct ofthe SRTandtheLASC12loading rate9cqxonthe zero-order biodegradation
rate constantk„.

A third and most likely explanation is that a large and non-specific fraction of the biomass is
capabletoaccomplishthefirst stepinthebiodegradation pathway ofLAS-C,2,i.e., subsequentco/poxidation ofthealkylchain (Jimenez etah, 1991).This impliesthatprimary biodegradation (parent
compoundremoval)ofLAS-C12shouldbedescribed byasecondary utilisation modelratherthanby
the Monod model.It is important to recognise that this only applies toprimary biodegradation, and
nottoultimate biodegradation ofLAS-C12.Inthe biodegradation pathway a small group of specific
micro-organisms is involved which is responsible for fission of the benzene ring of LAS-C12
(Jimenez etal., 1991).Because ring-fission isconsidered to bethe rate-limiting step (Larson et ah,
1993),ultimatebiodegradation probably hastobedescribed byMonodkinetics (vanGinkel, 1996).
Affinity - Similar to the half-saturation constant in the Monod model, Cw is a complex parameter
which combines the effect of (i) the population that is responsible for degradation, (ii) transport of
the trace compound to the appropriate enzymes and (iii)the affinity of these enzymes for the trace
compound, which may be subject to physiological adaptation (Templeton and Grady, 1988;
Kuvarova-Kover and Egli, 1998). This complexity may explain why in the literature often a wide
variety of values is reported for affinity constants, even in the case of pure cultures growing on a
single substrate. Also in our experiments different values inarange of 600-4400 ug-1"1were found
for C1/0 (Table 3).From Figure 7, in which C1/0is plotted as a function of the sludge loading rate
with LAS (q,), it appears that Cl/0decreases with qx.No obvious explanation is available for this
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phenomenon. More research isrequired to elucidate this relationship asit seemsto control primary
biodegradation ofLAS-CI2.
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Fig. 7 Effect of sludge loading ratewith LAS-C12
( q j onthe affinity parameterC1/0.

Conclusions
Itwas shownthat sorption of LAS-C12to activated sludge is an instantaneous equilibration process
which can be described by a linear sorption isotherm. To describe primary biodegradation ofLASC12secondary utilisation kinetics should be used which (i) include the effect of the (non-specific)
sludge concentration, (ii) are a combination of first- and zero-order kinetics and (iii) are related to
the sum of dissolved and sorbed LAS-C,2. A serious problem in modelling the kinetics of primary
biodegradation isthat the concentration wherethe kinetics change from first- to zero-order isnot a
trueconstantbutwasfound todecreasewithanincreasingloadingrateofthesludgewithLAS-C,2.
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FateofLinearAlkylbenzeneSulfonates(LAS)inactivated
sludgeplants
- modelvalidationandsensitivityanalysis-

Abstract -Theresultsofsorptionandbiodegradation experimentswereusedtodevelop
a simple mathematical model predicting the fate of the C12-homologue of linear
alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C12)inmunicipal activated sludgeplants.Thismodel was
validated against an extensive set of monitoring data collected in a pilot-scale plant
whenthisplant wasoperated atvariousinfluent LAS-CI2concentrations andtwo sludge
retention times. The results of this validation exercise showed that the model could
accuratelypredictthefate ofLAS-C12intheplant.Onlytheeffluent concentrations were
slightly overestimated, probably becausetoo lowa sludge-water distribution coefficient
was used in the model calculations. A sensitivity analysis demonstrated that LAS-C,2
removal efficiency is favourable in plants which are operated at high sludge
concentrationsandhaveexcellent sludge-water separation facilities.
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Introduction
In chapter 4.1 monitoring data were collected to determine the behaviour of the C12homologue of
linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C12) in a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant, with the
purpose to use these data to validate existing activated sludge fate models. However, from the
results of several biodegradation tests it was suspected that existing activated sludge fate models
employ incorrect biodegradation kinetics for LAS-C12 (chapter 4.2). Therefore, the results of these
tests were used to develop a new model. In this chapter this model was corroborated with the
monitoring data obtained in chapter 4.1. Also, a model sensitivity analysis was carried out to
identify thoseparametershavingthegreatest impactonthefate ofLAS-C,2.

Modelalgorithms
Sorption - In chapter 4.2 it was established that (i) sorption of LAS-C12to activated sludge is an
instantaneous equilibrationprocessandthat(ii)theequilibrium between sorbed and dissolvedLASC12can be described by a linear sorption-isotherm. Combining these observations means that the
concentrations of dissolved and sorbed LAS-C12 can be calculated from the total concentration of
LAS-C12accordingto:

S=

q

T^C

(1)

=T7vcc

(2)

where K,,is the sludge-water partition coefficient (lg'VSS), C the total concentration of LAS-C12
(i.e., the sum of sorbed and dissolved LAS-C,2), q the sorbed concentration (ugg"1 VSS), S the
dissolved concentration (ug1"') andXtheconcentration ofvolatilesuspended solids(gVSS-1"1).
Primary biodegradation -Theresults of several biodegradation tests (chapter 4.2) were compiled
into the biodegradation kinetics schematically shown in Figure 1. These kinetics reflect primary
biodegradation, i.e., parent compound removal rather than ultimate biodegradation into inorganic
molecules. Because no distinction can be made between biodegradation of sorbed and dissolved
LAS-C12, the kinetics are related to the total concentration of LAS-CI2, C. The rate of
biodegradation rbj0 (in ugl'-h"1) could be described by a simple combined first- and zero-order
modelaccordingto:
r b i 0 =k,XC if C<C 1 / 0

(3a)

r b i o =k 0 X

(3b)
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where k,is afirst-orderrate constant (l-g^ySS-h"1), k„is a zero-order rate constant (ug-g^ySSh'1)
and C1/0is the concentration C where the kinetics change from first- to zero-order (|xgl"1). Remark
thatthebiodegradation parameters inequations(3a)and(3b)arerelated accordingto:

C =—

(4)

andthatC1/0isameasureoftheaffinity ofthebiomasstoscavengeLAS-C12.
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Fig. 1Biodegradation rateofLAS-C12(rbio)asa function ofthe (total)
concentration ofLAS-C,2(C) attwo different sludge loading rates with
LAS-C12(q„)and attwo different sludge concentrations (X).

In chapter 4.2 it was observed that the maximum capacity of the sludge to biodegrade LAS-C12,
expressed by the zero-order biodegradation rate constant k;,,was more or less independent of the
influent concentration ofLAS-C12.Thisindicatesthatbiodegradation ofLAS-C12follows secondary
utilisation kinetics, i.e., growth of the biomass that is responsible for LAS-C12degradation mainly
depends on the supply of another (primary) substrate. The concentration C1/0 where the kinetics
change fromfirst-tozero-order ontheotherhandwasnotaconstant butwasfound todecreasewith
an increasing influent load of LAS-C12 (chapter 4.2). The underlying mechanisms for this
dependency arenotunderstood andinthemodelthefollowing empiricalrelationshipwillbeused:

C

= -

(5)

wherea isanempirical constant (ng2-r'-g"' VSSh"1)andqxisthe(sludge) loadingratewithLAS-C12
(Hgg'VSS-h-1).
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Model activated sludge plant - Similar to the pilot-scale activated sludge plant in which the
monitoring datawerecollected (chapter 4.1),themodel activated sludgeplant(Figure 2)consistsof
a completely mixed aeration tank and a secondary settler. The plant treats pre-settled domestic
wastewater. A constant sludge retention time (SRT) is maintained by continuously wasting excess
sludge from the aeration tank. The settler is divided into two completely mixed compartments: a
compartment for clarified effluent and a compartment containing settled (return) sludge.
Furthermore,itisassumed thatbiodegradation canonlytakeplaceintheaerationtank.

K io v.
biodegradation

excess sludge
Q„C,
return sludge

symbols
C
KP

Q
q
r

bio

S
V
X

total concentration ofLAS-C l2 (ng 1"')
sludge-water partition coefficient (1-g"'VSS)
flow rate (In 1 )
sorbedconcentration of LAS-C.jCugg"1 VSS)
biodegradation rate (ng-l'-h"')
dissolved concentration ofLAS-C, 2 (ugg'' VSS)
volume(1)
sludgeconcentration (gVSS-1'1)

a
e
i
r
w

subscripts
aeration tank
effluent
influent
return sludge
waste sludge

Fig.2 Model activated sludgeplantand fluxes ofLAS-C,2inthis plant.

Modelcalculations -Massbalancesfor LAS-C12werewrittenaround everycompartment andthese
were solved to yield the concentrations of total, dissolved and sorbed LAS-C12 in the different
compartments.
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Modelvalidation
The model parameters that were used are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The biodegradation and
sorption parameters of Table 1were obtained in chapter 4.2. The sludge-water partition coefficient
Kj,was determined in separate sorption experiments.Thezero-order biodegradation rate constant kj
was calculated asthe average of several values for k^determined inbiodegradation tests carried out
with sludgesampled from thepilot-plant whenthe sludgewasacclimated todifferent influent LASC12 concentrations. The parameter a was estimated according to equation (5) from a relation
between the concentration where the kinetics change from first-order to zero-order C1/0 and the
sludge loading rate with LAS-C12 q,. The plant operational parameters of Table 2 were reported
earlier inchapter 4.1.

Table 1- Sorption and
biodegradation parameters and
plant characteristics.
Parameter
value
sorption

Kpdg'VSS)
biodegradation
a (ngM-'-g-1 VSS)
k0 (ng-g-1 VSSh-')

3.2
160000
760

plant characteristics

v.©
v.(i)
vr(i)

490
50
150

Table2-Plant operational parameters.
parameter
X.feVSS-1-1)
SRT(d)
Qi(lh')
Qr(lh')
Q„(lh')

period A

period B

0.008
10
67.4
64.2
2.08
period A1 periodA2

0.022
27.3
39.6
36.6
0.76

period Bl
X„(gVSSl-')
3.35
3.77
5.22
X r (gVSSl')
5.11
4.93
9.66
2039*
6315**
1908*
c.Oig-1-1)
background concentrations inthe wastewater
sum ofbackground concentrations and external addition

period B2
5.59
11.24
11505**

Figure 3 compares observed and model predicted distribution of LAS-C12 in the pilot-plant. The
model agrees with the monitoring data indicating that more than 99%of the influent load ofLASC)2isremoved bybiodegradation andlessthan 1%ofthisload isdischarged from theplant withthe
finaleffluent or with the excess sludge.Although the effluent and excess sludge fluxes of LAS-C,2
were extremely low, the model still is ableto matchthe observed trend of ahigher discharge inthe
orderperiodAl >periodBl >periodA2»periodB2.
Figure 4 compares measured and model predicted concentrations of LAS-C12in the aeration tank
(Ca, Saand q j , return sludge (Ca, Saand qa)andfinaleffluent (Ce). Thepredictions generally are in
good agreement with themonitoring data,that is,they arewithintherange of standard deviation of
the measurements. Only the predicted effluent concentrations (Ce) systematically are 40 to 50%
higher than observed effluent concentrations. Except for the dissolved concentration of LAS-C,2in
the return sludge (Sr) in period A2,the model output follows the observed trend in concentrations
amongthedifferent periodsverywell.
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%biodegradation
100

Fig.3Observed (white)andmodelpredicted (black)distributionof LAS-C12inapilot-scaleactivatedsludgeplant.
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Fig.4Observed (white)and predicted(black)LAS-C12concentrations inapilot-scale activated sludgeplant(C, Sand
q aretotal,dissolvedand sorbed concentrationsrespectively;subscriptsa, eandr denoteaeration tank, final effluent
andreturn sludgerespectively;errorbarsrepresent standarddeviations inmonitoringdata).
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Sensitivity analysis
A model sensitivity analysis was carried out to identify those parameters that have the greatest
impact onthe fate of LAS-C12.Each time one of the parameters of Table 3was varied whereas the
other parameters were kept constant. The operational parameters of period Al were taken from
Table2todescribethe "average"plant.

Table3 -Parameter variation applied inthemodel sensitivity analysis.
variation
parameter

average

min

max

CiOig-f')
hydraulic retention time (h)
sludge retention time (d)
X.(gVSSl')
Kp(l-g-' VSS)

2000
7.3
10
3.35
3.2
8
160000
920

500
1.5
0.5
1
2.5
0
100000
530

10000
25
40
12
4.2
200
210000
970

X.(mg-1-')
a (ngM-'-g-1 VSS-h1)
koGig-g-' VSS-h'1)

Graphicpresentations ofthemostimportantresultscanbefound inFigure5.Theeffect oftheHRT,
influent LAS-C12concentration and SRTarenot shown asthese only begin to have an effect below
extremely low and unrealistic values of 1.5h, 500 ug-1'1 and 2 d, respectively. The insensitivity to
the HRT and influent LAS-C12concentration can be explained by a higher affinity of the biomass
for LAS-C12athigher loading rates (lower C1/0inequation 5),which isaccompanied by a faster rate
ofbiodegradation. TheSRTdeterminestheamountofexcess sludgethatisproduced. Fromthis,the
SRT could be expected to have an impact onthe load of (sorbed) LAS-C12leaving the system with
this excess sludge and herewith on the average concentration of LAS-C12 in the plant itself.
However, compared to biodegradation this removal pathway has a negligible contribution (Figure
3), explaining the insensitivity ofthemodel tothe SRT. Only at SRTsbelow 2dremoval ofLASC12withtheexcess sludgegradually becomesmoreimportant.
Sludge concentrations in the system Xa between, 1 and 12 g VSST1 and sludge-water partition
coefficients K,,between2.5 and4.2exhibitnoeffect ontheconcentration ofLAS-C,2inthe aeration
tank, but have a strong impact on effluent LAS-C12 concentrations (Figures 5a and 5b). Higher
concentrations ofeffluent suspended solidsXecausehigher effluent LAS-C12concentrations (Figure
5c)becausesorbed LAS-C12whichisassociatedwiththesesolidsescapesbiodegradation.
The biodegradation parameters a en k„have strong but opposing effects on the concentrations of
LAS-C12(Figures 5d en 5e).It isrecognised that these effects may be unrealistic as no information
whatsoever isavailableaboutthevariationofa andk„thatcanbeexpectedinreality.
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Fig.5Effect of thesludgeconcentration intheaerationtankX„(a),sludge-waterpartitioncoefficientK,,
(b), effluent suspendedsolidsconcentrationXe(c)andthebiodegradationparametersa (d)andko(e)on
theconcentrationsofLAS-C,2intheaerationtankC„(solidlines)andfinal effluent Ce(dottedlines).

Discussion
Overestimation of effluent LAS-CI2 concentrations - The model systematically overestimates
effluent concentrationsofLAS-C,2by40-50%(Figure 4).Partlythiscanbeexplainedbytoo lowa
sludge-water distribution coefficient K„of 3.2 1-g"1 VSS.Thisparameter wasdetermined in separate
sorptiontestsatrelatively high (initial) LAS-CI2concentrations (chapter 4.2).However, inthe pilotplant the LAS-C|2concentrations are 5to 40 times lower due to biodegradation and a significantly
higher KpOf3.7 1-g"' VSS was estimated from these concentrations (chapter 4.1).As was shownby
the sensitivity analysis a higher K,,would yield significantly lower effluent concentrations (Figure
5b). Consequently, to obtain accurate model predictions an accurate value for the Kj, should be
assessed.
Insensitivity to the influent concentration of LAS-C12- The model output is insensitive to the
influent concentration of LAS-C12 because a change in this influent concentration is compensated
for by a change of the concentration where the biodegradation kinetics change from first-order to
zero-order C1/0. This phenomenon of "affinity-controlled" biodegradation has not only been
observed for LAS-C12,but also for nitrilotriacetic acid (chapter 5).It isrecognised however that the
model output relies strongly onthe empirical relation that wasestablished between influent loading
rate and C1/0in equation (5),whereas such a relation is not in any way supported by the literature.
Partlythismaybeexplained byalackofliteraturedataontheeffect oftheinfluent concentration on
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the biodegradation kinetics of activated sludge and partly by a lack of suitable methods to assess
these kinetics. It could be interesting to further investigate the underlying mechanisms, which may
haveamicrobiological aswellasachemical character.
Effect of the sludge concentration - The sensitivity analysis shows that higher (non-specific)
sludge concentrations in the plant result in lower effluent concentrations of LAS-C12 (Figure 5a).
This is caused by a shift from dissolved to sorbed LAS-C,2 at higher sludge concentrations. As a
result, alarger fraction ofLAS-C12canberetained inthe system and inthismanner issubjected toa
longer treatment time. Higher effluent suspended solids concentrations (Figure 5c) have the
oppositeeffect because LAS-C12associated withthesesolidswillescape biodegradation.
Although the SRT does not have a (direct) effect, indirectly longer SRTs promote LAS-C12
elimination asthese areaccompanied by higher (non-specific) sludge concentrations. This effect of
the SRT was not incorporated in the model but can easily be implemented, for instance with the
IAWQmodel No. 1(Henze etal., 1987) which canpredict the (non-specific) sludge concentration
from thetotal organicload (expressed aschemical oxygendemand)toaplant.
Biodegradation parameters -Thebiodegradation parameters a andkohave a considerable impact
onthe fate ofLAS-C,2 (Figures 5dande).However, itisnotknowntowhatextentthese parameters
vary in practice. Most likely, wastewater composition and strength will be important factors
determining theseparameters.
Reliability of existing activated sludge fate models - This validation exercise demonstrates that
existing activated sludge fate models will give erroneous predictions of the fate of LAS-C12 in
municipal activated sludgeplants.
In accordance with the model described in this paper, the WWTreat model proposed by Cowan et
al. (1993), considers LAS-C12to be a secondary substrate. Another similarity is that the WWTreat
also takes a longer retention time of sorbed LAS-C12 into account. However, changing
biodegradation parameters in response to a changing influent concentration of LAS-CI2 is not
considered. As a result, WWTreat will fail to predict that the effluent concentration of LAS-C12is
insensitivetotheinfluent concentrationofLAS-C12.
Models which are based on Monod kinetics (Birch, 1991;van Wijk etal., 1996) do agree with the
observations that the effluent concentration is independent of the influent concentration, even
though the Monod model is based on entirely different assumptions. However, the Monod model
fails to predict that higher non-specific sludge concentrations will result in lower effluent LAS
concentrations.

Conclusions
A model was developed which could accurately predict the fate of LAS-C12in a municipal pilotscale activated sludge plant. The most important characteristics of this model are that
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biodegradation isthe dominant elimination process and increasing influent concentrations ofLASC|2arecompensated for byan increasing biodegradation ratedueto ahigher affinity of the biomass
to scavenge LAS-C,2. Final effluent concentrations of LAS-C,2 that can be achieved are mainly
determined by sludge-water partitioning. High sludge concentrations in the plant and low effluent
suspended solids concentrations are favourable conditions to achieve a large degree of LAS
elimination.
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Chapter 5
Fateofnitrilotraceticacid(NTA)inactivatedsludgeplants

Abstract - Nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) was one of the test compounds in a study towards the
reliability of activated sludge fate models. For this purpose the behaviour of NTA in a pilot-scale
municipal activated sludgeplant was investigated. Theplant was operated at sludge retention times
of 10and 27.3 dand received influent concentrations ofNTA between 0.2 and 35mg-1'1.Morethan
99%NTA removal was achieved, irrespective oftheoperational conditions.Effluent concentrations
ofNTA alwayswerelowerthanthemethod detection limit. Sorption and subsequent dischargewith
the excess sludge was found to be an insignificant removal pathway and the high removal
efficiencies for NTA could be attributed entirely to biodegradation. Most activated sludge fate
modelseitheremploy secondary utilisation kineticsorMonodkineticstodescribebiodegradation of
tracecompoundsbyactivated sludge.However,theresultsof severalbiodegradation tests combined
with information from the literature, showed that neither of these models can be used to accurately
predict the biodegradation rate ofNTA. Although at high influent NTA concentrations the Monod
model could be valid, at low influent concentrations this model may have to be replaced by a
different, more complex model including enzyme induction. Furthermore, the potential of the
biomassto scavengeNTA was found todepend onthe influent concentration ofNTA. Only little is
known about the underlying mechanisms that cause these deviations from existing activated sludge
fate models.
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Introduction
Nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) was one of the test compounds in a study towards the reliability of
modelsthat canbeusedtopredict the distribution oforganictracepollutants inmunicipal activated
sludge plants. NTA is used in large quantities as a substitute for polyphosphates in washing
powders, and as a chelating agent for Ca2+ and Mg2+ in water treatment where control of water
hardness is required, for instance in the textile, paper and galvanizing industry (BUA, 1986).
Monitoring studies in several countries have shown that NTA is present in (pre-settled) domestic
wastewater atconcentrations between0.2 and 3.6mg1"'(Woodiwiss and Walker, 1979;Perry et al,
1984; BUA, 1986; Giger et al, 1987; Alder et al, 1990). These concentrations generally are in
good agreement with what can be expected from average data on the NTA content of detergents,
detergentconsumption andwastewaterproduction (Woodiwiss andWalker, 1979;BUA, 1986).
Because of its carcinogenicity and potential to remobilise heavy metals from polluted soils and
sediments, NTA removal in (municipal) activated sludge plants already has received considerable
attention. The behaviour of NTA in these plants is determined by two processes: sorption and
biodegradation. Contradictory results have been reported regarding sorption. While Shumate et al.
(1970)and Bernhardt (1984)reported that sorption isanegligibleprocess,otherinvestigations have
shownthat 5to 30%oftheNTA-loadtoanactivated sludgeplantcanbeaccumulated bythe sludge
and in this manner is removed with the excess sludge (e.g. Rossin et al., 1982; Stephenson et al.,
1983;Alder etal., 1990).Ingeneral, it isbelieved that sorption only is important inthe absence of
biodegradation, which is the case at influent concentrations too low to obtain growth of NTAdegraders or during aperiod of acclimation when aNTA-degrading population still has to develop
(Hunter et al., 1985). Otherwise, at higher influent concentrations and after this period of
acclimation, biodegradation commences and the contribution of sorption to overall removal
becomesnegligibly small(Rossin etal., 1982andHunteretal.,1985).
Several standard tests,carried outaccordingtotheguidelines ofthe Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), indicate that NTA is inherently biodegradable (e.g., Hunter,
1985).This meansthatNTA only canbebiodegraded under "favourable" conditions. An important
characteristic of NTA is that it forms complexes with metals, including those present in domestic
wastewater. Warren (1974) and Madsen and Alexander (1985) have shown that relatively weak
calcium and iron complexes with NTA can be more easily biodegraded than stronger metal
complexes with cadmium, zinc, copper and nickel. In spite of the "inherent" biodegradability of
NTA,oncebiodegradation has been established morethan 98%NTAremoval can be accomplished
inactivated sludgeplants(BUA, 1986).Inparticularthetemperature (van't Hofetal., 1983;Heide,
1984 and Birch, 1991),the SRT (Cech and Chudoba, 1988 and Birch, 1991) and the COD loading
rate(Giger etal., 1987)have a strongimpact onthe actual removal efficiency that canbe achieved.
As was mentioned previously, a certain period of acclimation is required before biodegradation of
NTA commences.Thisperiodrangesfrom afewdaystoafewweeks (Shumate etal., 1970;Rossin
et al., 1982, Van 't Hof et al, 1983; Larson, 1983; Perry et al, 1984 and Hunter et al, 1985).
Usually, it is assumed that this acclimation corresponds with enrichment ofNTA-degrading microorganisms to a degree at which biodegradation can be detected. This also explains why several
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workers consider the (growth) Monod model (chapter 2) the appropriate model to describe the
biodegradation kinetics of NTA by activated sludge (Cech and Chudoba, 1988; Chudoba et ah,
1989; Alder et ah, 1990 and Birch, 1991). However, more recent results published by Bally etal.
(1994) and Bally and Egli (1996) have demonstrated that acclimation not only is determined by
enrichment, but partly may be caused by an increased production of NTA-degrading enzymes by
micro-organisms which are indigenous members of the original population in municipal activated
sludge plants. These NTA-degraders can simultaneously consume NTA and other easily
biodegradable carbon sources andthe availability of these carbon sourcesmay dramatically reduce
theperiodrequiredtoproducetheNTAdegradingenzymes.
Validation of models that predict the fate of trace pollutants in municipal activated sludge plants
requires accurate monitoring data.Unfortunately, most ofthe data setsconcerning the behaviour of
NTA during activated sludgetreatment misstherequired levelofdetail.Also,they areoften limited
to short periods of time (12-48 hours) and reflect short-term variations rather than the long-term
averages which are required to validate steady-state models. Finally, insufficient information is
available about the effects of the sludge retention time (SRT) and influent NTA concentration
whereas both may be important parameters determining thebehaviour ofNTA. Forthese reasons it
wasdecided tocollect anew setofNTAmonitoring data inapilot-scale municipal activated sludge
plant. Using the monitoring data and the results of several biodegradation tests the validity of
existing activated sludgefate modelstopredictthefate ofNTAwas investigated.

Materialandmethods
Activated sludge plant operation - A pilot-scale activated sludge plant was employed which
consisted of a completely mixed aeration tank of 490 1 and a final settler with a volume of 2801.
The plant was fed with pre-settled domestic wastewater. Average wastewater concentrations were
500mg-11 oftotal COD,286 mg-1'1of soluble COD,60mg-1"1ofNH4-N,7.1 mg-1"1ofP04-P and85
mg-1"1 of suspended solids (SS). The plant was operated at two different sets of a SRT, hydraulic
retentiontime(HRT)and CODloadingrate (periodsAandBinTable 1 andFigure 1).

Table 1-Operational parameters ofthe pilot-scale activated sludge plant.
parameter

periodA

period B

10
7.3
0.46
1
22.8

27.3
12.4
0.19
1
17.2

sludge retention time (d)
hydraulic retention time (h)
COD loading rate (kgCODkg 1 VSSd 1 )
recirculation factor (-)
average wastewater temperature (°C)
influent NTA concentration (mg•!"')

Al
0.3*

A2
28**

Bl
0.3*

B2
35**

* background concentration inthe wastewater
** enhanced concentration by external addition
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To maintain the desired SRT, sludge was wasted directly from the aeration tank. The pH was
controlled in a range of 7.2-7.4 by 0.3 MNaOH and 0.3 M HC1additions. The aeration tank was
aerated at a constant air flow rate provided through fine-pore bubble diffusers. The oxygen
concentrationwasnot controlled butalwayswasabove 3mg-1"1.Moredetails abouttheplant canbe
found in chapter 4.1. For each of the periods Aand Bthe pilot-plant was operated for at least four
times the SRT and a background (wastewater) concentration of NTA before the influent
concentration was enhanced (Table 1 and Figure 1). For this purpose a stock solution of NTA
(C6H6N06Na3, Sigma~ 99.5%) in suprapur water was prepared, stored in a 25 1 polyethylene (PE)
containerandpumped directlyintotheaerationtank.

influent concentrationofNTA
periodA:SRT=10d

periodB: SRT=27.3 d

©

®
©
background

external
addition

©
external
addition

©
background

Fig. 1Pilot-plant operation (T=biodegradation tests,S=sorption tests).

Sampling - Daily, 24-h composite samples from the (pre-settled) influent and final effluent were
collected in 3 1 polyethylene (PE) containers for determination of NTA and the standard water
quality parameters COD,soluble COD,NH4-N,N03-N and suspended solids (SS).The samples for
determination of NTA were preserved by pre-addition of 3% (v/v) formalin (Merck, 35%
formaldehyde solution) and the samples for determination of the standard water quality parameters
received 5mlofH2S04.AlltheNTA sampleswerestored inarefrigerator at4°Cfor amaximumof
2 days until further analysis. Also, daily grab samples were taken from the aeration tank and the
return sludge to determine total and dissolved concentrations of NTA and concentrations of
suspended andvolatile suspended solids.
Sorption tests - Several sorption tests were carried out during period Al (Figure 1).Return sludge
and final effluent were collected from thepilot-plant and weremixed in200ml PE centrifuge tubes
togivetarget sludgeconcentrations inarangeof3-5gVSS-1'1.Themixed-liquor was gently purged
with nitrogen gas to exclude oxygen and in this manner prevent biodegradation of NTA. A stock
solution of NTA was added to give initial NTA concentrations in a range of 1-10 mg-1"1. To
determine background NTA concentrations also two blank tests without NTA addition were
included. After 12 hours of equilibration time samples were taken and subsequently analysed for
totalanddissolvedNTA.
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Biodegradation tests- The kinetics of primary biodegradation ofNTA were determined at the end
ofeach ofthe periodsAl toB2 (Figure 1).Forthis purpose a so-called by-passtest was employed.
Adetailed description oftheexperimentalprocedurefor thistestcanbefound inchapter3.
Analysis - Standard water quality parameters COD, NH4-N, N03-N, SS and VSS were all
determined according to Dutch standard practice (NEN). The analytical procedure for NTA was
adapted from a method to determine ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA) as described by Bergers
andGroot(1994).Table2summarisesthemaincharacteristicsoftheanalytical methodology.

Table2-CharacteristicsoftheNTAanalyticalmethodology.
method analytical recovery
instrumental precision
instrumental detection limit
method precision
method detection limit

93%
7%
150ug-1"1
influent

effluent

sludge

12.7%
30 ug-1"'

4%

8.3%
30 ug-1"'

30ug-r1

To determine total NTA concentrations 100 ml samples of influent, final effluent and sludge
immediately received 2 ml of a 5 g-1"1 Cu(N03)2.3H20 solution (Merck, pro analysis) and were
mixed onarotary shaker for at least 6hourstoextractNTA andto form astableCu-NTA complex.
Todetermine concentrations ofdissolvedNTA, 100mlsampleswere immediately centrifuged for 5
minutesat3500rpmbefore addingCu(N03)2.3H20.After 15minutesofcentrifugation at 3500rpm,
80 ml of the supernatant was transferred to a rotavap and evaporated under vacuum to a residual
volume of 10-20 ml.From this residual volume, 1.8 mlwastransferred into an Eppendorf tube and
centrifuged for 5minutesat 11000rpm.Thesupernatant wastransferred into a2mlHPLC vial and
stored at 4°C.Instrumental analysis was by reverse-phased ion-pair HPLC equipped with a 25 cm
8x4 mm Nuclosil 10-SB column (Chrompack) and UV detection at 280 nm (Spectraflow 783,
Kratos).

Resultsanddiscussion
NTA monitoring data - Figure 2 shows an example of background NTA concentrations in 24-h
samples of the (pre-settled) domestic wastewater that was used in the experiments. The daily
variation is relatively low (coefficient of variation of 24%). Similar to what was found for linear
alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS,chapter 4.1), this indicates the absence of a preferred "washing day"
(Waters and Feijtel, 1995). Because biodegradation of NTA requires a long period of acclimation
(Shumate etal, 1970;Rossin etal, 1982,van 't Hofetal, 1983,Larson, 1983;Perry etal, 1984;
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Hunter et al., 1985) it can be expected that this relatively stable supply will favour biodegradation
ofNTAin(municipal) activated sludgesystems.

NTA inpre-settledwastewater(ug 1"')
800

0

5

10

15

20

time (d)
Fig.2NTA concentrations in24-hour samples of
pre-settled domesticwastewater (— average).

Table 3provides an overview of the performance of the pilot-plant with respect to NTA removal.
Average (background) influent concentrations of NTA during periods Al and Bl were
approximately 300 ugT1. This agrees fairly well with concentrations of 200-300 ugl"1that can be
calculated from NTAconsumption andwastewaterproductiondata(BUA, 1986).

Table3 -AverageNTA monitoring data inthe pilot-scale activated sludge plant.

NTA concentrations
influent
total (ugl 1 )
% of influent COD
load(mg-h"')
aeration tank

dissolved(ug-1"1)
total (ugl 1 )

return sludge

dissolved (ugl 1 )
total (ugl 1 )

effluent

total (ugl 1 )

period A, SRT= 10d
temperature 22.8±0.5°C
Al
A2
304+ 68*
0.04
20.4

28410 ±2148
4
1907

period B,SRT=27.3 d
temperature 17.2 ± 1.3 °C
Bl
B2
302 +72
0.06
11.9

35508+1013
5.4
1403

allbelow method dete ction limit of 30 u.g-1"1

standard deviation

Average concentrations of dissolved and total NTA in the aeration tank, return sludge and final
effluent were all below the method detection limit of 30 ug-1"1, irrespective of the influent
concentration ofNTAandtheoperational conditions intheplant.ThiscorrespondstoNTA removal
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efficiencies of at least 90% in periods Al and Bl at low influent concentrations of NTA, and
efficiencies greater than 99% in periods A2 and B2 when the pilot-plant was fed with enhanced
concentrations of NTA. Similar high removal efficiencies have also been observed in other studies
(van 't Hofetal., 1983;Heide, 1984;Gigeretal, 1987).
Sorption - After 12 hours of equilibration time 96 to 110% of the NTA that was spiked to the
sludge samples was recovered as dissolved NTA. This recovery was randomly distributed among
the different tests. From this, it can be concluded that sorption of NTA in the pilot-plant was a
negligible removal process. This agrees with findings by Shumate et al. (1970) and Bernhardt
(1984), but is in conflict with other investigations in which sorption capacities of 6to 2400 ngg"1
suspended solids (SS) were found (Stephenson et al, 1983;Rossin et al., 1982 and Hunter et al,
1985). According to Rossin et al. (1982) this wide range of sorption capacities indicates that
relatively weak (sorptive) forces are involved. Once biodegradation of NTA in a plant has
commenced, sorption will become insignificant as aremoval mechanism and probably only serves
asanintermediate stageinthepassageofNTAintothebacterialcells.
Biodegradation - Figure 3 shows the results of the biodegradation tests which were carried out at
theend ofperiodsAl toB2.
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Fig.3Kinetics ofprimary biodegradation ofNTA by activated sludge
cultivated atdifferent SRTsand influent NTA concentrationstothe pilot-plant
( q ) (•represents singlemeasurements and + and orepresent duplicate
measurements).
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Similar to another test compound, the C12-homologue of linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C12,
chapter4.1),acombined first- andzero-ordermodel isusedtodescribetheresults:
r^k.XC
r b i o =k 0 X

if C<C 1 / 0
if C>C 1 / 0

(la)
(lb)

withrbiothebiodegradation rate(ug-l'-h"1),Ctheconcentration of(the sum ofdissolved and sorbed)
NTA, C1/0the concentration C where the biodegradation kinetics change from first- to zero-order
(ug-r1),k,a first-order rate constant (1-g"1VSS-h"1),k,,a zero-order rate constant (ug-g"1 VSS-h"1)and
Xthesludgeconcentration (gVSS-1"1).
Estimated parameters for this combined first- and zero-order model are presented in Table 4. It is
appreciated that the estimated biodegradation parameters are inaccurate. In particular the tests in
periods A2 and B2 with sludge that had been exposed to high influent concentrations of NTA
exhibited a C1/0close to, or even below the method detection limit of 30 ug-1"1.As a result, for the
first-order rateconstantk, (=kJCll0)onlyaminimumvaluecouldbecalculated.Also,the zero-order
rateconstantskoareinaccurate becauseonly alimitednumberofdata-points isavailable inthezeroorder region. Despite these inaccuracies it is believed that at least a qualitative evaluation of the
effects ofthe SRTandtheinfluent concentration ofNTAonthebiodegradation kinetics ispossible.

Table 4 -Results from the by-pass testswith NTA (C,influent NTA concentration topilot-plant, X,
sludge concentration inaeration tank, for the other symbolsrefer tothetext).
period
plant operation
SRT (d)
HRT (h)
X.(g VSS-1"')
QCugl')
kinetic parameters
k,(lg'VSSh-')
lC(ug-g-'VSS-h-')

cw=yk,(ng-i-')
*
**
***

Al

A2

Bl

B2

10
7.3
3.35
304 ± 68*

10
7.3
3.77
28410 ±2148

27.3
12.4
5.22
302 ± 72

27.3
12.4
5.59
35508±1013

0.36 (0.995***)
501 ±20*
1392

>338
2650 ± 90
<30**

0.06 (0.963)
348± 11
5800

>864
4641 ± 447
<30**

standard deviation
method detection limit of 30 ugl"'
correlation coefficient

Verification of the biodegradation kinetics -Ineachperiod, using the biodegradation kinetics of
equations (la) and (lb) and thebiodegradation parameters of Table 4,effluent NTA concentrations
can be calculated from the (steady-state) mass balance for NTA around the pilot-plant. Except for
period Bl calculated effluent concentrations agree with the monitoring data that they are below the
method detection limit of 30 ug-1'1 (Figure 4). Why the calculated effluent concentration in period
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Bl is higher than in the other periods is not clear. Obviously, a more detailed verification would
requireamoresensitive analyticaltechniquethantheonethatwasused inthis study.

calculated effluent NTA concentration (ugl 1 )
60 -

5040302010 -

1
Al

, ,

1
A2

Bl

B2

period
Fig. 4Effluent NTA concentrations ofthe pilotplant, calculated with the biodegradation
parameters of Table4 (dl=method detection
limit for NTA).

The biodegradation parameters of Table 4 are properties of the sludge, given the operational
parameters of the plant (SRT, HRT, etc.) and in particular the influent concentration of NTA the
sludge was acclimated to. These parameters cannot be exchanged between the different periods
because this would give erroneous predictions of the effluent concentration of NTA. For example,
using thebiodegradation parameters ofperiod Al aneffluent concentration ofmorethan 1000lag-l"1
would be predicted for period B2, which is at least a factor 30 higher than the real effluent
concentration in this period. This means that for a generic application biodegradation kinetics
shouldbeemployed inwhichthisaspectisincluded (seebelow).
Monod kineticsversus secondary utilisation kinetics -Activated sludge fate models differ inthe
biodegradation kinetics they employ. It is often assumed that trace compounds are degraded as a
secondary substrate by (non-specific) micro-organisms which utilise another (primary) substrate as
their carbon and energy source.In contrast, growth models, such asthe Monod model, assume that
specific micro-organisms utilisethetracecompound itselfastheir single,growth-limiting substrate.
A distinction between secondary utilisation and Monod kinetics can be made from the zero-order
biodegradation rate constant kgas a function of the influent load of the target compound. For
instance, for the C12-homologueof linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C!2)it wasfound that kgwas
independent of the influent load of LAS andfromthis it was concluded that biodegradation of this
compound should be modelled by secondary utilisation kinetics (chapter 4.2).In contrast, the kgfor
NTA increases with increasing influent concentrations of NTA (Table 4) and therefore a Monod
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model probably is more appropriate. If decay of NTA-degrading biomass is neglected and the
effluent concentration of NTA is negligibly small as compared to the influent concentration, the
following relationship canbederived from theMonodmodel(seechapter4.2):
(2)

ko^maAq,
where nmaxisthe maximum specific growthrateoftheNTA-degraders(h'1),0 c isthe SRT(h) andqx
isthe sludgeloadingratewithNTA(u-g-g"1VSS-h'1).
Figure 5 shows that in accordance with equation (2) k^, increases with G,.^. Together with results
reported by other workers (e.g., Cech and Chudoba, 1988;Birch, 1991 and Alder etal., 1990) this
strongly supports the validity of the Monod model. However, the experimental data deviate from
equation (2) that already at extremely lowvalues for Gcqxa minimum NTA-degrading capacity can
be detected of 300-500 ug-g"1VSS-h"1(Figure 5).Apossible explanation is given by Egli and Bally
(1996) who discussed that NTA-degrading micro-organisms are indigenous members of the
activated sludgepopulation,whichproduce alowconstitutive levelofNTA-degrading enzymesand
which can simultaneously utilise NTA and other carbon sources such as glucose and acetate.
According to Bally et al. (1994) a higher influent concentration of NTA in the influent does not
result in enrichment of NTA-degraders but in an increased production of the key-enzymes by the
degraders already present in the sludge. A combination of induction at low loading rates and
enrichment athigher loading ratesmayexplainthe (hypothetical) hyperbolic-like increase ofkowith
0cqx in Figure 5. From thetwo highest values of0cqxamaximum specific growth rate nmaxof 0.023
h"1can be estimated. This (rather slow) umaxapproaches a nmaxof 0.030 ± 0.004h"1determined in a
readybiodegradability testwithNTA(TemminkandKlapwijk, 1998).

Mugg'VSSh')
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Fig.5Zero-orderbiodegradationratekoasa
function oftheproductoftheSRT6candsludge
loadingratewithNTAqx.
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Obviously, the number of data-points in Figure 5 is limited and a detailed analysis is impossible.
Besides, such an analysis would require measurements of the number of NTA-degraders, enzyme
concentrations andthetype and concentration of othercarbon sources inthe wastewaterthat canbe
consumed bytheNTA-degraders. Thisparticularly isimportant because inpractice G ^ is expected
to be much smaller than 100 mg NTA-g''VSS, and this is the range where according to Figure 5
enzymeinduction supposedly isthedominantmechanism ofNTA biodegradation.
For steady-state situations, models based on enrichment and models based on enzyme induction
may yield similar predictions for effluent NTA concentrations because in both cases an increase of
the influent concentration ofNTA iscompensated for byan increaseoftheNTA-degrading activity
of the sludge. A distinction between these mechanisms based on effluent concentrations probably
only ispossible for dynamic situationsbecauseenzymeinduction isintheorderofminutesto hours
and is a much faster process than enrichment of NTA-degraders which may take days (also see
chapter7).
Concentration C1/0where the kinetics change from first- tozero-order -The concentration C1/0
where the kinetics change from first- to zero-order reflects the affinity of the biomass to scavenge
NTA. Despite the inaccurate estimates of C1/0,a clear dependency on the influent concentration of
NTA still can be recognised with highvalues for C1/0at low influent concentrations and extremely
low values for C1/0 at high influent concentrations (Table 4). A similar result, although less
dramatically, wasalsofound for LAS-C12(chapter4.2)butnoobviousexplanationwasavailable.
For NTA this variation in C1/0possibly can be related to the metal chelating capacity of NTA in
combination withthe biodegradability ofthedifferent metal complexes. Several investigations have
shown that the relatively weak calcium and iron complexes with NTA (Ca-NTA and Fe-NTA) can
more easily be biodegraded than stronger metal complexes with cadmium, zinc, copper and nickel
(Warren, 1974; Madsen and Alexander, 1985). Most likely, these differences are related to the
mechanism with whichthe metal complexes aretransported acrossthe cell membrane (Madsen and
Alexander, 1985)andthisinturnmayhaveaneffect ontheaffinity withwhichthesecomplexescan
be scavenged bythebiomass.
Figure 6 showsthe simulated distribution betweenthe easily biodegradable Ca-NTA and a stronger
but less easily biodegradable NTA metal complex (Me-NTA). Sorption of Me to activated sludge
was included inthe calculations and an influent concentration of Meof 500 ng-1"1was taken as the
sum of cadmium, copper, nickel, lead and zinc concentrations in domestic wastewater as reported
by Heide (1984).For equilibration betweenNTA and Me and between Me and sludge, respectively
a logKof 13.7and 6.3 weretaken from Alderetal.(1990).These values arebased onthe strongest
Me-NTA complex which is Cu-NTA, but lower values, for instance those based on zinc or lead,
would give similar results. Furthermore, it was assumed that calcium is present in excess
(approximately 40-50 mgl"1in the domestic wastewater that was used) and that all the NTA not
fixed by Me is available to form a Ca-NTA complex. Figure 6 shows that at the low influent
concentrations ofNTA during periodsAl andBl (<500 ug-1"1) practically alltheNTA ispresent as
Me-NTA. If, aswas mentioned earlier, transport of Me-NTA across the cell membrane is difficult,
this may explain the relatively high values of C1/0 during these periods. In contrast, at the high
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influent concentrationsofNTAduringperiodsA2andB2(>25000fig-1"1),practically alltheNTA is
present asthe easily biodegradable Ca-NTA complex, whichmay explain the extremely low values
forC1/0observed intheseperiods.

fractions of Ca-NTA and Me-NTA
1

C./oGigr1)
6000 Ca-NTA
5000

0

10000

20000

30000

Me

^TA

40000

QGig-r1)
Fig.6Concentration ofNTA wherethe biodegradation
kinetics change from first- to zero-order (C1/0), and
calculated fractions of easily (Ca-NTA) and lesseasily (MeNTA)biodegradableNTA complexes asafunction ofthe
influent NTA concentration tothepilot-plant (C,).

Reliability ofexistingmodelstodescribethefate ofNTA -Topredicttherateof biodegradation,
existing activated sludge fate models generally employ (non-growth) secondary utilisation kinetics
(e.g.NamkungandRittmann, 1987;Govind etal., 1991;Struijs etal, 1991; Cowanetal, 1993)or
(growth)Monod kinetics (e.g.Birch, 1991;van Wijk etal., 1996;McAvoy etal., 1999). However,
the results in this chapter, combined with literature information, strongly indicate that neither of
thesemodelscanaccurately describebiodegradation ofNTA.
First of all, existing activated sludge fate models do not take enzyme induction into account which
at low influent NTA concentrations may very well be regulating biodegradation of NTA. Even
though models are available to describe enzyme induction (e.g., Ballo and Ramkrishna, 1991a and
1991b),thesetoday arenotapplicabletomixed-cultures suchasactivatedsludge.
Secondly, the (indigenous) concentration ofNTA-degraders isextremely important. Thenumber of
NTA-degraders probably is determined by the availability of carbon sources other than NTA and
competition for these carbon sources between NTA-degraders and other micro-organisms.
Competition for carbon sources is not considered in activated sludge fate models, but could easily
be incorporated. However, this would require identification of the carbon sources in domestic
wastewater that can be utilised by the NTA-degraders and knowledge about the concentration of
thesecarbon sourcesinthe wastewater.
Finally, existing activated sludge fate models assume that biodegradation parameters are
independent oftheoperational conditions inaplant. However, the fact thatthe concentration where
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the kinetics change from first- to zero-order (C1/0) varies with the influent concentration of NTA
clearly illustratesthatthisnotnecessarily isthecase.

Conclusions
More than 99%NTA removal was achieved in a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant and
effluent NTA concentrations werealwaysbelowthemethod detection limit of30ng-l"1,irrespective
of the SRT (10 and 27.3 d) and influent NTA concentration which varied between background
concentrations of 0.3 mgT1 and enhanced concentrations of 28-35 mg-1"1. Biodegradation was the
only removal mechanism as sorption ofNTA to activated sludge was found to be an insignificant
process. These results suggest that activated sludge fate models rightly employ a Monod model to
describe the biodegradation kinetics of NTA. However, measurements of the biodegradation
kinetics with sludge that was acclimated to different influent concentrations ofNTA, supported by
literatureresults,indicatedthatfor anaccuratepredictionofthebiodegradation rateprobably amore
complex model is needed because (i) at low influent concentrations of NTA the Monod model
seems to be invalid and may have to be replaced by a different, more complex model including
enzyme induction and (ii) the potential of the biomass to scavenge NTA is dependent on the
influent concentration ofNTA and this dependency may very well be related to water hardness and
types and concentrations of metals in the wastewater. Only little is known about the underlying
mechanismsthatcausethesedeviations from theMonodmodel.
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Chapter 6
Fateoftolueneinactivatedsludgeplants

Abstract - The fate of toluene in a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant was investigated.
This plant was operated at two sludge retention times (10 and 27.3 d) and was fed with domestic
wastewater containing various concentrations of toluene (4 to 1800 ug-l'1). Biodegradation of
toluene was absent when the sludge was exposed to background concentrations of toluene in the
wastewater of 4 u.g-1"1.When the influent concentration was raised above 100 ug1"'biodegradation
was established and could eliminate morethan 97%of the influent load. Toluene concentrations in
the effluent and off-gas were low: less than 2 u.g-1"1and 0.3 ugT1, respectively. Predictions with a
simple fate model could follow the observed trend in the observations if Monod kinetics were
employed to describe biodegradation oftoluene. It isexpected that more reliable model predictions
are feasible, but this would require more accurate values for the Monod parameters (maximum
specific growth rate and half-velocity constant) and for the liquid-gas mass-transfer coefficients of
toluene.
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Introduction
Toluene is an important constituent ingasoline's,crudeoil and oil derivatesand iswidely used asa
solvent (Rippen, 1996).It therefore is not surprising that it is a common hydrocarbon pollutant in
many industrial wastewaters. Toluene can also be found in the influent of municipal wastewater
treatment plants at concentrations between 0.5 and 500 ug-1"', depending on the contribution of
industrial wastewater to the total wastewater volume (Russell and Jenkins, 1982; Hannah and
Rossman, 1982;Namkung and Rittmann, 1987;Melceretah, 1988;DBW/RIZA, 1990 and Bell et
ah, 1993).
Municipal wastewater often is treated biologically in activated sludge systems. The physicalchemical properties of toluene (solubility, volatility, hydrophobicity, etc.), its biodegradability and
plantoperational characteristics suchasthe sludgeretention time (SRT) and air flow rate determine
whethertoluene intheseplants(i)isremoved from thewastewaterby sorption tothebiomassandin
this manner is wasted with the excess sludge, (ii) is removed by air stripping and/or surface
volatilisation, (iii) together with the final effluent is discharged to the surface water or (iv) is
effectively eliminated from the environment by biodegradation. According to the literature data in
Table 1,an average of 6% of the toluene load to activated sludge plants will appear in the effluent
of these plants. This means that the remaining 94% is removed from the wastewater by combined
sorption, volatilisationand biodegradation.

Table 1-Literature data on the removal oftoluene

inmunicipal activated sludge plants.

removal (% of influent load)
off-gas
biodegradation* total removal**
nd
nd
93
17
83
>99
nd
nd
93
nd
nd
99.1
1.2
98.6
99.8
25
59
84
15
81
98

reference
Namkung and Rittmann (1987)
Weberet al. (1987)
DBW/RIZA (1990)
Melcer etal. (1991)
Melcer etal. (1992)
Belief a/. (1993)
Parker etal. (1993)
Clappetal. (1994)
- low loaded plants
- high-loaded plants

effluent

2-11
0-10

20
14

69-78
74-87

average removal

6± 5 " *

15 +8

79 ±13

nd
*
**
***

7
<1
6.7
nd
0.2
16
2

79-98
90-100
94 ± 5

nodatareported
calculatedasclosureofthemassbalancearoundtheplant
calculatedfrominfluentandeffluentconcentration
standarddeviation

Sorption of trace compounds to activated sludge can be related to its hydrophobicity, expressed by
the octanol-water partition coefficient Kow (Schwarzenbach and Westall, 1985; Bell and Tsezos,
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1987 and Dobbs et al, 1989). Although a log(Kow) of 2.75 (Rippen, 1996) would suggest a
considerable sorption potential of toluene to sludge,several studies have demonstrated the absence
oftoluene inmunicipal sludges(Kincannon etal., 1982;Weber etal., 1987;Parker etal., 1993and
Thompson et al., 1993). Apparently sorption of toluene is a negligible process compared to
volatilisation and biodegradation.
Because toluene is a volatile compound, it is subject to air stripping in the (aerated) bioreactor of
activated sludge plants and to surface volatilisation. From the data in Table 1an estimated 15%of
tolueneremoval canbeattributedtotheseprocesses.
The average closure ofthemass balances around the plants in Table 1corresponds to 79%toluene
removal. Assuming that no other destructive processes take place, this removal must have been
accomplished by biodegradation. This shows that toluene can be readily biodegraded by activated
sludge, which is also demonstrated by the many positive results obtained in (standardised)
biodegradation tests(e.g.Davisetal, 1981;Tabaketal, 1981,Blackburn etal., 1984,Tabak etal.,
1990).
The last decade several models have been developed in which mathematical equations for
volatilisation, biodegradation and sorption are combined to predict the fate of organic trace
contaminants in activated sludge plants (Blackburn et al, 1984; Namkung and Rittmann, 1987;
Govind et al, 1991; Struijs et al., 1991 and Cowan et al, 1993; McAvoy et al, 1998). The
reliability of these models was the subject of a study involving several test compounds, including
toluene. Toluene was selected to investigate the competition between biodegradation and
volatilisation. For this purpose monitoring data were collected in a pilot-scale municipal activated
sludge plant. To include the effects of exposure history and operational characteristics, the pilotplant was operated at various influent toluene concentrations and at two different SRTs. Based on
the equations used by existing models, a simple fate model was developed for the pilot-plant and
predictionswiththismodelwerecomparedwiththemonitoringdata.

Modeldevelopment
Thepilot-scale plant treats pre-settled wastewater and consists of a completely mixed aeration tank
with a (fine) bubble aeration system, and a secondary settler to retain the biomass (Figure 1).To
control the SRT excess sludge iswasted directly from the aeration tank. It is assumed that sorption
of toluene to the sludge can be ignored and only biodegradation and air stripping are important
removal processes. Their occurrence is restricted to the aeration tank. The aeration tank contains a
smallhead-spacevolumebuttheretentiontimeoftheoff-gas inthishead-spaceisnegligibly small.
Air stripping - Volatile trace compounds can escape to the atmosphere by air stripping and by
surface desorption. In aeration tanks of activated sludge plants surface desorption only becomes
important at small air flow rates and for trace compounds of low volatility (Kyosai and Rittmann,
1991). Under the experimental conditions that were applied air stripping is the dominant process
andthecontributionof surface desorption willnotbetaken intoaccount.
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Fig. 1Model activated sludgeplant and toluene fluxes inthis plant.

Amechanistic modeldescribingthetransfer ofacompound toanairbubbleasitrisestothe surface
has been described by Matter-Muller et al. (1981). If it is assumed that (i) the bulk liquid is
completely mixed, (ii) a series of air bubbles rises through the liquid, (iii) pressure and volume
changes in these bubbles can be neglected and (iv) the inlet air is free of toluene, the rate of air
stripping isfirst-order withrespecttotheconcentration oftolueneinthebulk liquid:
= k„„C

(1)

where rstris the volumetric rate of stripping (ug-r'-h"1), Cis the toluene concentration in the bulk
liquid (ng-1"1)andk^ isthe(first-order) strippingrateconstant (inh"1)whichequals:

k

=—-—f

with HHenry's law constant, the concentration oftoluene inthe gasphase in equilibrium with the
concentration of toluene in the liquid phase (-), Qgthe air flow rate (lh 1 ), Vthe liquid volume and
fsatthefractional saturation oftolueneintheairbubblesastheyescapefrom theliquidsurface (-).
Forcompounds with alowHenry's lawconstant and/orat longretention times oftheairbubbles in
the liquid phase,anequilibrium will beapproached betweenthe liquidphase and the gasphase and
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fsatequals 1.Otherwise,fsa, issmallerthan 1 andhastobecalculatedfrom:

fsat=l-exp(—^-)

(3)

where a is the interfacial gas-liquid area per unit of volume (m2m'3) and K,,,is the overall masstransfer coefficient (mh"1). Usually, the parameters K,,, and a are substituted by a combined
parameter K0la because this parameter can be correlated to a (known) K^a for oxygen K^a^
accordingto:

K0la =K 0 l a 0 2 [ ^ - |

(4)

where D and D02are the diffusion coefficients oftolueneand oxygen inwater, respectively (m2-h"')
andnisapower constant.
Equation (4) is only valid if liquid-gas transfer is controlled by the resistance of the liquid film.
According to Munz and Roberts (1989) this is a valid assumption for compounds with a H >0.1,
which includes toluene with H=0.25 (Matter-Muller et al, 1981). However, according to Hsieh et
al.(1993)equation (4)would onlybevalid for compounds with aH> 1.2 andthis doesnot include
toluene. The power constant n is determined by the hydrodynamic conditions, with n = 1.0 for
laminar conditions andn=0.5 for turbulent conditions.Fordiffused aeration systems avalue ofn=
1.0 canbeapplied (Matter-Mulleretal, 1981;Bielefeldt and Stensel, 1999b).
Biodegradation - In the literature the rate of biodegradation of toluene by activated sludge is
described by (non-growth) secondary utilisation kinetics (e.g.,Blackburn etal, 1984;Kemp et al.,
2000)orby(growth) Monodkinetics(e.g.,Kincannon etal, 1982;Weberetal, 1987;Tabak et al,
1990;Bielefeldt and Stensel, 1999b).
Secondaryutilisation
When toluene is supplied atconcentrations which aretoo lowto support growth of specific toluene
degrading micro-organisms, it still may be biodegraded as a secondary substrate, i.e., by biomass
which depends on the supply of another (primary) substrate for growth (Rittmann, 1992). Often
biodegradation inthis case isdescribed bya saturation function for thetrace compound and a linear
relationwiththeconcentrationoftotal(non-specific) biomass:
_C_
" - b i ^v k o - ^ r ^ X
° Kr+C

(5)

with rbio the rate of biodegradation (ug-r'-h"1), koa maximum (zero-order) rate of biodegradation
(|o.gg"' VSS-h"1), X the total (non-specific) concentration of biomass (g VSS-1"1) and Kc a half129
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velocity constant((xg-l"').
Monodkinetics
When, onthe other hand,thewastewater contains a sufficiently large concentration oftoluene such
that a specific toluene degrading population can develop,classic Monod kinetics (chapter 2) would
be more appropriate. An equation for the biodegradation kinetics similar to equation (5) can be
used. Only this timethemaximum biodegradation ratekg isrelated tothemaximum growthrateof
these toluene degraders and only a small (specific) fraction of the total biomass is able to degrade
toluene:
H"max

^

x-|

r =

- ^T1^7c B

/ z : -.

(6)

where umax is the maximum specific growth rate of the toluene degraders (h 1 ), Y is the biomass
yield (gVSS-ug"1toluene)andBistheconcentration ofthetoluenedegraders(gVSS-1"1).
The fundamental difference with equation (5) is that the non-specific biomass concentration X in
equation (5)ismoreorlessaconstant,whereastheconcentration oftoluenedegraders Binequation
(6)isdetermined bythefeed oftoluene.Consequently, equation (6)hastobesolved in combination
withmassbalancesfor Bandtoluene(seebelow).
Mass balances - Because it was assumed that no removal processes take place in the secondary
settler, the concentrations of toluene in the final effluent and in the return sludge are equal to the
concentration of toluene inthe (effluent of) the completely mixed aeration tank. Under steady-state
conditions, the following mass balances can now be written around the aeration tank for dissolved
tolueneandfortoluene inthegasphase(alsoseeFigure 1):
Q i ( C i - C a ) - V a ( r s l r + r b i o ) =0
Varstr-QgCg=0

(7)
(8)

with Q and Catheinfluent concentration oftolueneand concentration oftoluene inthe (effluent) of
the aeration tank, respectively (ug-11), Qj the influent (wastewater) flow rate (1-h"1) and Cg the
concentration oftolueneintheairbubbleswhenthey escapefrom the liquidphase(u-g-1'1).
When Monod kinetics are used (equation 6), an additional mass balance around the pilot-plant is
required for the (specific) toluene degraders. This balance includes growth and sludge wasting, but
wash-out of sludgewiththefinal effluent andbiomassdecayareneglected:
Yr b i o V a -Q w B=0
withQwthewasteflow rateofsludge (1-h"1).
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Materialandmethods
Activated sludge plant and operation - Apilot-scale activated sludge plant was employed which
consisted ofan aerationtankand asecondary settler.Theaerationtank(Figure2)hada liquid depth
of 1m and aworking volume of 490 1.Thetank was covered andthe head-space volume was 50 1.
Pulse tracer experiments confirmed that the liquid phase was completely mixed. A constant flow
rate of dry, compressed air wasmaintained by two mass-flow controllers and was introduced atthe
bottom of the tank through four fine pore diffusers. Thedissolved oxygen (DO) concentration was
not controlled but always exceeded 3 mg-1'1. To maintain the desired SRT sludge was wasted
continuously from the aeration tank with a peristaltic pump. The pH of the mixed-liquor was
controlled in a range of 7.2-7.4 using automated 0.3 M NaOH and 0.3 M HC1additions. More
detailsaboutthepilot-plant canbefound inchapter 4.1.

gassampling

frzzu'Ei—(J—
sludgesampling
ZBH

toluene

:*-•

wastesludge

Fig.2 Aeration tank ofthe pilot-scale activated sludge plant
(secondary settler and return sludge arenot shown, DO=dissolved
oxygen, T=temperature).

The pilot-plant treated pre-settled municipal wastewater with average COD and NH4-N
concentrations of 500mgi"1and 60mg-1"1,respectively. Theplantwasoperated during two separate
periods A and B according to the parameters of Table 2. The sludge was acclimated to an
(enhanced) influent concentration of 100 iigT1 (periods Al and Bl in Table 2). For this purpose
stock solutions of toluene (Merck, analytical grade) were prepared with 24 1 of suprapur water and
were pumped directly into the aeration tank. The stock solutions were replenished every 4-5 days
and were stored in a covered 25 1 polyethylene (PE) container. After a period of at least four times
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theSRT,theinfluent concentration oftoluenewasfurther increasedtotargetconcentrations of2000
Hg-1"1 inperiodA2andto 1000 ug-1"1inperiodB2(Table2).

Table 2-Operational parameters ofthe pilot-scale activated sludge plant.
parameter
influent flow rate (lh"1)
hydraulic retentiontime(HRT) (h)
waste sludge flow rate(Hi"1)
sludge retention time (SRT) (d)
COD loading rate(kg CODkgVSSd"1)
return sludge flow rate (lh"1)
air flow rate (lh 1 )
average wastewater temperature (°C)
target influent toluene concentration(u.g-1'1)

symbol
Qi

e„
Q„

ec
-

Qr
Qe
T

c,

period A
67.1
7.3
2.04
10
0.46
64.2
4884
22.3
Al
100

A2
2000

period B
39.5
12.4
0.75
27.3
0.19
36.6
2704
17.2
Bl
100

B2 "•
1000

Sampling - Every other day 24-h samples were taken from the influent of the plant to determine
toluene concentrations and the standard water quality parameters SS,VSS,COD,NH4-N and N0 3 N. The samples were collected in 3 1 covered PE containers which were stored at 4 °C.To prevent
biodegradation, prior to sampling the containers received 5ml of concentrated H2S04. Also every
other day, grab samples were taken from the aeration tank and off-gas to determine toluene
concentrations. Sludge samples from theaerationtankweretaken witha glass syringethrough a 'Ainch stainless steel pipe with the outlet located 50 cm below the liquid surface (Figure 2). The
sample was gently transferred into 40 ml glass vials (Chrompack, purge and trap specific) which
alreadycontained 2dropsofconcentrated HC1.Thevialswere filled without ahead-space and were
immediately sealed with a screw cap provided with a polytetrafluorethylene (TFE) faced silicon
septum(Chrompack).Allthesampleswerestoredinthedarkat4°Cfor amaximum of2daysuntil
subsequent instrumental analysis.
Off-gas samples were taken with a vacuum-pump at a constant flow rate from the hood above the
aerationtank (Figure2).Theairwasguidedthrough 50or 100mlglass samplebulbsprovided with
a TFE-faced silicone septum. The actual sample was taken by subsequently closing the outlet and
inlet valves of these sample bulbs. The samples were stored for a maximum of 6 hours until
instrumental analysis.
Analytical procedures - COD, soluble COD, suspended solids, volatile suspended solids,NH4-N
and N03-N were all determined according to Dutch standard practice (NEN). Influent and sludge
samples for determination of toluene were analysed by successive purge and trap (Tekmar, 3000)
and GC (Chrompack, CB Sil 13 CB column) with flame ionisation detection (Fisons, FID-80).
Although in this manner concentrations of total toluene are determined, i.e., dissolved as well as
sorbed toluene, it is assumed that sorption is a negligible process and the measurements therefore
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reflect dissolved toluene. Air samples were injected on another GC (Hewlet-Packard, CP Sil 5CB
column) equipped with the same detector. The most important characteristics of the analytical
procedure for toluene are summarised in Table 3. Analytical recovery was determined in abiotic
batch stripping tests, instrumental precision by injecting known standards (every tenth sample) and
method precision was calculated as the standard deviation in duplicate samples which were taken
every fifth sample.

Table3 -Characteristics ofthe toluene analytical methodology.
parameter
analytical recovery
instrumental precision
method precision
detection limit

water/sludge samples
98%
10.6%
16.5%
0.1 ug-1"1

air samples
103-128%
14.6%
25%
0.02 ug r1

Biodegradation tests - Three different biodegradation tests were carried out which differed in
operational mode (batchorcontinuous), substratetobiomassratioandthetype ofmeasurement that
wasusedtofollow biodegradation (02-consumptionorspecific tolueneanalysis).
Batchactivatedsludge(BAS) tests
In these BAS tests, return sludge and final effluent were collected from the pilot-plant and were
mixed incovered 31jars to obtain aworking volume of 2.5 1 and target sludge concentrations of 2
and 4 g VSS-l"'. The jars were mechanically stirred at 20 rpm and aerated at 25 1-h"1with dry,
compressed airprovided through a sparger stone.Thejarswere situated inatemperature controlled
room at20°C.With aglass syringeaknownvolume ofatoluene stock solution was injected below
the liquid surface togivetarget concentrations between 0and 1100ug-1'1.Abiotic control testswere
carried out at the same target concentrations, but with 2.5 1 of suprapur water instead of activated
sludge. At regular intervals 40 ml samples were taken with a glass syringe for determination of
dissolved toluene.Off-gas samplesweretakenaccordingtoaprocedure similartothe pilot-plant.
Readybiodegradabilitytest
A ready biodegradability test was carried out according to the guidelines of OECD test method
301F (OECD, 1993). An automated sapromate (Voith) was used to follow oxygen consumption in
response to toluene mineralisation. A (non-acclimated) activated sludge sample was sampled from
the pilot-plant before period A and was aerated for a period of 48 hours to remove as much as
possiblethe remaining carbon sourcesand ammonia.Thesludge,mineral mediaand stock solutions
weremixed inthe sapromate cells to givean initial sludge concentration of 30 mgdry solids1"'and
an initial toluene concentration of 26 mg-i"1 on COD basis. A test with a blank inoculum was
included as well as a test with 109 mgl"1 of the readily biodegradable compound potassium
hydrogen phthalate (PHP) to serve as a method control. All the tests were carried out in duplicate
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over a period of 30 days at a temperature of 20 °C. From the oxygen consumption data the
maximum specific growth rate umaxwas estimated accordingtoaprocedure described by Elliset al.
(1996).
By-passtest
Inperiod B2,whenthepilot-plant was operated at a sludge retention time of 27.3 days and atarget
influent toluene concentration to the pilot-plant of 1000 ug-1"1,a so-called by-pass test was carried
out with the sludge from the pilot-plant to determine the biodegradation kinetics of toluene. This
test was designed to mimic as closely as possible the conditions in the plant and to obtain a good
approximation of the real biodegradation kinetics. Theprocedure for this test was described earlier
inchapter3.
Mass-transfer coefficient foroxygen(K0laO2)-UsuallytheK^a^ isestimatedfromtheresponsein
dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration upon re-aeration in clean water (ASCE, 1984). However, the
presence of wastewater contaminants and sludge may have an impact on the K^a^. To account for
this effect, we used DO measurements in combination with an on-line measurement of the oxygen
utilisation rate (OUR) as proposed by Spanjers and Klapwijk (1990). The completely mixed
aeration tank was operated in batch mode for a period of 24 h to deplete as much as possible the
external carbon sourcesandammonia.After theaerationwasswitched off andtheDO concentration
had dropped to zero, the contents were re-aerated and both the DO and oxygen consumption rate
werefollowed intime.Forthissituationthefollowing massbalancecanbewritten:

^ j f =K 0 l a 0 2 (S O 2 s -S O 2 )-r 0 2

(10)

where S02istheDOconcentration (mg-1"1),S02sistheDOconcentration atsaturation (mgl"1) andr02
istheOURCmg-l-'-h-').
The DO measurement has a certain response time which also was taken into account by modelling
thereading of the probethat wasused (WTW,TriOxmatic 600)asa first-order response tothe real
DOconcentration (Spanjers and Olsson, 1992):

^f=^(s02-sO2p)

(ID

where So2pistheDOprobereading (mgl'1)and TPistheDOproberesponsetime(h).
The TP was determined in a step response experiment and was equal to 7.5 sec. The K^a^ was
estimated by calibration of equations (10) and (11) against the measured responses of the DO
concentration andtheOUR.
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Results
Monitoring data-Figure 3shows (background) tolueneconcentrations in24-h samples ofthe presettled wastewater. The average daily wastewater concentration of 4 ± 1 ng-1"1 is relatively low
compared to concentrations of 0.5 to 500 ng-1"' found in other monitoring studies (Russell and
Jenkins, 1982; Hannah and Rossman, 1982; Namkung and Rittmann, 1987; Melcer et ctl., 1988;
DBW/RIZA, 1990and Bell etal, 1993).Probably this can be explained by the small contribution
of industrial wastewater, originating from a hospital and accounting for less than 5% of the total
wastewatervolume.

Cidig-r')

C(ngl')
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0
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time(d)
Fig.3Tolueneconcentrationsin24-hsamplesof
pre-settleddomesticwastewater(Q)(—=
averageconcentration).

0

0.5

1

1.5
2.5
time(h)
Fig.4Dissolved(C)andoff-gas (Cg)toluene
concentrationsinanabioticbatchtestswithsuprapur
waterandinabiotictestswithactivatedsludge.

Figure4showstypical examplesofliquidandoff-gas concentrations oftolueneinanabiotic control
test with suprapur water and in abiotic test with activated sludge.The sludge inthese experiments
wassampled from thepilot-plant before periodAwhen itwasacclimated toanaverage background
toluene concentration of 4 ug 1"' (see above). In both batches toluene disappeared at similar rates.
Together with the observation that allthetoluenethatwas spikedtothe batches could be recovered
from the off-gas, this leadstothe conclusion thatthe sludge did nothave a significant "indigenous"
toluenedegrading capacity.
Average toluene concentrations with their standard deviations, emission rates from the pilot-plant
and relative distributions of toluene during periods Al to B2 are presented in Table 4. Toluene
concentrations inthe aeration tank varied between 0.15and 2.05 ug-1'1.This corresponds well with
concentrations of 0.1 to6.2 ugT1found inothermonitoring studiescarried outinpilot-scale aswell
as in full-scale plants (Blackburn et al., 1984;Namkung and Rittmann, 1987;Melcer et al., 1991;
Melcer etal, 1992;Bell et al, 1993;Parker etal, 1993 and Clapp etal, 1994).Also,the off-gas
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toluene concentrations of 0.02 to0.30 ugl"1 thatwere found aresimilar tomonitoring data between
0.1 and 1.3 ugl"1reported byBelletal.(1993)andbyParkeretal. (1993).

Table4 -Toluene concentrations, emission rates and distribution inthe pilot-plant.
period B
period A
operational parameters
SRT9 c (d)
10
27.3
7.3
12.4
HRT9 h (h)
4884
2704
airflowrate Q g (lh"')
67.1
39.6
influent flow rateQ,(lh 1 )
2.04
0.75
waste sludge flow rateQw(l-h"')
22.3
17.2
temperature (°C)
periodA1
period A2
period Bl
period B2
sludge concentration
3.77
5.22
aeration tank X,(g VSS1')
3.35
5.59
toluene concentrations (ug T')
100±10*
1880 ±160
98 ±42
influent C,(ugl 1 )
730 ± 67
1.23 ±0.33
aeration tank C a (ng 1"')
2.05 ± 0.66
0.15 ±0.03
0.20 ± 0.05
off-gas C g ( u g r ' )
0.3 ± 0.06
0.23 ± 0.07
0.02 ± 0.02
0.02 ± 0.01
0.15
0.19
0.13
0.10
toluene load (mg-h"')
126.9
influent = Q^i
6.7
3.1
29.0
0.16
0.27
0.01
0.02
effluent = (Q r Q w )C.
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
waste sludge = Q„Ca
1.47
1.12
0.05
0.05
off-gas =QgCg
4.95
3.03
28.9
125.6
biodegraded =
QfirQ^-Qifi
distribution (%)
effluent
waste sludge
off-gas
biodegraded

3.9
<0.1
21.7
74.3

0.1
<0.1
0.9
99.0

0.4
<0.1
1.8
97.9

0.1
<0.1
0.2
99.8

standard deviation

Three important observations can be made with respect to the concentrations of toluene. First, a
comparison between periods Al and A2 and between periods Bl and B2, at equal SRTs and air
flow ratesbut atdifferent influent tolueneconcentrations, suggeststhatthe influent concentration of
toluene did not have a significant effect on the concentration of toluene in the aeration tank or on
the concentration of toluene in the off-gas of this tank. Second, in period B these concentrations
were about 10 times lower than in period A, most likely due to the longer SRT and/or lower air
flow rate in period B. Finally, the ratio of the concentration of toluene in the off-gas over the
concentration in the liquid phase of the aeration tank varies between 0.10 and 0.19, but appears to
besomewhat higher inperiodAthaninperiodB.
The load of toluene that was wasted with the excess sludge, calculated from the waste sludge flow
rate Qw and the (total) concentration of toluene in the completely mixed aeration tank Ca, was
negligibly small (<0.01 mg-h'1)inalltheperiods.Only inperiod Al asmall amount oftoluene was
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discharged with the effluent (4%) or was removed with the off-gas (22%). The remaining 74%of
toluene removal can be attributed to biodegradation. In the other three periods (A2, Bl and B2)
more than 97% of the influent load was removed by biodegradation and only extremely small
amounts of toluene were discharged with the effluent (<0.5%) or escaped with the off-gas (<2%).
These extremely high toluene degradation efficiencies by municipal activated sludge are in
agreement with resultspublished by Melcer etal.(1992),but arehigherthan efficiencies inarange
of59to 83%reportedbyothers(e.g.,Belleta/., 1993; Parkeretal, 1993andClappetal., 1994).
Model parameters - A linear relationship could be established between the mass-transfer
coefficient for oxygen K^a^ and the air flow rate Qg (Figure 5) with a slope of 0.0046 l"1and an
intercept of -7.9 h'1 (r2=0.999). The (first-order) stripping rate constant for toluene k^, calculated
from Kolao2with equations (2) to (4), is presented in Table 6 together with the other air stripping
parameters. A temperature effect on Henry's law constant for toluene was accounted for by a
relationship givenby StaudingerandRoberts(1996).

K^te(h"1)

Table5-Model input parameters.

16
14

parameter

P

periodA

stripping
temperature (°C)

/
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10
8

H(-)*

M/K^**
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Qg(l-h-')
Ko,ao2(h-')

42"
1000

K„,a(h-')
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Fig. 5 Effect ofthe air flow rate(Q^ on the
oxygen mass-transfer coefficient (K^a^).

f,.,(-)
k,„(h')
biodegradation
secondary utilisation (eq.5)
Kc(ugl')***
Mug-g-'VSS-h"')***

period A

periodB

22.3
0.25
0.53
4884
14.8
7.9
0.96
2.39

17.2
0.19
0.53
2704
4.7
2.5
0.84
1.15

376
545

Monod kinetics (eq. 6)

Kc(ugr')***
H™, (h"1)****
*
**
***
****

376
0.125

taken from Staudinger and Roberts (1996)
taken from Matter-Muller etal.(1981)
determined inby-passtest (seechapter 3)
determined inready biodegradability test

Table 6 also includes the biodegradation parameters for secondary utilisation kinetics (equation 5)
and for Monod kinetics (equation 6). A half-velocity constant K^of 376 ug-1'1 and a maximum
biodegradation rateconstant k„of545ug-g"1VSS-h'1weredetermined intheby-passtest(chapter3).
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The maximum specific growth rate umaxfor the Monod model of 0.125 ± 0.016 h'1 was estimated
from theresultsofthereadybiodegradability test(datanotshown).
Model validation - Based on the plant operational parameters of Table 2 and the air stripping and
biodegradation parameters of Table 6, toluene concentrations in the aeration tank of the pilot-plant
(CJ and inthe off-gas of this aeration tank (Cg)were calculated with equations (1)to (9)using the
solver of Microsoft Excel*. In Figure 6 these calculated concentrations are compared to the
monitoringdataofTable4.
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Fig.6 Measured (black) and calculated (grey: Monod;white: secondary utilisation) toluene concentrations in the
aeration tank ofthe pilot-plant (C„)and inthe off-gas ofthis aeration tank (Cg).

Model predictions based on secondary utilisation kinetics are reasonably accurate for periods Al
and Bl when the pilot-plant was operated at low influent toluene concentrations. This may not be
very surprising as the biodegradation parameters for this model (¥^. and k„)were determined with
sludge that was acclimated to an equally low influent toluene concentration. However, at higher
influent concentrations in periods A2 and B2 secondary utilisation kinetics predict concentrations
thatare30to60timeshigherthanthemeasurements.
Model predictions based on Monod kinetics exceed the monitoring data in all four periods.
However, incontrasttosecondary utilisationkinetics,Monodkineticscorrectlypredictthe observed
trend (i)that anincrease oftheinfluent concentration (from periodAl toA2,and from period Bl to
B2)has no significant effect onthe toluene concentrations and (ii)that inperiod Bat a longer SRT
andlowerair flow ratetheseconcentrations areconsistently lowerthan inperiodA.
Finally, the model predicted ratio between the off-gas concentration of toluene and the liquid
concentration of toluene Cg/C,approximately was a factor 2 higher than observed values for this
ratio(Table4).
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Discussion
Biodegradation kinetics - The model validation exercise showed that the observed trend in the
monitoring data could be predicted by Monod kinetics but not by secondary utilisation kinetics.
However, the concentrations of toluene in the aeration tank and in the off-gas of this tank were
systematically overestimated. Probably this can be explained by inaccuracies in the Monod
parameters maximum specific growth rate umax and half-velocity constant Kc. In particular this
applies to umaxwhich was determined in a ready biodegradability test. The conditions in this test
were entirely different from the conditions in the pilot-scale plant and this may have resulted in a
changing composition and/orphysiological stateofthetoluenedegradingpopulation duringthetest.
Also,inthistesttoluene mineralisation wasfollowed overtimewhereasthemodelpredictions were
based on primary biodegradation (parent compound removal) which may be a much faster process
than mineralisation. Finally, although the biodegradation parameters umax and K^. supposedly are
constants, results with other test compounds such as the C12-homologue of linear alkylbenzene
sulfonate (chapter 4)and nitrilotriacetic acid (chapter 5)have shownthatbiodegradation parameters
may depend on the operational characteristics and influent concentration the activated sludge is
acclimatedto. Fortoluenetheseeffects werenot investigated.
The results apply to influent toluene concentrations between 100 and 1880 ugT1. According to
Nyholm and Ingerslev (1996) and Namkung and Rittmann (1987) 100 ugT1 could be the lower
limit for the applicability of the Monod model because lower concentrations may not support
growth of (specific) toluene degraders. Note that this minimum concentration to obtain specific
growth also is determined by air stripping because toluene which escapes to the atmosphere
otherwise wouldhavebeen available for growth.Although ata(background) influent concentration
of4 ugT1 nobiodegradation could bedetected, resultsreported by Parker etal. (1993),Clappetal.
(1994), and Smith et al. (1993) suggested that already at influent concentrations of 7-30 ug-1"1
biodegradation becomes the major removal mechanism for toluene. It remains unclear however
whether at these concentrations Monod kinetics should be applied or biodegradation will be
dominatedbysecondary utilisation.
Air stripping - The ratio between the off-gas and liquid concentrations of toluene in the aeration
tank Cg/Cj,appeared to be somewhat lower inperiod Bthan inperiod A(Table 4).Most likely this
canbe attributed tothe lowertemperature inperiodBwhichreducesthetendency ofacompoundto
escape to the air. Although in principle this effect can easily be accounted for in fate models, this
requires knowledge about the effect of the temperature on Henry's law constant. For toluene this
knowledge wasavailablebutfor manyothertracepollutantsthisisnotthecase.
Model predicted values for Cg/Cawere approximately a factor 2 higher than observed values for
Cg/C,,.This can only be explained iftheratio between the mass-transfer coefficients for toluene and
oxygen K^a/K^a^of 0.53 that wastaken from Matter-Muller et al. (1981) was too high. A model
calibration showed that accurate predictions of Cg/Ca would require a much lower value for
Koia/K^a^of 0.16. This may not be entirely unrealistic as Hsieh et al. (1993) reported values in a
range of 0.17-0.37. Furthermore, they showed that K0ia/K0,a02 was dependent on the operating
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conditions, particularly on the gas retention time tg=V/Qg with a decreasing trend in KQlaJKaaQ2 at
increasing values for tg. In our experiments xg was 6 and 10 minutes in periods A and B,
respectively. These values are close to a t gof 8minutes Hsieh et al. (1993) found a K^a/K^a^ of
0.17 for, butmuch longerthanthet g of 1.5 minutesthatwasapplied by Matter-Mulleretal.(1981)
whofound aK^a/K^a^of0.53.Itseemsthattoobtainaccuratepredictions ofairemissionratesthis
dependencyofK^a/K^a^onTgshouldbeexaminedinmoredetail.
Competition between biodegradation and airstripping-Toluenewas selected asatestpollutant
to investigate competition between biodegradation and volatilisation. The results showed that
biodegradation isthedominant removal mechanism,provided thattolueneissupplied at sufficiently
high influent concentrations. For less easily biodegradable trace compounds, for example volatile
chlorinated compounds, a stronger competition between biodegradation and air stripping can be
expected (Kincannon etal, 1983;Dunovant etal, 1986;Melcer etal, 1992and Bell etal., 1993).
Ittherefore is recommended to use such compounds to further investigate the competition between
biodegradation andairstrippinginactivated sludgeplants.

Conclusions
The monitoring data indicated that activated sludge fate models which employ Monod kinetics to
describe the rate of biodegradation can give accurate predictions of effluent and off-gas
concentrations of toluene provided that (i) accurate values are available for the biodegradation
parameters (|imaxand K^) (ii) an accurate value is available for the ratio between the mass-transfer
coefficients for toluene and oxygen K0la/K0,a02 and (iii) the influent concentration of toluene is
sufficiently highto support growth of specific toluene degraders. Inthe experiments the pilot-plant
wasfed ataminimumconcentrationof 100ugT1.ItremainsunclearwhethertheMonodmodel also
isvalidatlowerinfluent concentrations oradifferent kineticmodelwouldberequired.
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Chapter 7
Activatedsludgeresponsetoastepincreaseoftheinfluent
concentrationofselectedorganictracepollutants

Abstract - Activated sludge fate models could be a useful tool in the environmental
exposure assessment of organic priority compounds. Themajority of these models only
consider steady-state situations, i.e., they assume that a constant load of these
compounds is supplied with the wastewater. In reality activated sludge plants have to
deal with time-variable loads and this may have a significant impact on their removal
efficiencies. The dynamic behaviour of three readily biodegradable test pollutants
(linear alkylbenzene sulfonate, nitrilotriacetic acid and toluene) was investigated in a
pilot-scalemunicipal activated sludgeplant.Forallthreecompounds the sludge adapted
to a step increase of the influent concentration of these compounds by increasing their
rate of biodegradation. However, major differences were observed in the transient
response, indicating that completely different adaptation mechanisms were involved. It
was concluded that existing activated sludge fate models cannot be used to accurately
predicttheeffect ofhighlyvariableinfluent concentrations.
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Introduction
During the last two decades several activated sludge fate models have been developed (Namkung
and Rittmann, 1987; Govind, 1991;Cowan et al., 1993 and Struijs et al., 1996; McAvoy et al.,
1998).Thesemodelscanbeused (i)topredict the environmental exposure to specific organic trace
compounds expected to appear inmunicipal wastewater's, (ii)tooptimise the design and control of
treatment plants with respect to the removal of these pollutants and (iii) to establish limits on
treatment plant influent loads based upon allowable effluent loads (Kemp et al, 2000).In general,
these activated sludge fate models assume a constant supply of these trace compounds with the
wastewater and this supply is estimated from annual production or consumption data. However,
widely time-varying wastewater concentrations of trace compounds have been demonstrated in
several monitoring studies. Usually this variation is dominated by diurnal fluctuations. Examples
aregivenby Alder etal.(1990)for nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)andby Feijtel etal.(1996)for linear
alkylbenzene sulfonates (LAS).Particularly when industrial effluents contribute to the (municipal)
wastewater, daily fluctuations andpulseloadsalsobecomeimportant (e.g.Melcer etal., 1989).
The most important removal processes determining the distribution of organic compounds in
activated sludge plants are biodegradation and the mass-transfer processes sorption and air
stripping. In contrast to the mass-transfer processes that are expected to show relatively simple
dynamic behaviour in response to influent perturbations, the biodegradation response may be
extremely complicated. Similar to the well-known activated sludge model No. 1 (Henze et al.,
1987), which describes the removal of the standard water quality parameters COD (chemical
oxygendemand)andammonia,aMonodmodelcanbeusedtoexplainthatvariationsinthe influent
concentration of trace compounds are balanced by growth and sludge wastage of specific microorganismsthatutilisethesecompounds astheir sourceofenergy.However,thetransientresponse is
not determined by growth and sludge wastage alone, but also other microbial adaptation processes
may be involved such as physiological adaptation (changes in the biochemical composition of the
micro-organisms), induction of specific enzymes, synthesis of storage polymers and excretion of
intermediatemetabolicproducts(Daigger andGrady, 1982).
Inthis chapter, the dynamic behaviour of three test compounds (the C12-homologueof LAS, NTA
and toluene) in response to a step increase of their influent concentration was followed in a pilotscale municipal activated sludge plant. The main objective of this exercise was to investigate
whether this behaviour can be modelled by a classic growth response or that a more complicated
modelwouldberequired.

Materialandmethods
Pilot-plant andoperation -Apilot-scale activated sludgeplantwasemployedwhichconsisted ofa
completely mixed aeration tank and a secondary settler. A detailed description ofthisplant can be
found in chapter 4.1 and the most important characteristics are given in Table 1.The background
concentration of toluene in the (pre-settled) domestic wastewater was 4± 1u-g-1"1,but this was too
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low to initiate biodegradation of toluene (chapter 6). Therefore, starting two months before the
experiments, with an external addition the influent concentration of toluene was increased to 98
ug1"'.Theconcentrations ofNTA andLAS-C12inthewastewater, 302 and 1908 |J.gl'1respectively,
were sufficiently high to obtain biodegradation (chapters 4.1 and 5). After an operating period of
morethan 4timesthe sludgeretentiontime(SRT),a stepincrease oftheinfluent concentrations of
LAS-C]2, NTA and toluene was initiated (Table 2). For this purpose stock solutions of LAS-C12
(154.2 gLAS-1'1,Isorchem 113/S-Nacontaining 31.4%ofLAS-C12),NTA(NTANa3,Sigma 99.5%)
and toluene (Merck, analytical grade),were prepared in 24 1 of suprapur water and stored in a 25 1
polyethylene container.

Table 1-Operational characteristics ofthe pilotactivated sludge plant.

scale

characteristic

Table2 -Average influent concentrations of
thetest compounds.
influent concentration (ugl' 1 )

value

aeration tank volume(1)

490

compound

settler volume(1)
sludge retention time (SRT) (d)
hydraulic retention time (HRT) (h)

200
27.3
12.4

LAS-C12
NTA
toluene

influent flow rate (l-h'1)
return sludge flow rate (l-h'1)
waste sludge flow rate(l-h"1)
air flow rate (l-h'1)
volatile suspended solids (VSS) aeration tank (gl 1 )
VSSeffluent (mg-1'1)
COD loading rate (kg COD-kg'1VSS-d'1)

39.6
36.6
0.75
2704
5.59
22
0.19

background

step increase

1908
302
98

11505
35508
730

Sampling and analysis - Figure 1gives an overview of the sampling strategy that was followed.
Sampling for LAS-C12, NTA and toluene started 12 days before the start of the step response
experiment. For all three test compounds 24-h samples were taken from the influent. In addition,
24-h samplesweretaken from the influent and final effluent todeterminethe standard water quality
parameters COD,solubleCOD,NH„-Nand suspended solids(SS).
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Fig. 1Sampling strategy for the test compounds (x 24-h composite samples ofthe
influent, o grab samples ofthe aeration tank, return sludge,finaleffluent and off-gas).
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Grab samples for determination of LAS-C12 and NTA were taken from the aeration tank, return
sludge and final effluent. Grab samples for toluene were taken from the aeration tank and the offgas of this tank. Sampling continued until a steady-state was achieved with respect to the
concentration ofthetestcompounds inthe aerationtank. Approximately 20-30%of allthe samples
was taken in duplicate. COD, NH4-N, SS and VSS were determined according to Dutch standard
practice (NEN). Detailed information about the sampling, preservation and analytical procedures
canbefound inchapters4.1(LAS-C,2),5(NTA)and6(toluene).

Results
Figures 2 and 3 show LAS-C12and NTA concentrations in grab samples taken from the aeration
tank,returnsludgeand final effluent, justbefore andimmediately following thestepincreases inthe
influent concentration. Figure 4 shows toluene concentrations in grab samples taken from the
aerationtankandoff-gas ofthistank.Althoughthemeasurementswerealready available starting 12
days before the step increase and exhibited a relatively stable behaviour, for reasons of clarity,
Figures2to4onlyshowconcentrations starting 3daysbefore the stepincreases.
All three test compounds responded similarly to the step increase of their influent concentration
with a rapid increase in concentration to reach a peak, followed by a more gradual decrease to a
concentration which was also observed before the start of the stepdisturbance. The random pattern
intheconcentration of LAS-C,2inthefinaleffluent (Figure 2)probably was dueto a low accuracy
of the measurements as these were all are close to the method detection limit of 4 ug-1"1 (chapter
4.1). Besides,because LAS-C,2strongly sorbstothe sludge,the effluent concentration is extremely
sensitivetovariations intheconcentrationof suspended solids inthe final effluent.
Focusing on the concentrations in the aeration tank, the behaviour of the test compounds was
characterised by the following parameters: (i) the time lag between the increase of influent
concentration and the occurrence of apeak concentration, (ii)the height ofthispeak in comparison
with the maximum "abiotic" response if biodegradation would have been absent (see the appendix
for calculations) and(iii)thetimeittooktorecoverfrom thepeakandtoachieveanewsteady-state.
ValuesfortheseparametersarepresentedinTable3.

Table 3 - Characteristics oftheresponse ofthe aeration tank concentration to a step increase ofthe influent
concentration.
timeto reach peak
l-d/\ o™^-/12

NTA
toluene

(d)
<0.2
~1
<0.2

maximum abiotic
response(u.g-1'1)
154380
35508
48

sum of dissolved and adsorbed concentrations
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observed peak concentration
concentration
%of maximum
|xg1"'
abiotic response
>395*
>0.3
17677
50
>3.1
>6

time to recover
from peak (d)
>3
<2
2-3
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Fig.2 Sum of dissolved and sorbed LAS-C,,concentrations inthe aeration tank, return sludgeand final effluent in
response to astep increase ofthe influent concentration (Q).
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Fig.3NTA concentrations inthe aeration tank, return sludgeand final effluent inresponse to a step-increase ofthe
influent concentration (Q).
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Fig.4 Toluene concentrations inthe aeration tank and off-gas inresponsetoa
step-increase ofthe influent concentration (C,).
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A clear difference can be detected between the behaviour of LAS-C12and toluene as compared to
the behaviour of NTA. It took less than 0.2 d before the concentration of LAS-C12 and toluene
reached apeak. Although therealpeakcannotbe observed because itmay have occurred before the
first sampling instantat0.2 d,thispeakmost likely hasbeenmuch lowerthanthemaximum abiotic
response, showing the ability of the activated sludge system to attenuate the input disturbance that
wasimposed upon it.Fortolueneasimilarresultwasreported byMelceretal.(1991).Incontrastto
LAS-C12and toluene, it took more than 24 hours before the concentration ofNTA reached a peak.
Thispeakamountedto50%ofthecalculated maximum abioticresponse,whichforNTA isequalto
the influent concentration. Recovery after the peak was somewhat slower for LAS-C12 than for
toluene andNTA.
The dynamic behaviour of the aeration tank concentration in the absence of biodegradation (the
abiotic response) was simulated using the equations of the appendix. Figure 5 shows this abiotic
response for all three test compounds. LAS-C12is a highly sorptive compound and 93 to 98%of
LAS-C12present is sorbed to the sludge (chapter 4). Therefore, in the absence of biodegradation
LAS-CI2 would accumulate at a much higher concentration than the influent concentration (Figure
5). Sorption also slows down the abiotic response because sorbed LAS-C12 is removed with the
small flow of waste sludge rather than with the much higher flow of final effluent. Because it is a
non-sorptive and non-volatile compound the abiotic response ofNTA is mainly determined by the
hydraulic retention time. Removal ofNTA with the waste sludge and off-gas can be neglected and
thenewabiotic steady-state concentration equalsthe influent concentration. Fortoluene this abiotic
end concentration ismuch lower thanthe influent concentration because a large part ofthe influent
load of toluene is removed by air stripping. Because air stripping is a relatively fast process, the
abioticresponse oftoluenealso isfaster thantheabioticresponsesofNTAandLAS-C12.

aerationtank concentration ((igl"')

aeration tank concentration (fig-1"1)

aeration tank concentration (ugl 1 )

40000

50000

IOOO-

LAS-C,.
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/
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2

3

time (d)

1

2
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time (d)

Fig. 5 Simulated abiotic (o) and calculated biodegraded (+)concentration inthe aeration tank inresponse toa step
increase ofthe influent concentration (bold line) of LAS-C,2,NTA and toluene.

Assuming that for all three test compounds biodegradation isthe only relevant conversion process,
thebiodegradation responsewascalculated asthedifference betweenthe simulated abiotic response
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and the measured response. The results of these calculations are also presented in Figure 5. For
LAS-C]2a n ( i toluenethe concentration that wasbiodegraded moreor less coincideswiththe abiotic
concentration, indicating that the sludge can immediately biodegrade the increased influent load of
these compounds. Incontrast, biodegradation ofNTAlagsbehind the abiotic response by 1-2 days.
This is also explains the much higher gain (% of abiotic response) of NTA compared to LAS-C12
andtoluene(Table3).

Discussion
For all three test compounds the sludge in the pilot-plant responded to the enhanced loading rate
with an increase oftherate of biodegradation. This is inagreement with previous observations that
all three compounds are readily biodegraded by activated sludge and that their effluent
concentration is more or less independent of their influent concentration (chapters 4, 5 and 6 for
LAS-C,2,NTAandtoluene,respectively).However,therearesignificant differences inthetransient
response of the rate of primary biodegradation, i.e., inthe rate at which the parent compounds are
removed (Figure6).

biodegradation rate ( u g l ' h 1 )
3500

70 LAS-C12

»-.--;.^PFfT

3000

toluene

2500

60
50

NTA

2000
1500

-eNTA

+

toluene

40
30

S O O t H r 20

1000

LAS-C,.

500
0

-3 -2

10
0

0

1 2
time (d)

3

4

Fig.6 Calculated rate ofbiodegradation rate ofLAS-C,2,
NTA andtoluene inresponsetoa step increase of their
influent concentrations.

The immediate response of the biodegradation rate of LAS-C12 could be explained by growth,
assuming that the micro-organisms responsible for the initial steps in the biodegradation pathway,
hydroxylation ofthealkyl-chainfrom theterminal methyl-group(s) and P-oxidation (Jimenez etal.,
1991), possess an extremely fast (maximum) specific growth rate. However, measurements of the
primary biodegradation kinetics of LAS-C,2 (chapter 4.2) strongly suggested that enrichment of
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LAS-C12degraders is an unlikely explanation. An alternative explanation could be that the initial
steps in the biodegradation pathway are widespread features among the micro-organisms in
(•nunicipal)activated sludgeandthatthesemicro-organisms caneasily switchbetweenLAS-C12and
other carbon sources supplied by the municipal wastewater. Remark that the fast response of
primary biodegradation not necessarily means that ultimate biodegradation of LAS is equally fast.
*u-1 Mesulfophenyl alkanoates (SPCs)areintermediate products inthebiodegradation pathway that
have to be metabolised via ring-opening and desulfonation by a second group of micro-organisms.
It is laiown that this second step in the biodegradation pathway is rate-limiting and during the
transientperiod asignificant peakofSPCscanbeexpected intheeffluent (vanGinkel, 1996).
IncontrasttoLAS-C,2,kineticexperiments haveshownthatanincreaseoftheinfluent loadofNTA
results inanalmostproportional increaseoftheNTA degrading capacity (chapter 6),indicating that
enrichment of specific NTA degraders isthe dominant adaptation mechanism, at least at very high
influent concentrations of NTA. In fact, the model fits in Figure 3 were obtained with a Monod
modelusing arelatively slowmaximum specific growthratenmaxof0.05h"1 which isnotfar from an
equally slow umaxof 0.03 ± 0.004 h"1found in an oxygen consumption test with NTA as the sole
carbon source (Temminkand Klapwijk, 1998).Alsothe literature mentionsthatNTA degraders are
slow growing micro-organisms (Egli, 1994). The assumption of a growth response seems to be
contradictory with Bally et dl. (1994) who state that an increased enzyme production is the
dominant biodegradation response. However, the (enhanced) influent concentration of NTA
contributed significantly to the wastewater COD (-5%) and enrichment therefore may have been
moreimportant thanenzyme induction.
Similar to LAS-C,2, the rate of primary biodegradation of toluene showed an extremely fast
response to a step increase of the influent concentration. Attempts to model this behaviour with a
Monodmodel failed. Although nodataareavailabletosupportthis,atleastnot for activated sludge,
it seems that a much faster adaptation process is involved, for example induction of toluene
degrading enzymesbymembersoftheexistingmicrobial population.
It seems that the behaviour of activated sludge plants in case oftime-variable loading with organic
trace compounds ishighly complex and isnot determined by growth and sludge wasting alone, but
alsoby other adaptation mechanisms. Moreover, this behaviour not only depends onthe compound
that is involved, but probably also on the exact nature (time pattern and strength) of the influent
variations. Because microbial adaptation processes are still not very well understood, reliable
dynamic models are not yet available and more research in this direction is desirable. It is also
possible to use a less mechanistic approach, for instance black-box models based on time series
analysis (Melcer et al., 1989). However, such models have to be calibrated and this requires an
extensive setofaccuratemonitoring datawhichusually isnotavailable.

Conclusions
The results showed that for all three compounds a step increase in the influent concentration is
accompanied by an increase of the biodegradation rate for these compounds. However, differences
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were observed in the transient response, indicating that different adaptation mechanisms are
involved.Itcanbeconcluded thatexistingactivated sludgefate modelscannotbeusedto accurately
predicttheeffect ofhighlyvariableinfluent concentrations.

Appendix -Abiotic response
A.1 Nomenclature

C
KP
^str

Q
V
X

symbols
total concentration ofa compound*
sludge-waterpartition coefficient
stripping rate constant
flow rate
volume
volatile suspended solids

1-g-' VSS

h"1
In"1

e
i
r
w

subscripts
clarified effluent
influent
return sludge
waste sludge

1

gvss-r1

* sum ofsorbed and dissolved concentrations

A.2 Model

Thepilot-plant consist ofacompletely mixedaerationtankandasecondary settler (FigureAl). The
latter consists of acompartment containing clarified effluent and acompartment with settled return
sludge.

off-gas

s.rKp(&A5.

influent
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(Qi+QrQJC,

o
QA
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effluent

(QrQJC.

y.

sr=<Mx,,
-X,

aeration tank

Q»C„

-!• settler

waste sludge

return sludge

Fig. Al Model activated sludge plant.

Assuming that sorption of a compound is an instantaneous process which follows linear sludgewaterpartitioning andair stripping islimitedtothedissolved fraction ofacompound,the following
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mass balances can be written around the aeration tank, clarified effluent compartment and settled
returnsludgecompartment, respectively:
dC
1
V . - ^ - =Q i C i + Q r C r - ( Q . + Q , ) C . - k , V . 1+ K X Ca

V

dC
l+K„Xe
^ =( Q i - Q J ( T - ^ 1 C a - C e )

e

dCr
v

(A.1)

(A.2)

l+K p X r
(

^ =^ T7IX C a - C J
P

(A3)

d

For Kpa value of 3.2 1-g'1VSS was taken from chapter 4.2 and for k^ a value of 1.15 h"1from
chapter 6.Theotherparameters canbefound inTable2.Steady-state concentrationswereevaluated
from the equations above by setting the accumulation terms dC/dt to zero. Dynamic responses of
these concentrations to a step increase of the influent concentration were obtained with the
simulation software Simnon®.
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Introduction
In the literature several models have been reported that can be used to predict the distribution of
(organic) trace compounds in municipal activated sludge plants. These models consist of
mathematical equations for the most important processes determining this distribution: sorption,
volatilisation and biodegradation. The literature review of chapter 2 showed that there are many
similarities between these models, but also some fundamental differences. The most important
difference concerns the biodegradation kinetics,which can range from simple pragmatic first-order
to secondary utilisation and Monod kinetics. Because activated sludge fate models are extremely
sensitive to the rate of biodegradation, these differences in the biodegradation kinetics can also be
expected togivecompletely different modelpredictions.
Another important conclusion of the literature review of chapter 2 was that none of the available
activated sludge fate models has been thoroughly validated and therefore their application remains
uncertain. This can be attributed to a lack of accurate monitoring data or because these monitoring
data are not accompanied by essential information about plant operation at the time of sampling.
Even more important is that insufficient variation was applied to those parameters that activated
sludgemodelsaremost sensitive to.Inparticular the sludgeretention time (SRT) and influent trace
pollutantconcentrationhavetomentioned inthisregard.
Inthis thesis the reliability of existing activated sludge fate models was explored. For this purpose
monitoring data were collected in a pilot-scale municipal activated sludge plant for a number of
selected test compounds. The pilot-plant was operated at two SRTs and was fed with various
influent concentrations ofthetestcompounds.Foreachoftheseconditions thekinetics of (primary)
biodegradation were determined using a new biodegradation test method (chapter 3).This test was
developed because the literature review of chapter 2 indicated that existing (standardised)
biodegradation tests do not yield reliable kinetic data. Based on the experimental results and
supported by information from the literature, in this chapter the reliability of existing activated
sludge fate models isdiscussed and some oftheir shortcomings will behighlighted. Based onthese
shortcomings somerecommendations for future researchactivitieswillbegiven.

Selectionoftestcompounds
The most important parameters in activated sludge fate models are the physical-chemical and
biodegradation properties of the organic trace compounds. Because these properties vary strongly
among trace pollutants, a large number of test compounds should be investigated. Initially, 17test
compounds were selected whose physical-chemical and biodegradation properties are presented in
Table 1 and are visualised in Figure 1. The distinction that was made in the biodegradation
properties "readily", "slowly" or "non-biodegradable" was rather arbitrary because for many
compounds different literature sources gave conflicting results. Partly this can be attributed to
differences in the test conditions that were imposed upon the target compound. For example,
ethylenediaminetetraaceticacid (EDTA) usually is given the label "non-biodegradable" (e.g., Alder
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et al., 1990),but nevertheless can be readily biodegraded by activated sludge as long as extremely
favourable conditions are applied, that is, long SRTs (Cech and Chudoba, 1988), long adaptation
timesand alkalineconditions (vanGinkeletal.,1999).

Table 1-Selectedtestcompoundsforthevalidationofactivatedsludgefatemodels.

compound

acronym

methyl-tert-butyl ether
chloroethane
nitrobenzene
1-amino-2-chlorobenzene
1,1-dichloroethane
linear alkylbenzene sulfonate
4-nitrophenol
diethylphthalate
2,6-dimethylphenol
toluene
dipropylphtalate
diphenylamine
2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol
di-n-butylphthalate
fluoranthene
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
nitrotriacetic acid

MTBE
CA
NB
1A2C
11DCA
LAS
4NP
DEP
26DMP
TOL
DPP
DPA
BHT
DnBP
FA
EDTA
NTA

log(Kow)
1.04
1.46
1.59
1.76
1.79
1.96
2.04
2.35
2.51
2.75
3.27
3.62
4.17
4.45
5.13

log(H)*

***
***

**
**

1.78
3.05
0.38
-0.3
2.67

**
-4.44
-1.95
-0.42
2.69
-1.51
-1.04
1.78
-1.2
-0.18

biodegradability

reference

unknown
none
slowly
none
slowly
easily
slowly
slowly
easily
easily
slowly
none
none
slowly
none
none
easily

Rippen(1996)
BUA (1986-1993)
BUA (1986-1993)
BUA (1986-1993)
Rippen (1996)
Rippen(1996)
BUA (1986-1993)
BUA (1986-1993)
Shiuefcr/. (1994)
Rippen (1996)
Staplesetal. (1997)
BUA (1986-1993)
BUA (1986-1993)
Staplesetal. (1997)
Rippen (1996)
Alderetal. (1990)
BUA (1986-1993)

Hin Pam'mor
non-volatilecompound,novalueforavailableforH.
non-sorptivecompound,novalueavailableforKow.

log(H)
4

easily biodegradable
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Fig. 1Propertiesoftestcompoundsforvalidation ofactivated
sludge fate models(forexplanation ofacronymsseeTable 1).
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Several analytical problems made it impossible to collect monitoring data for each of the 17
selected compounds. The most important of these problems was the sometimes extremely low
analytical recovery as determined in abiotic control experiments. As a result, for these compounds
thecontribution ofbiodegradation tooverall compound removal could notbecalculated. Eventually
it was decided to restrict the experiments to three compounds for which consistent and accurate
analytical resultscould be obtained: theC12-homologueof linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C12),
nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and toluene. Apart from biodegradation, LAS-C,2is subject to sorption
andtoluene to air stripping.Thebehaviour ofNTA isaffected byneither oftheseabioticprocesses.
This means that together these test compounds represented all three possible elimination routes in
anactivated sludgeplant, i.e.,excesssludge,off-gas andfinal effluent.

Modelactivatedsludgeplant
In analogy with most activated sludge fate models, the pilot-plant in which the validation
experiments were carried out had a very simple layout. It was fed with pre-settled municipal
wastewater and consisted of a completely mixed bioreactor with a diffused aeration system and a
secondary settler. In reality wastewater treatment plants obviously can be much more complex.
Physical pre-treatment steps such as primary settling and grit removal, but also sludge treatment
facilities can contribute significantly to the fate of trace pollutants, in particular if these are
amenable to sorption. Some fate models include equations todescribe the occurrence of sorption in
primary settlers (Struijs etal., 1991; Melceretal., 1993and Siegrist, 1996)and in sludge treatment
units (Siegrist, 1996). However, none of these equations have been validated. In addition, sludge
treatment often consists of (anaerobic) digestion, which for some compounds can constitute a
destructiveprocess.
Before domestic wastewater enters a municipal activated sludge plant, the sewer system already
mayhavehadaneffect onthetracepollutantspresent inthiswastewater.Forexample, 10to60%of
the total load of LAS that is discharged by households already disappears in the sewer system,
probably due to biodegradation (e.g., Moreno et al. 1998). The actual removal efficiency of the
sewer system depends onacomplex interaction betweenthetype ofsewer,the (hydraulic) retention
time in the sewer, the composition of the wastewater and the redox conditions (Boeije, 1999).
Unfortunately, hardly any information isavailable aboutthebehaviour oftracecompounds in sewer
systems.A "worst-case" approach with zero removal therefore seems logic,unless monitoring data
canprovidemorerealisticremovalcapacities.
Apartfrom activated sludge systems,municipal wastewater sometimes istreated inbiofilm systems,
trickling filters for example.Although somemodelshave been developed to describe the behaviour
of trace compounds in trickling filters (e.g., Melcer et al., 1995), the available knowledge still is
limited. More knowledge certainly is required because biofilm systems are becoming increasingly
popular.
Most oftheavailable activated sludgefate models employ completely mixed bioreactors whereasin
reality plug-flow or intermediate hydraulic regimes are more common. Although mathematical
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representations are available to describe these hydraulic regimes, little is known about the impact
they haveonthe composition ofthemicrobial population, and herewith onthemicrobial processes
andbiodegradation kinetics.
Forpracticalreasonsnosurface aeratorswereusedinthevalidation experimentswhereasinpractice
these are applied on a large scale. It is expected however that mathematical models for surface
aeration are similarly robust and reliable asmodelsthat areused for diffused aeration (e.g., Roberts
etal., 1984andHsiehetal., 1993a)andtherefore donotneedfurther validation.
A very important restriction of existing activated sludge fate models is that they only consider
aerobic conditions while modern plants often include anaerobic and anoxic compartments to
accommodate nitrogen andphosphorus removal.Depending onthe nature of a compound, this may
have a positive, negative or no effect on its biodegradation. Although anaerobic and anoxic
compartments as such caneasily be implemented inamodel (Boeije etal., 1998),determination of
the proper biodegradation rates under these conditions may be extremely complicated, in particular
because exposure to alternating redox (and substrate) conditions will further increase the diversity
andcomplexity ofthemicrobial population.

Sorption
In particular hydrophobic, non-biodegradable pollutants canpartition to the sludge and accumulate
at concentrations exceeding those in the wastewater. Typical examples of such pollutants are
pesticides, phthalates and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The literature review of chapter 2
showed that in most activated sludge fate models sludge-water partitioning is assumed to be an
instantaneous equilibration process and the equilibrium is described by a linear sludge-water
partition coefficient K,,.These assumptions are supported by many experimental results reported in
the literature and further validation experiments arethought superfluous. TheK„usually is estimated
from an empirical relationship with the compound's octanol-water partition coefficient K„w and
literature data show that this is a valid strategy as long as sorption is dominated by hydrophobic
interactions. However, for certain compounds also other (chemical or electrostatic) sorptive forces
are involved. In these cases the K,,cannot be estimated but will have to be specifically assessed in
sorption experiments.AdecisionastowhethertheKpCanbepredicted orhastobeassessed mustbe
takenbased onthemolecular structure ofacompound.
For some compounds a strong interaction between sorption and biodegradation may exist. For
example, the validation experiments of chapter 4 showed that in spite of a high degree of sorption
(92-98%), more than 99%LAS-C12removal could be achieved in apilot-scale municipal activated
sludge plant. This shows that not only the dissolved, but also the sorbed fraction of a compound
may be readily available for biodegradation. Still, this is ignored in many activated sludge fate
models, which can result in a dramatic overestimation of the environmental exposure to LAS-C,2
andother sorptive,biodegradable compounds. The(bio)availability of sorbed compound meansthat
sorption and desorption arerapid and fully reversible processes orthatthe sorbed fraction isdirectly
accessible to the micro-organisms. For some compounds this may not be the case. For instance,
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Cowan etctl. (1993) suspected that part ofthe sorbed fraction of the cationic surfactants C,2TMAC
andDTDMAC wasnotavailable for biodegradation. Alsotheresultsfor LAS-C12(chapter4)gavea
slightindication for thesamephenomenon, althoughtheeffect onthebiodegradation efficiency was
minimal.

Volatilisation
Volatile organic compounds are frequently detected in the off-gas of industrial and municipal
wastewater treatment plants.Theymayconstitute anenvironmental hazardoncethey are transferred
to the atmosphere, which in aerated bioreactors is caused by air stripping. The literature provides
ample evidence that the air stripping equations employed by activated sludge fate model are
reliable.However,thevalidation experimentswithtoluene(chapter 6)ledtothe suspicionthatmore
attention is required towards an accurate assessment of the mass-transfer coefficient of trace
compounds K^a, which is an essential parameter in air stripping equations. Usually this K^a is
estimated from a fixed relationship with the K0,a for oxygen. However, according to Hsieh et al.
(1993b)thisrelationship dependsonthe air flow rate,which canvary significantly among activated
sludgeplants.It seemsthat for an accurate assessment of airemission ratesthis dependency should
beexamined inmoredetail.

Biodegradation
The mass transfer processes sorption and volatilisation merely distribute organic trace pollutants
among the environmental compartments water, sludge and air whereas biodegradation can
effectively reduce the rate at which they are released into the environment. The biodegradation
potential of municipal activated sludge plants is large,both quantitatively and qualitatively. Hence,
biodegradation is a very important process which should be accurately described by activated
sludge fate models. However, at the same time biodegradation is a very complicated process
involving many factors and sub-processes.
Selection of the biodegradation kinetics - Much information is available about biodegradation of
single compounds by pure cultures.However, knowledge about degradation of mixtures of organic
compounds by mixed cultures such as (municipal) activated sludge still is limited. This also
explains why many equations exist to describe the biodegradation kinetics of organic trace
pollutants by activated sludge. An overview of these kinetics was presented in chapter 2. Most
activated sludge fate modelsemploy (growth) Monodkineticsor(non-growth) secondary utilisation
kinetics (Figure2).Aproper choicebetweenthesetwokineticregimesisessential for the reliability
of the model predictions. According to Nyholm and Ingerslev (1996) secondary utilisation will
dominate at influent (wastewater) concentrations lowerthan 100(ig-1"1because this isthe minimum
concentration to provide sufficient energy and carbon sources for growth of specific degraders.
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However, the results with LAS-C12(chapter 4) and NTA (chapter 6) have shown that a distinction
between these two kinetic regimes probably cannot be madefromthe influent concentration alone.
Despite the fact that LAS-C12 supposedly was supplied at high enough influent concentrations to
obtain growth (> 2 mg-i"1), the Monod model could not explain the behaviour of LAS-C12 in the
pilot-scale activated sludge plant and a secondary utilisation model seemed more appropriate
(chapter 4). Apparently a large group of micro-organisms, pre-dominantly growing on substrates
other than LAS-C,2, accomplishes primary biodegradation of LAS-C12. In this manner the
contribution of LAS-C,2 itself to the total number of LAS-C12 degraders becomes insignificantly
small. This also could mean that the first step in the biodegradation pathway of LAS-C12, i.e.,
degradation of the (linear) alkyl chain, is a wide-spread feature among the micro-organisms in
municipal activated sludgesystems.
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Fig.2Simplified representation ofthe (bio)degradation oforganictrace compounds by
activated sludge.

In contrast to LAS-Cl2 specific growth seems to be the dominant biodegradation mechanism for
NTA, at least at higher influent concentrations (chapter 5). However, results presented by Bally et
al. (1994) indicate that at low influent concentrations induction of the proper enzymes by the
indigenous NTA degraders may bemore important thanenrichment of these degraders. In addition,
Bally and Egli (1996) demonstrated that the presence of other easily biodegradable substrates can
play animportant roleintheinductionprocess.
The examples with LAS-C12andNTA illustrate that a proper choice between secondary utilisation
kinetics and Monod kinetics is not easy. It seems that this choice can only be made by careful
experimentation in continuous systems, operated at various influent concentrations of the target
pollutant. Microbial tools to count the number of micro-organisms involved in the degradation
process and/or techniques to determine the specific enzyme concentrations would be extremely
helpful. The examples with NTA and LAS-C12also showed that more fundamental knowledge is
required aboutmicrobial growthinthepresenceofmultiple(easilybiodegradable) substrates.
Variability of biodegradation parameters - Activated sludge fate models treat biodegradation
parameters ascompound inherent properties, i.e.,they donot varywiththewastewater composition
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orwith the operating conditions of aplant. This is inconflict with results reported by Sokol (1987)
andothers,who showedthattheseparameters arenotuniquefor agivenorganism and substrate,but
depend strongly on the growth history of the biomass. Also, the literature demonstrates a large
variation in biodegradation parameters, even for pure cultures growing on single substrates. For
example, E. coligrowing on glucose can exhibit a maximum specific growth rate nmaxbetween 0.5
and 1.3 h"1and ahalf-velocity constant K<. inarange of 20 (j.g-1"1to 10000 (o.g-1"1(Kovarova-Kovar
and Egli, 1998). Similar, and probably even larger variations in biodegradation parameters can be
expected for mixed cultures suchasactivated sludge.Anexample isthe concentration C1/0at which
the kinetics of LAS-C12degradation changed from a first- to a zero-order regime (chapter 4). This
parameter can be considered a measure of the affinity of the sludge to scavenge LAS-C12.
Depending on the influent concentration of LAS-C12, C1/0varied between 600 (a.g-1"1and 4.4 mg-1"1,
with lower values at higher influent concentrations. If this effect of the influent concentration on
C1/0 is neglected, large errors can be expected in the model predictions. This is also illustrated in
Figure 3.Forthe same activated sludge plant, fed with the same amount of LAS-C12 and operated
underthe sameconditions, extremely different effluent and waste sludge concentrations ofLAS-C12
werecalculated whendifferent valuesfor C1/0wereusedinthecalculations.
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wastesludgeLAS-C,2(ugg'VSS)
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Fig.3Effect oftheconcentrationwherethekineticschangefrom
first-tozero-order(C1/0)onpredictedeffluent andwastesludge
concentrationsofLAS-C12.

ForNTA asimilar phenomenon with lowervalues for C1/0athigher influent concentrations ofNTA
wasobserved (chapter 5).Itwasdiscussed thatthiseffect maybeexplained byacombination ofthe
metal chelating properties of NTA and differences in the stability and biodegradability of the
different metal complexes. Although in principle these effects can be modelled, it would require a
largenumber ofadditional equationstodescribethenecessary chemical equilibria.
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Apartfrom theeffect oftheinfluent concentration ontheaffinity ofactivated sludgetoscavengethe
trace compounds LAS-C,2andNTA,information from the literature indicatesthat also the effect of
other factors on the biodegradation parameters could be important, including the availability of
alternative (easily biodegradable) substrates and the operating conditions, particularly the SRT.
Although somequalitative (empirical)information abouttheseeffects isavailable (Kovarova-Kovar
and Egli, 1998), the underlying microbial mechanisms are largely unknown, which makes
(mechanistic) modellinganextremelydifficult task.
Biodegradation tests - For modelling purposes the biodegradation parameters should reflect the
kinetics asthey prevail in the activated sludge plant of interest. Consequently, tests to assess these
kinetics should mimic as closely as possible the conditions in this plant. As they all may have an
effect onthe kinetics,during thetest caremustbe exercised notto changethe microbial population
or the physiological state of the existing population, and to maintain as much as possible the floe
structure and the environmental conditions (pH,oxygen concentration, etc.).Unfortunately in most
standardised biodegradation tests, for instance the tests prescribed by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 1993), these requirements are not met.
Therefore, a new biodegradation test was developed (chapter 3) which was referred to as a "bypass" test. The test methodology was tested with the three test pollutants: NTA, LAS-C12 and
toluene. It was found that more experience with the test certainly is required, in particular with
respect to selection of the optimum test settings which are compound related. Still, the test can
provide useful information, in particular in a research environment, for instance to investigate the
effect of plant operational parameters and influent trace compound concentrations on
biodegradation kinetics.
Biodegradation response in case of variable influent concentrations - In practice municipal
activated sludge plants are subject to variable influent concentrations of trace pollutants and a true
steady-state distribution for these compounds will never be achieved. This raises the question
whether steady-state models are suitable tools for exposure assessment or that dynamic models
should beused instead. Becausethe biodegradation response ofactivated sludgetovarying influent
concentrations is the key phenomenon in this regard, this response was investigated for a step
increase of the influent concentration of the three test compounds LAS-C12, NTA and toluene
(chapter 7). After a certain adaptation period, for all three compounds this increase in influent
concentration was compensated for by an increased biodegradation capacity of the sludge to give
effluent concentrations similar to those observed before the step increase. The transient responses
however were different, indicating that different adaptation mechanisms were involved. For LASC|2andtoluenethebiodegradation responsewasmuchfaster (ontheorderofhours)thanwhatcould
beexpected from growthofspecific degraders(ontheorderofdays).Incontrast,the biodegradation
response for NTA was relatively slow, probably due to enrichment of specific degraders. These
results suggest that, depending on their release pattern, for some compounds stationary models
would be sufficiently accurate whereas for others dynamic models are required. The results also
indicatethat development ofaccuratedynamicmodelsrequiresmorefundamental knowledge about
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theunderlying microbial adaptationprocesses.

Concluding remarks
Based on the experimental results, it can be anticipated that a "generic" assessment of the fate of
organic trace pollutants in municipal activated sludge plants should not rely on model calculations
alone, particularly not if biodegradation is expected to be an important removal mechanism. An
important question in this regard obviously is how accurate the model output should be. A model
can be used for a first screening of the distribution of trace pollutants and for existing priority
pollutants this type of information can be used to design field monitoring sessions resulting in a
moreaccurateassessment ofthisdistribution.
Adecisionto admit new (suspected priority) compounds should rely on more accurate information.
Basedonafew compound properties (Henry's lawconstant, asludge-water partition coefficient and
theresultsofoneormorebiodegradability tests) anindicationofthedistribution inactivated sludge
plants can be obtained. However, this certainly needs to be supported by monitoring data which
have to be collected in laboratory or pilot-scale activated sludge plants. It is very important to
operate these plants with municipal wastewater rather than synthetic wastewater because the
complexmixture ofcarbon sourcesinmunicipal wastewater mayvery well increasethe opportunity
for biodegradation and provides a more realistic representation of full-scale plants. Also, these
"simulation" plants should be fed with various influent concentrations ofthetarget pollutant andbe
operated at a wide range of SRTs as both parameters may have a significant effect on the removal
efficiency.
The results of this study have demonstrated that biodegradation of trace compounds by activated
sludge is a complex process involving many factors which are poorly understood. Microbiological
and technological knowledge should be combined to gain more insight in the biodegradation of
mixtures of organiccompounds bymixed cultures suchasactivated sludge.The focus should beon
the following aspects: (i) the kinetic regime that has to be selected and which is growth or nongrowth related, (ii) the adaptation mechanisms that are involved (enrichment, enzyme induction,
etc.), (iii) the mechanisms that cause variations in the biodegradation parameters, etc. This type of
fundamental knowledge not only is required to improve existing activated sludge fate models, but
may also be used to design treatment systems to accomplish an enhanced elimination of priority
tracecompounds.
Toreally makeprogress inthe field of activated sludge fate modelling theproblems associated with
direct chemical analysis somehow should be circumvented. One possibility could be to use
radiolabeled compounds. Also, microbial tools to count the number of micro-organisms and/or
techniquestodetermine specific enzymeswouldbeveryuseful for thispurpose.
Finally, the selected test compounds in this thesis (LAS-C,2, NTA and toluene) each represented
one of the possible removal pathways in activated sludge plants (effluent, sorption followed by
discharge with the excess sludge and air stripping followed by removal withthe off-gas), but atthe
same time they also were readily biodegraded by the sludge. In fact, biodegradation was the
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dominant process for all three test compounds and extremely low effluent and off-gas
concentrations could be achieved. It would be very interesting to carry out similar validation
experiments with less biodegradable trace compounds to be able to investigate in more detail the
competition betweenbiodegradation andthemass-transfer processesof sorption and airstripping.
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Introduction
The production, use and disposal of many compounds inevitably leads to their presence in the
environment as organic trace pollutants. Although their concentrations may be low, these trace
compounds (and synonymsthereof suchasxenobiotic compounds,organicmicropollutants, priority
pollutants, etc.) can present an environmental hazard associated with their toxicity for human
beings,their potential to accumulate inbiota and ecosystems and in some cases their function as a
catalyst inthedestructionoftheozoneinthestratosphere.
In many cases trace compounds enter the sewage system and will finally appear in municipal
activated sludge plants. In contrast to industrial wastewater treatment plants, designed to remove
specific pollutants,municipal plantshavetoeliminate thebulk oforganiccompounds,expressed by
the sumparameterbiochemical oxygendemand(BOD)orchemical oxygendemand (COD).Several
processes determine the distribution of trace compounds in these plants. Hydrophobic compounds
canpartition to the sludge and inthis manner may create apotential hazard associated with sludge
disposal. Volatile organic compounds are amenable to air stripping and surface desorption and
therefore are frequently found in the off-gas of activated sludge plants. Whereas sorption and
volatilisation merely rearrange the distribution of compounds among the different environmental
compartments (sludge,airandwater),onlyadestructiveprocesssuchasbiodegradation canactually
remove them from the environment. Municipal activated sludge plants are known to have a large
biodegradation potential, both qualitatively and quantitatively. At the same time however,
biodegradation isacomplicated process involving numerous factors suchasthe molecular structure
oftrace compounds,biomass composition, environmental and operating conditions,thepresence of
other organic substances, etc. Besides, biodegradation has to compete with the aforementioned
mass-transfer processes of sorption andvolatilisation.
During the last two decades several activated sludge fate models have been developed. These
models are used (i) to predict the environmental exposure to specific organic trace compounds
expected to appear in municipal wastewater's, (ii) to optimise the design and control of treatment
plants with respect to the removal ofthesepollutants and (iii)to establish limits on treatment plant
influent loads based upon allowable effluent loads. The reliability of these models only has been
demonstrated to a limited extent and therefore their applicability remains uncertain. A validation
study may help to gain some confidence in these models, but also can reveal some of their
shortcomings.Although it seemslogictofocus suchavalidation study ononeparticular model,this
would ignore that other models employ completely different mathematical equations. In particular
for biodegradation numerousmathematical approaches areused.
Theaim ofthisthesiswas to analysethe shortcomings of existing activated sludge fate models and
to develop scientific knowledge which may help further improvement of these models and their
implementation inpractice. For this purpose a literature review was carried out, a new test method
wasdeveloped to studythebiodegradation kineticsoforganictrace compounds by activated sludge,
and validation experiments were carried out to assess the behaviour of a number of selected trace
compoundsinapilot-scalemunicipalactivatedsludgeplant.
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Literature review
A literature review was carried out (chapter 2) to provide information about (i) the relevant
processes that determine the behaviour of organic trace compounds in activated sludge plants, (ii)
mathematical equations that predict the rates at which these processes proceed, (iii) methods to
assess the model parameters, (iv) activated sludge fate models proposed in the literature and (v)
studiesthathavebeenundertakentovalidatethesemodels.
There appears to be a consensus with respect to the processes that have to be included in activated
sludge fate models, being the mass-transfer processes of sorption and volatilisation (air stripping
and surface volatilisation) and biodegradation. For some compounds other conversion processes
such as photolysis and chemical oxidation/reduction also may take place. However, these abiotic
processes generally are considered of minor importance as compared to biochemical oxidation by
micro-organisms.
Sorption of trace compounds to activated sludge is modelled as an instantaneous equilibration
processwith linear sludge-water partitioning. Ifit isascertained that sorption is only determined by
hydrophobic interactions, the sludge-water partition coefficient can be estimated from an empirical
relationship with the compound's octanol-water partition coefficient. Otherwise, the sludge-water
partition coefficient shouldbeassessed inseparate sorptionexperiments.
Volatile trace compounds are amenable to air stripping and surface volatilisation. In the aerated
bioreactors of activated sludge plants air stripping usually is the dominant process. Surface
volatilisation only becomesimportant for compoundsoflowvolatility and atextremely lowair flow
rates. In completely mixed bioreactors with diffused aeration systems air stripping usually is
described by a first-order model with respect to the (dissolved) concentration of the target trace
compound. The first-order stripping rate constant can be calculated from Henry's law constant H,
which is a compound property, and from the overall mass-transfer coefficient K0,awhich depends
on the characteristics of the aeration equipment. The Kolacan be estimated from the mass-transfer
coefficient for oxygenK,,^, which isoften aknownparameterfor aeration systems.
Themathematical equations for sorption and volatilisation already have been verified under a wide
range of conditions and seem to generate reliable predictions. The opposite applies to
biodegradation, which is a very complicated process. This complexity is also reflected by the large
number of mathematical equations that is used to predict the rate of biodegradation, including
Monod kinetics, secondary utilisation kinetics and pragmatic first- and zero-kinetics. Which kinetic
regime should be used isunclear and currently seemsto be dictated by data availability rather than
by knowledge about the underlying microbial mechanisms. Another complicating factor is the
difficulty toobtainreliable biodegradation parameters.Itisgenerally accepted thatthe most reliable
parameters are obtained in those tests which closely mimic activated sludge plant conditions.
However, such tests are extremely laborious and expensive and in practice simple (standardised)
laboratory tests are used instead. Unfortunately, these test are not designed to yield kinetic
information and extrapolation of their results to activated sludge plant conditions is extremely
difficult, if not impossible. A third complicating factor is that biodegradation parameters can vary
with the plant operational characteristics and the exposure history of the sludge. Consequently,
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thesefactors shouldbeincluded inthebiodegradation kineticsand inlaboratory teststo assessthese
kinetics.
The last 10-15 years several activated sludge fate models have been developed, ranging from
modelsthatdescribe site-specific situationstogenericmodelsthatcanbeused for an environmental
exposure assessment. Many similarities canbefound betweenthesemodels,inparticular regarding
theequationstheyemploy for sorption andairstripping.However,they also showlarge differences.
A large variety inbiodegradation kinetics certainly has to be mentioned because these kinetics can
have an enormous impact onthe model outputthat will be generated. Most of the models focus on
the aerated bioreactor of activated sludge plants whereas other unit operations (pre-settlers, grit
chambers, sludge digesters, etc.) also may have an impact on the distribution of organic trace
compounds.
Validation of activated sludge fate models requires accurate monitoring data. Although the results
of severalmonitoring studieshavebeen reported, most ofthesewere carried out in full-scale plants
and (i)essential information abouttheplant characteristics and operational conditions ismissing or
(ii) information about the behaviour of the target trace compounds is incomplete or lacks the
required levelofdetail.Besides,insufficient variationwasappliedtothoseparametersthat activated
sludge fate modelsaremost sensitiveto.Inparticularthe sludgeretentiontime (SRT) and (average)
influent concentration of thetracecompoundshavetobementioned inthisregard.

Anewbiodegradation testmethod
Oneoftheconclusions oftheliterature reviewof chapter 2wasthatthereisa lack of reliable tests
which the biodegradation kinetics of organic trace compounds by activated sludge can be assessed
with. As was mentioned earlier, it is evident that these tests most likely will provide useful kinetic
data if the test conditions closely mimic the conditions in the activated sludge plant of interest.
However, this usually is not the case and many differences inthese conditions can be pointed out,
including the operational mode (batch versus continuous), substrate to biomass ratio, presence of
carbon sources other thanthe trace compound of interest, etc.Ittherefore was decided to develop a
new kinetic test which was referred to as a "by-pass" test (chapter 3). The test methodology was
tested with three trace compounds: nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA), the C^-homologue of linear
alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C12)andtoluene.Theresults showed that more experience isrequired
with this test, in particular with respect to selection of the optimum test settings which are
compound related. The proposed test method is not suitable as a standardised biodegradation test
but certainly could be applied in a research environment, for instance to investigate the effect of
plantoperationparameters onthebiodegradationkinetics.

Set-upofthevalidation experiments
Apart from an activated sludge system (aerated bioreactor and a settler to retainthe biomass in the
system), most municipal wastewater treatment plants include several pre-treatment steps (primary
settler, grit removal, screens, etc.) and facilities to treat excess sludge (thickeners, digesters, etc.).
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Although it isrecognised that all these process units may have aneffect onthe distribution oftrace
pollutants,the (aerated) bioreactor generally is considered the most important treatment unit in this
regard. Forthatreasonitwasdecidedtofocustheexperimentsentirely onthe bioreactor.
Although inaway it isamodel itself, itwasalso decided touseapilot-scale activated sludge plant
(aerationtankof0.5m3)ratherthanafull-scale plantbecause(i)theconditionsinapilot-scale plant
can be more conveniently manipulated, (ii) test compounds can be discharged without having to
worry about detrimental effects on plant performance with respect to conventional wastewater
parameters like COD,N and P and (iii) apilot-scale plant can be covered which facilitates off-gas
sampling.Asthey all mayhave animportant effect onthe actualbehaviour oftracecompounds,the
operational parameters of the pilot-plant, i.e., the sludge retention time (SRT), hydraulic retention
time (HRT), COD loading rate and aeration intensity, and the influent concentration of the trace
compounds werevaried intheexperiments.
Because activated sludge fate models are extremely sensitive to the physical-chemical and
biodegradation properties oftracecompounds, it isnecessary to investigate a large number ofthese
compounds. Initially, a validation matrix was constructed with 17 test compounds of varying
volatility, hydrophobicity and biodegradability. Unfortunately, a lack of reliable and accurate
analytical techniques forced us to reduce this number tothree compounds only: the C,2-homologue
of linearalkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS-C,2)which isahighly sorptive compound,toluene whichisa
volatile compound and nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) to represent the class of non-sorptive and nonvolatile compounds.
Monitoring sessions to assess the behaviour of LAS-C,2, NTA and toluene in the pilot-plant are
described in chapters 4. 5and 6.respectively. Inaddition, thebiodegradation kinetics ofthese trace
compounds were determined. The results were used to check the model equations employed by
existing activated sludge fate models,to obtain an impression ofthereliability ofthese models and
to identify model imperfections thatneedimprovement andfurther research.
During the monitoring sessions the test compounds were discharged to the pilot-plant at a constant
rate which means that their fate in this plant was determined under "steady-state" conditions. In
reality this discharge rate will be time-varying and this may have a strong impact on the average
removal efficiency that can be achieved. For that reason the dynamic behaviour of the test
compounds was investigated in a number of step discharge experiments. The results of this part of
theinvestigations aredescribed inchapter 7.

Linearalkylbenzenesulfonate(LAS)
As part of this model validation study monitoring data were collected in a pilot-scale municipal
activated sludge plant to establish the fate of the C12-homologue of LAS (LAS-C,2) (chapter 4.1)
The pilot-plant was operated at influent LAS-C12 concentrations between (background)
concentrations in the pre-settled domestic wastewater of about 2000 ug-l"' and an enhanced
concentrations of 15000 ugT'. The plant was operated at SRTs of 10 and 27.3 days, HRTs of 7.3
and 12.4 hours and COD loading rates of 0.19 and 0.46 kg COD-kg"' volatile suspended solids
(VSS)d'. Irrespective of the height of the influent concentration of LAS-CI2 and the operational
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characteristics of the plant, less than 0.5%of the influent load of LAS-C12 was discharged with the
effluent and less than 0.4% was wasted with the excess sludge. Effluent and waste sludge
concentrations were 5to 10 ug-1"1and 37 to 69 ug-g'1 VSS,respectively. In sludge samples, taken
from the aeration tank of the plant, only a small fraction (2-8%),waspresent as dissolved LAS-C12
and the remaining 92-98% was found to be sorbed to the sludge. In spite of this high degree of
sorption,morethan99%ofLAS-C12couldberemoved bybiodegradation, showingthatnot onlythe
solublefraction butalsothesorbed fraction ofLAS-C12isreadily available for biodegradation.
Sorption and biodegradation of LAS-C12 by municipal activated sludge were also separately
investigated (chapter 4.2). Sorption equilibration waswithin 5to 10minutes, showing that sorption
of LAS-C12 by activated sludge is an extremely fast process. The sorption equilibrium could be
described by a linear isotherm with a sludge-water partition coefficient of 3.2 1-g"1 VSS.The results
of the biodegradation kinetic tests showed that primary biodegradation (i.e.,removal of the parent
compound) of LAS-C12cannot be described by a Monod model, but a secondary utilisation model
should beused instead. Combined first- and zero-order kinetics,related tothe total concentration of
LAS-CI2 (the sum of dissolved and sorbed LAS-C12), gave the best model fit. Remarkably, the
concentration where the kinetics change from first- to zero-order were found to decrease when the
sludgewasexposed tohigher loading ratesofLAS-C12.
From the results of the biodegradation experiments it was concluded that existing activated sludge
fate models cannot accurately predict the behaviour of LAS-C12 in municipal activated sludge
plants. Therefore, using the results of the sorption and biodegradation tests a new simple
mathematical model was developed and this model was validated against the LAS-C12monitoring
data (chapter 4.3). The model could accurately predict the fate of LAS-C12in the plant. Only the
effluent concentrations were slightly overestimated, probably because too low a sludge-water
distribution coefficient was used inthe model calculations. Asensitivity analysis demonstrated that
the distribution of LAS-C12 in municipal activated sludge plants mainly is determined by sludgewater partitioning. From this, it can be anticipated that LAS removal efficiency is favourable in
plantsoperated athighsludgeconcentrationsandwithexcellent sludge-water separation facilities.

Nitrilotriacetic acid(NTA)
NTA was a second test compound inthis study (chapter 5). Thepilot-plant was operated according
to the conditions already mentioned earlier for LAS-C12 and received various influent
concentrations of NTA between a background concentration in the wastewater of about 300 ug-l"1
andenhanced concentrations ashigh as 35mg-1'1.Morethan 99%NTA removal could be achieved,
irrespective of the operational conditions. Effluent concentrations of NTA always were lower than
the method detection limit of 30 ug-1"1. Sorption and subsequent discharge with the excess sludge
wasfound tobean insignificant removal pathway forNTA andremoval could be entirely attributed
to biodegradation.
Biodegradation tests, incombination with information from the literature, showed that (no growth)
secondary utilisation kinetics and (growth) Monod kinetics that usually are employed by activated
sludgefate modelscannot beusedtoaccurately predictthebiodegradation rateofNTA by activated
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sludgebecause (i)atlowinfluent concentrations ofNTAthe Monodmodel seemstobe invalid and
may have to be replaced by a different, more complex model and (ii) the potential of the sludge to
scavenge NTA is dependent on the influent concentration of NTA. Only little is known about the
underlying mechanismsthatcausethesedeviationsfrom existingbiodegradationmodels.

Toluene
Toluene was the third test compound that monitoring data were collected for (chapter 61.
Biodegradation oftoluene inthe pilot-plant was absent whenthe sludge was exposed to an average
background concentration oftoluene inthe wastewater of 4 ng 1"'. When the influent concentration
was raised above 100 ugT1biodegradation was established and could eliminate more than 97%of
theinfluent load.Tolueneconcentrations intheeffluent andoff-gas were low:lessthan2 ng-1"1and
0.3 u-g-1"1,respectively.
The general trend in the observations could be predicted with a Monod model, but not with
secondary utilisation kinetics. More reliable model predictions are feasible, but this requires more
accurate values for the Monod parameters and for the ratio between the liquid-gas mass-transfer
coefficients of toluene and oxygen. It remains unclear whether the Monod model also is valid at
influent concentrations lowerthan 100(j.g-1"1orshouldbereplaced byadifferent model.

Dynamicfate modelling
Most fate models consider steady-state situations, that is, they assume that a trace compounds is
supplied with the wastewater at a constant loading rate.However, inreality activated sludge plants
have to deal with time-variable loading rates and because each time the sludge may need time to
adapt to the new concentration this may have a significant impact on the (average) removal
efficiency of a trace compound. The dynamic behaviour of LAS-C12, NTA and toluene was
investigated inthepilot-plant by following theresponse inconcentrations to a stepincrease oftheir
influent concentration (chapter 71.For all three compounds the sludge could adapt to this higher
influent concentration by increasing their rate of biodegradation, resulting in concentrations which
were also observed before the step increase. However, major differences were observed in the
transient response of the test compounds, indicating that completely different adaptation
mechanisms may have been involved. Because of this compound related adaptation response and
because only little is known about the underlying adaptation mechanisms, it was concluded that
existing activated sludge fate models cannot be used to accurately predict the effect of highly
variable influent concentrations.

Conclusions
Inchapter 8the results ofthe literaturereviewandthe validation experiments arediscussed. Itwas
concluded that activated sludge fate models can be a useful element of a first screening of the
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distribution of organic trace compounds in activated sludge plants but that a generic assessment of
this distribution should not rely on model calculations alone. For existing priority compounds the
model output could be used to design field monitoring sessions in order to obtain a more accurate
assessment of this distribution. For new (suspected) priority compounds a first screening also may
yield useful information but this should be supported by monitoring data from laboratory of pilotscale activated sludge plants. These plants have to be operated with municipal wastewater, at
various influent concentrations of the target trace compound and at a wide range of SRTs. Finally,
the experiments have demonstrated thatbiodegradation oftrace compounds by activated sludge isa
very complex process, involving many aspects which are still poorly understood. Therefore, more
accurate activated sludge fate models can only be developed if more research is directed towards
biodegradation of mixtures of organic substances by mixed microbial cultures such as activated
sludge.
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Inleiding
De productie en het gebruik van organische stoffen resulteert vaak in hun (ongewenste)
aanwezigheid in het milieu. Hoewel hun concentratie in het milieu meestal laag is, kunnen deze
organische microverontreinigingen (en synoniemen hiervan zoals xenobiotica, prioriteitstoffen,
chemicalien, etc.) een gevaar opleveren die samenhangt met hun humane toxiciteit, accumulatie in
ecosystemen enkatalyserendewerkingbijdedestructievandeozonlaag.
Vaak komen organische microverontreinigingen op de een of andere manier in het riool terecht en
worden ze uiteindelijk op een rioolwaterzuiveringsinrichting (rwzi) geloosd. In tegenstelling tot
industriele zuiveringsinstallaties zijn deze rwzi's gericht op het verwijderen van de bulk aan
organische stoffen, uitgedrukt als biochemisch zuurstofverbruik (BZV) of chemisch
zuurstofverbruik (CZV). Meestal wordt hiervoor het zogenaamde actiefslibproces toegepast. Het
gedrag van organische microverontreinigingen in deze actiefslibinstallaties wordt door
verschillende deelprocessen bepaald. Hydrofobe stoffen kunnen door ad- en absorptie in het slib
terechtkomen en een gevaar vormen bij de verdere verwerking van dit slib. Vluchtige stoffen zijn
onderhevig aan strippen en oppervlaktevervluchtiging en worden regelmatig in de lucht boven
(open)rwzi's of inhet afgas van(overkapte)rwzi's aangetroffen. Vervluchtiging en sorptie bepalen
louter en alleen deverdeling van organische microverontreinigingen over de milieucompartimenten
water, lucht en slib. Een derde proces, te weten biodegradatie, zorgt ervoor dat een stof
daadwerkelijk uit het milieu verwijderd kan worden. Actiefslibinstallaties hebben een grote
biodegradatiecapaciteit , zowel kwalitatief als kwantitatief. Tegelijkertijd is biodegradatie een
gecompliceerd proces waarbij een groot aantal factoren betrokken is zoals de moleculaire structuur
van deteverwijderen stoffen, desamenstellingvan demicrobiele populatie waaruit het actiefslib is
opgebouwd, de operationele condities van de actiefslibinstallatie, de aanwezigheid van andere
organische stoffen, enz. Bovendien is er sprake van een competitie voor organische
microverontreinigingen tussen biodegradatie en de eerder genoemde overdrachtsprocessen
vervluchtiging ensorptie.
De afgelopen twee decennia zijn diverse actiefslibmodellen ontwikkeld waarmee het gedrag van
organische microverontreinigingen in actiefslibinstallaties kan worden voorspeld. Deze modellen
worden gebruikt (i) alshulpmiddel omde blootstelling vanhet milieu aan deze ongewenste stoffen
inte schatten, (ii)bij hetontwerpendebedrijfsvoering vanactiefslibinstallaties omde verwijdering
van deze stoffen te optimaliseren en (iii) om, in geval van industriele lozingen, beperkingen
aangaande de belasting van actiefslibinstallaties met deze stoffen op te leggen. Echter, de
betrouwbaarheid van deze modellen is slechts in zeer beperkte mate onderzocht zodat hun
toepasbaarheid onzeker blijft. Deresultaten vaneenvalidatiestudie kantegelijkertijd het vertrouwen
indezemodellen verhogenenhuntekortkomingen duidelijk kunnenmaken.
Het doel van de studie die in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven was om de tekortkomingen aan te
tonen van bestaande modellen die het gedrag van organische microverontreinigingen in
actiefslibinstallaties voorspellen. Eentweede doel was om wetenschappelijke kennis te verzamelen
waarmee deze modellen verbeterd zouden kunnen worden om zo een praktijktoepassing dichterbij
te brengen. Hiertoe werd een literatuurstudie uitgevoerd, een nieuwe testmethode ontwikkeld
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waarmee de biodegradatiekinetiek van organische microverontreinigingen door actiefslib
bestudeerd kan worden en werden een aantal validatie-experimenten uitgevoerd waarin het gedrag
vaneenaantalteststoffen ineenproefinstallatie werdgemeten.

Literatuuronderzoek
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de resultaten van een literatuurstudie uitgevoerd met als doel informatie te
achterhalen over (i) relevante processen die het gedrag van organische microverontreinigingen in
actiefslibinstallaties bepalen, (ii) wiskundige vergelijkingen waarmee de snelheid van deze
processen kan worden voorspeld, (iii) methoden om demodelparameterste bepalen, (iv) bestaande
actiefslibmodellen en(v)pogingendiezijn ondernomenomdezemodellentevalideren.
Er bestaat een zekere concensus over de processen die moetenworden meegenomen in een model,
te weten de overdrachtsprocessen sorptie en vervluchtiging (strippen en oppervlaktevervluchtiging)
enbiodegradatie. Voor sommigestoffen kunnen naastbiodegradatie ook andere conversieprocessen
optreden zoals fotolyse en chemische oxidatie/reductie. Echter, over het algemeen wordt
aangenomen dat deze abiotische processen minder belangrijk zijn dan biochemische oxidatie door
demicro-organismenin actiefslib.
Sorptievan organische microverontreinigingen aanactiefslib wordt gemodelleerdals een instantaan
proces met een lineaire evenwichtsverdeling tussen het water en het slib. Indien is vastgesteld dat
sorptie louter en alleen door hydrofobe interacties wordt bepaald dan kan de slib-water
partitiecoefficient van een stof berekend worden uit een empirische relatie met de octanol-water
partitiecoefficient van die stof. In alle andere gevallen zal eerstgenoemde parameter op
experimentelewijze moetenworden vastgesteld.
Vluchtige microverontreinigingen zijn vatbaar voor strippen en oppervlaktevervluchtiging. In de
biorector(aeratietank) van actiefslibinstallaties isstrippenhetdominanteproces.Alleen inhetgeval
van stoffen met een relatief lage vluchtigheid en bij zeer lage luchtdebieten kan ook
oppervlaktevervluchtiging eensignificante bijdrage leverenaandeemissienaardelucht.Involledig
gemengde bioreactoren die zijn voorzien van bellenbeluchting wordt strippen meestal beschreven
met een eerste-orde vergelijking in relatie tot de opgeloste concentratie van de betreffende
microverontreiniging. De eerste-orde stripconstante kan worden berekend uit de Henry constante
vandie stof (H), enuit deoverdrachtscoefficient (K0,a)dieafhankelijk isvan deeigenschappen van
de beluchtingsapparatuur en geometrie van de bioreactor. De K0,a voor organische
microverontreinigingen ismoeilijk temetenmaarkan wel worden geschat uit deK0lavoor zuurstof
diewelrelatief eenvoudig gemetenkanworden.
De literatuur laat zien dat de wiskundige vergelijkingen voor sorptie en vervluchtiging reeds
uitgebreid en onder zeer uiteenlopende omstandigheden zijn gevalideerd zodat nauwkeurige
voorspellingen verwacht mogen worden. Het tegenovergestelde geldt voor biodegradatie dat een
zeer gecompliceerd proces is. Dit uit zich onder andere in het grote aantal vergelijkingen dat
beschikbaar is voor de kinetiek van het biodegradatieproces, waaronder de Monod vergelijking,
vergelijkingen voordeomzettingvandemicroverontreiniging alseensecondair substraat endiverse
pragmatische eerste- en tweede-orde vergelijkingen. Welke vergelijking onder welke
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omstandigheden gebruikt moet worden is onduidelijk en deze keuze lijkt vooralsnog gedicteerd te
worden door de beschikbaarheid van de meetgegevens en niet door een gedegen kennis van de
onderliggende microbiele processen. Een bijkomend probleem is de moeilijkheid om betrouwbare
biodegradatieparameters te kunnen bepalen. Over het algemeen wordt aangenomen dat de meest
betrouwbare parameters wordenbepaald indien tijdens demeting dezelfde omstandigheden heersen
als in de betreffende actiefslibinstallatie. Testen waarin dit het geval is zijn niet beschikbaar en
meestal worden in plaats daarvan eenvoudige (gestandaardiseerde) laboratoriumtesten gebruikt.
Echter, deze testen zijn niet ontwikkeld om kinetische informatie te genereren en bovendien is
extrapolatie van de resultaten naar de omstandigheden in een actiefslibinstallatie uiterst
twijfelachtig. Een derde complicerende factor is dat biodegradatieparameters kunnen varieren met
deoperationele omstandigheden ineen actiefslibinstallatie en de blootstellingsgeschiedenis van het
actiefslib aan een microverontreiniging. Dit betekent niet alleen dat deze factoren in de
biodegradatiekinetiek moeten worden verwerkt, maar ook moeten worden betrokken bij de testen
waarmeedezekinetiekwordt vastgesteld.
De laatste 10-15 jaar zijn diverse modellen ontwikkeld waarmee het gedrag van organische
microverontreinigingen in actiefslibinstallaties voorspeld kan worden. Het betreft zowel algemene
modellen die gebruikt kunnen worden als hulpmiddel bij de voorspelling van de blootstelling van
het milieu aan deze stoffen als modellen die meer specifieke situaties beschrijven. Tussen de
verschillende modellen bestaan veel overeenkomsten, inhet bijzonder wat betreft de vergelijkingen
die worden gebruikt voor strippen en sorptie. Echter, de modellen vertonen ook grote verschillen.
Eengroteverscheidenheid indebiodegradatiekinetiek werd algenoemd eniszeer belangrijk omdat
dit kan resulteren in extreem verschillende modelvoorspellingen. Ook de structuur van de
actiefslibinstallaties is verschillend. De meeste modellen zijn gericht op de bioreactor maar soms
wordenookandereprocesstappen (voorbezinker, zandvanger, slibvergister, etc.) beschouwd.
Validatie van bovenstaande modellen vereist een zeer uitgebreide set van nauwkeurige
meetgegevens. Gegevens die in de literatuur worden gerapporteerd werden in de meeste gevallen
verzameld in praktijkinstallaties. Echter, essentiele informatie over de configuratie van deze
installaties en nun bedrijfsvoering ontbreekt in veel gevallen. Ook zijn meetgegevens van de
microverontreinigingen vaak onvolledig en/of niet gedetailleerd genoeg. Daarnaast werd in de
meeste studies onvoldoende variatie toegepast in die parameters waar de modellenjuist het meest
gevoelig voor zijn. Dit betreft vooral de slibleeftijd, de eigenschappen van de organische
microverontreinigingen enhun(gemiddelde) influentconcentratie.

Eennieuwetestmethodevoor biodegradatie
Een van de conclusies van het literatuuronderzoek van hoofdstuk 2 was dat er een gebrek is aan
betrouwbare testen waarmee de biodegradatiekinetiek van organische microverontreinigingen door
actiefslib kan worden bepaald. Zoals reeds eerder werd vermeld moeten in dergelijke testen de
condities in een actiefslibinstallatie zo goed als mogelijk worden nagebootst. Echter, bij de meeste
beschikbare (standaard)testen is dat niet het geval en bestaan er grote verschillen wat betreft de
operationale omstandigheden (batch versus continue), verhouding tussen de concentraties substraat
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enbiomassa, de aanwezigheid van extra organische stoffen naast dete testen microverontreiniging,
etc. Om deze redenen werd besloten om een nieuwe test te ontwikkelen waarnaar gerefereerd zal
worden als een "by-pass" test (hoofdstuk 3). De methode werd getest met drie stoffen:
nitrilotriazijnzuur (NTA), de C,2-homoloog van lineair alkylbenzeen sulfonaat (LAS-C,2) en
tolueen. Deresultaten lieten zien datmeerervaring met detestmethode moetworden opgedaan. Dit
geldt vooral voor de selectie van de optimale testinstellingen die afhankelijk zijn van de te testen
stof. De voorgestelde methode is dan ook niet geschikt als een standaardtest. Wei kan de test
toegepast wordenbij onderzoek,bijvoorbeeld onderzoek naarheteffect vanoperationele parameters
opdebiodegradatiekinetiek van actiefslib.

Opzetvandevalidatie-experimenten
Naast een actiefslibsysteem (aeratietank en een nabezinker om de biomassa in het systeem vast te
houden) bestaan de meeste huishoudelijke afvalwaterzuiveringsinstallaties uit een aantal extra
voorbehandelingsstappen (rooster, voorbezinker, zandvangers, etc.) en diverse faciliteiten voor de
behandeling van het surplusslib dat wordt geproduceerd (indikker, vergister, etc.). Hoewel al deze
stappen een effect kunnen hebben op de distributie van organische microverontreinigingen, wordt
de bioreactor over het algemeen als belangrijkste processtap beschouwd. Daarom werden de
validatie-experimenten geheelopdebioreactor afgestemd.
Tevenswerdbesloten omdeexperimenten ineenproefinstallatie (0.5m3)uittevoeren alhoewel dit
in feite eenmodel is van een praktijkinstallatie. De belangrijkste redenen hiervoor waren dat (i) de
omstandigheden in een proefinstallatie eenvoudig kunnen worden gemanipuleerd, (ii)teststoffen in
hoge concentraties op een proefinstallatie mogen worden geloosd en (iii) een proefinstallatie
overkapt kanwordenhetgeenbemonstering vanhetafgas mogelijk maakt.Omdatzealieneen effect
op het gedrag van organische microverontreinigingen kunnen hebben werden tijdens de
experimenten de slibleeftijd, de hydraulische verblijftijd, de CZV-belasting, de
beluchtingsintensiteit endeinfluentconcentratie vandeteststoffen gevarieerd.
Modellen die het gedrag van organische microverontreinigingen in actiefslibinstallaties voorspellen
zijn vooral gevoelig voor de fysisch-chemische eigenschappen en biodegradeerbaarheid van deze
stoffen. Daarom zou eengroot aantal stoffen getestmoetenworden enwerd eenvalidatiematrix van
17 verschillende stoffen geconstrueerd met uiteenlopende vluchtigheid, hydrofobiciteit en
biodegradeerbaarheid. Echter, een gebrek aan betrouwbare en nauwkeurige analysetechnieken
zorgde ervoor dat het aantal teststoffen teruggebracht moest worden tot drie: de C12-homoloogvan
lineair alkylbenzeen sulfonaat (LAS-C12) dat sterk aan slib kan adsorberen, tolueen dat een zeer
vluchtigestofisennitrilotriazijnzuur (NTA)datnochvluchtigisnochaanslibadsorbeert.
De resultaten van verschillende meetsessies waarin de distributie van LAS-C12,NTA en tolueen in
een proefinstallatie werd bepaald worden achtereenvolgens beschreven in hoofdstukken 4. 5en 6 .
De kinetiek waarmee deze stoffen door het actiefslib in de proefinstallatie werden omgezet werd
gemeten met de eerder genoemde "by-pass" test (hoofdstuk 3). Op basis van de resultaten werden
devergelijkingen gecontroleerd waaruitbestaande modellenzijn opgebouwd.
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Tijdens demeetsessieswerdendeteststoffen meteenconstante vrachtopdeproefinstallatie geloosd
zodathunuiteindelijke loteenevenwichtssituatie reflecteert. Inwerkelijkheid zaldebelasting inde
tijd varieren hetgeen een sterk effect kan hebben op het gemiddelde verwijderingsrendement.
Daarom werd ookhetdynamische gedrag vandeteststoffen indeproefinstallatie onderzocht door
in eenaantal experimenten debelasting metdeze stoffen opeens drastisch te verhogen (hoofdstuk

11Lineairalkylbenzeen sulfonaat(LAS)
De resultaten van het onderzoek met LAS-C12 worden in hoofdstuk 4.1 beschreven. De
proefinstallatie werd belastmethuishoudelijk afvalwater datconcentraties LAS-C12bevattetussen2
en 15 rng-1"1. De installatie werd bedreven bij slibleeftijden van 10en 27.3 dagen, hydraulische
verblijftijden van7.2en 12.4 uurenCZV-belastingenvan0.19en0.46kgCZVperkgorganische
stofper dag.Onafhankelijk vandeinfluentconcentratie LAS-C12endeoperationele omstandigheden
werdminder dan 0.5 %vandeinfluentvracht LAS-C,2inheteffluent aangetroffen enverliet minder
dan 0.4%deinstallatie viahetspuislib. Deconcentratie LAS-C,2inheteffluent en spuislib waren
respectievelijk 5-10 \igl'1 en 37-69 ngg' 1 organische stof. Slechts 2-8%van de LAS-C12 in de
slibmonsters uitdeaeratietank wasaanwezig inopgeloste vorm endeoverige 92-98%in(aan het
slib) geadsorbeerde vorm. Ondanks dithoge percentage geadsorbeerde LAS-C12kon intotaal meer
dan 99%LAS-C12door middel van biodegradatie worden verwijderd. Dit toont duidelijk aandat
niet alleen de opgeloste fractie LAS-C12 beschikbaar is voor biodegradatie maar ook de
geadsorbeerde fractie.
Sorptie enbiodegradatie vanLAS-C12door actiefslib werdenookapart onderzocht (hoofdstuk 4.2).
Tijdens de sorptie-experimenten werd binnen 10minuten eenevenwicht bereikt waaruit blijkt dat
sorptie een zeer snel proces is. Het sorptie-evenwicht kon met een lineaire isotherm worden
beschreven meteenslib-water partitiecoefficient van3.21-g"1 organische stof. Deresultaten van de
biodegradatietesten lieten zien datprimaire biodegradatie (datwil zeggen de verwijdering vande
uitgangsstof) vanLAS-C12niet meteenMonod model kanworden beschreven eninplaats daarvan
eensecondairverbruiksmodelzoumoetenwordentoegepast.De resultatenkondenhetbeste worden
beschreven meteengecombineerd eerste- ennulde-orde model datgebaseerd isopdetotale (som
van opgeloste engeadsorbeerde LAS-C12)concentratie LAS-C,2. Opvallend wasdatdeconcentratie
waar de kinetiek omschakelde van eerste- naar nulde-orde kleiner werd naarmate het slib was
blootgesteld aanhogereLAS-C12vrachten.
Opbasis vanderesultaten vandebiodegradatietesten werd geconcludeerd datbestaande modellen
de uiteindelijke distributie vanLAS-C12inactiefslibinstallatie niet nauwkeurig kunnen voorspellen.
Daarom werd eennieuw (wiskundig) model ontwikkeld datinhoofdstuk 4.3werd gevalideerdmet
behulp vandemetingen indeproefinstallatie. Hetmodel konnauwkeurig hetgedrag vanLAS-C12
voorspellen. Alleen de berekende effluentconcentraties waren enigszins te hoog, waarschijnlijk
omdat in de berekeningen een te lage slib-water partitiecoefficient werd toegepast. Een
gevoeligheidsanalyse liet zien datdedistributie vanLAS-C12voornamelijk wordt bepaald doorde
verdeling van LAS-C,2 tussen het slib en het (afval)water. Hieruit werd geconcludeerd dat
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installaties met hoge slibconcentraties en een goede slib-water scheiding bevorderlijk zijn voor de
eliminatievanLAS-C12.

Nitrilotriazijnzuur (NTA)
NTA was een tweede teststof in dit onderzoek (hoofdstuk 5). De proefinstallatie werd op dezelfde
wijze bedreven als bij LAS-CI2 het geval was en werd belast met influentconcentraties NTA
varierend tussen 300 ugl"1en 35 mg-i"1. Meer dan 99%van de NTA in het afValwater werd in de
installatie verwijderd, onafhankelijk van de influentconcentratie en de operationele
omstandigheden. De effluentconcentratie NTA was altijd lager dan de detectielimiet van 30 (j.g-1"1.
Sorptie en daarmee samenhangende distributie van NTA naar het spuislib was geen aantoonbare
eliminatieroute zodat de verwijdering van NTA volledig kon worden toegeschreven aan
biodegradatie.
Biodegradatietesten, gecombineerd met literatuurinformatie, toonde aan dat noch het op specifieke
groei gebaseerde Monod model, noch secondaire verbruiksmodellen de biodegradatie van NTA
door actiefslib kunnen voorspellen. Bij lage influentconcentraties moet het Monod model
waarschijnlijk door een ander, meer complex, model vervangen worden. Daarnaast bleek de
affiniteit van het slib voor NTA afhankelijk te zijn van de influentconcentratie NTA. Helaas is
vrijwel niets bekend over de mechanismen die aan deze afwijkingen ten opzichte van bestaande
modellenten grondslag liggen.

Tolueen
Dederdeteststof in ditonderzoek wastolueen (hoofdstuk 7"). Biodegradatie vantolueentrad nietop
bij influentconcentraties lagerdan4 ugT'. Bij influentconcentraties hogerdan 100ug-1"1wasditwel
het geval en werd meer dan 97% van de totale influentvracht in de proefinstallatie door
biodegradatie verwijderd. Tolueenconcentraties in het effluent en in het afgas waren zeer laag:
respectievelijk minderdan2en0.3u,g-l"'.
Dealgemenetrend indewaarnemingenkongoedmeteenMonodmodelwordenvoorpeld maarniet
meteen secondair verbruiksmodel.Betrouwbaardere voorspellingen lijken mogelijk maardit vereist
nauwkeuriger waarden voor de Monod parameters en voor de verhouding tussen de (water-lucht)
massoverdrachtscoefficienten voor tolueen en zuurstof. Het blijft onduidelijk of het Monod model
ook valide is bij influentconcentraties lager dan 100 (j.g-1"1 of in dat geval vervangen zou moeten
wordendooreenandermodel.

Modellerenvandynamischgedrag
De meeste modellen gaan uit van een evenwichtssituatie waarbij een organische
microverontreiniging met een constante vracht opeen actiefslibinstallatie wordt geloosd. Echter, in
werkelijkheid moeten actiefslibinstallaties tijd-variabele vrachten behandelen. Om het actiefslib
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zich telkens opnieuw moet aanpassen aan de veranderende vracht kan dit een behoorlijk effect
hebben ophet uiteindelijke (gemiddelde) verwijderingsrendement. Omdit te onderzoeken werd het
dynamische gedrag van LAS-C12, NTA en tolueen gevolgd in respons op een stapvormige
verhoging van nun influentconcentratie (hoofdstuk 7").Voor alledrie de stoffen paste het slib zich
zeer snel aan door de biodegradatiesnelheid te verhogen. Uiteindelijk resulteerde dit in
effiuentconcentraties die ook voor de verhoging van de influentconcentratie werden waargenomen.
Echter, er werden aanzienlijke verschillen in de overgangsrespons van de verschillende stoffen
waargenomen hetgeen erop duidt dat er sprake was van verschillende adaptatiemechanismen. Er
werd werd geconcludeerd dat met bestaande modellen het dynamische gedrag van organische
microverontreinigingen inactiefslibinstallaties nietnauwkeurig kanworden voorspeld.

Conclusies
In hoofdstuk 8 werden de resultaten van het literatuuronderzoek en de validatie-experimenten
bediscussieerd. Met bestaande modellen kan een eerste 'screening' van het lot van organische
microverontreinigingen in actiefslibinstallaties worden uitgevoerd. Echter, een inschatting van dit
lotmag niet alleen opmodelvoorspellingengebaseerd zijn. Voorbestaande microverontreinigingen
zou het resultaat van de modelvoorspellingen gebruikt kunnen worden om meetsessies te
ontwerpen. Voor nieuwe (verdachte) stoffen zou een eerste "screening" zinvolle informatie kunnen
opleveren als ondersteuning voor meetgegevens die verzameld moeten worden in
actiefslibinstallaties op laboratorium- of proefinstallatieschaal. Deze installaties moeten worden
gevoed met huishoudelijk afvalwater dat verschillende influentconcentraties van de
microverontreinigingen bevat enmoetenwordenbedreven bij verschillende slibleeftijden. Tenslotte
hebben deexperimentenaangetoond datbiodegradatie van organische microverontreinigingen door
actiefslib eenuiterst gecompliceerd procesiswaarbij verschillende deelprocessen zijn betrokken die
slechts ten dele worden begrepen. Daarom is de ontwikkeling van nauwkeuriger modellen alleen
maar mogelijk indien meer onderzoek wordt gedaan naar de biodegradatie van mengsels van
organische stoffen doormengcultureszoalsactiefslib.
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